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Abstract
The aim of this research is to investigate multi-modality biometric image quality
assessment methods for unconstrained samples. Studies of biometrics noted the
significance of sample quality for a recognition system or a comparison algorithm
because the performance of the biometric system depends mainly on the quality
of the sample images. The need to assess the quality of multi-modality biomet-
ric samples is increased with the requirement of a high accuracy multi-modality
biometric systems.
In this thesis we describe the work carried out to use no-reference image quality
metrics for the assessment of multi-modality biometric sample images. The inten-
ded behavior of such metrics is to evaluate or predict the quality of natural image
as human observers would perceive it.
Following an introduction and background in biometrics and biometric sample
quality, we introduce the concept of biometric sample quality assessment for mul-
tiple modalities. Recently established ISO/IEC quality standards for fingerprint,
iris, and face are presented. In addition, sample quality assessment approaches
which are designed specific for contact-based and contactless fingerprint, near-
infrared-based iris and visible wavelength iris, as well as face are surveyed. Fol-
lowing the survey, approaches for the performance evaluation of biometric sample
quality assessment methods are also investigated.
Based on the knowledge gathered from the biometric sample quality assessment
challenges, we propose a common framework for the assessment of multi-modality
biometric image quality. We review the previous classification of image-based
quality attributes for a single biometric modality and investigate what are the com-
mon image-based attributes for multi-modality. Then we select and re-define the
most important image-based quality attributes for the common framework. In or-
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der to link these quality attributes to the real biometric samples, we develop a
new multi-modality biometric image quality database which has both high quality
sample images and degraded images for contactless fingerprint, visible wavelength
iris, and face modalities. The degradation types are based on the selected common
image-based quality attributes. Another important aspect in the proposed common
framework is the image quality metrics and their applications in biometrics. We
first introduce and classify the existing image quality metrics and then conducted
a brief survey of no-reference image quality metrics, which can be applied to bio-
metric sample quality assessment. Plus, we investigate how no-reference image
quality metrics have been used for the quality assessment for fingerprint, iris, and
face biometric modalities.
From the fingerprint quality ISO/IEC standard we already know what kind of de-
gradations that can affect the performance of a fingerprint recognition system,
however, it is not clear if the system performance will be influenced, or to what
extent. Therefore, an experiment is conducted to investigate how a number of
selected image degradations influence the performance of a fingerprint recogni-
tion system, and, influence the performance of a fingerprint quality assessment
approach.
According to the availability of open source biometric recognition applications,
the existing contact-based fingerprint recognition algorithms have difficulties to
extract the minutiae from the high quality contactless fingerprint images from
our database. Therefore, we review 10 existing methods for the enhancement of
contact-based fingerprint and select two suitable methods to verify whether they
can be applied to contactless fingerprint. Finally, we propose an improved 3-step
contactless fingerprint image enhancement approach for the minutia extraction.
However, after the image enhancement process, the number of detected minutiae
is still under an acceptable level. We decide to leave contactless fingerprint for our
further study.
The experiments for the performance evaluation of no-reference image quality
metrics for visible wavelength face and iris modalities are conducted. The exper-
imental results indicate that there are several no-reference image quality metrics
that can assess the quality of both iris and face biometric samples. Lastly, we op-
timize the best metric by re-training it. The re-trained image quality metric can
provide better recognition performance than the original. Through the work car-
ried out in this thesis we have shown the applicability of no-reference image quality
metrics for the assessment of unconstrained multi-modality biometric samples.
Sammendrag
Målet med denne forskningen er å undersøke biometrisk bildekvalitet med flere
modaliteter i ukontrollerte omgivelser. Tidligere forsknings innen biometri har
påpekt betydningen av bildekvalitet for et gjenkjennelsessystem eller sammenlign-
ingsalgoritmer fordi ytelsen til det biometriske systemet avhenger hovedsakelig av
kvaliteten av bildene. Behovet for å vurdere kvaliteten på multimodale biometriske
bilder øker med kravet om høy nøyaktighet i multimodale biometriske systemer.
I denne avhandlingen beskriver vi arbeidet som utføres for å gjøre beregninger
av bildekvalitet uten referansebilder for vurdering av biometriske bilder med flere
modaliteter. Den tiltenkte oppgaven til slike beregninger er å evaluere eller forutsi
kvaliteten på det naturlige bildet som menneskelige observatører ville oppleve det.
Etter en introduksjon og bakgrunn i biometri og biometrisk kvalitet, presenterer vi
begrepet biometrisk bildekvalitet vurdering for flere modaliteter. Nylig etablerte
ISO / IEC kvalitetsstandarder for fingeravtrykk, iris og ansikt blir presentert. I
tillegg tilnærmes bildekvalitetsvurdering som er konstruert spesifikt for kontakt-
baserte og kontaktløse fingeravtrykk, nærinfrarødbasert iris og synlig bølgelengde
iris, samt ansikt blir undersøkt. Etter dette, undersøker vi ytelsesevaluering av bio-
metriske bildekvalitetsmetoder. Basert på kunnskap samlet fra dagens utfordringer
innen biometriske bildekvalitetsevaluering, foreslår vi et felles rammeverk for vur-
dering av multimodal biometrisk bildekvalitet. Vi går igjennom tidligere klassi-
fisering av bildebaserte kvalitetsattributter for hver biometrisk modalitet og un-
dersøker hva som er vanlig bildebaserte attributter for multimodale biometriske
systemer. Basert på dette velger vi og definerer de viktigste bildebaserte kval-
itetsattributter for det felles rammeverket. For å knytte disse kvalitetsattributene
til de virkelige biometriske bildene utvikler vi en ny biometrisk bildekvalitets-
database med flere modaliteter, som har både høy kvalitets bilder og forringede
bilder for kontaktløse fingeravtrykk, synlig bølgelengde iris og ansikt. Forringede
v
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bilder er basert på vanlige bildebaserte kvalitetsattributter. Et annet viktig aspekt i
det foreslåtte rammeverket er bildekvalitetsmålinger og deres applikasjoner i bio-
metri. Først introduserer og klassifiserer vi eksisterende bildekvalitetsmetrikker
og deretter viser vi en oversikt over ikke-referanse bildekvalitetsmetrikker uten
referansebilde som kan brukes til biometrisk bildekvalitetsvurdering. I tillegg un-
dersøker vi hvordan bildekvalitetsmetrikker har blitt brukt til kvalitetsvurdering
for fingeravtrykk, iris og ansikt.
Fra ISO / IEC-standarden for fingeravtrykkskvalitet vet vi allerede hva slags for-
ringelse av bildene som kan påvirke ytelsen til et fingeravtrykksgjenkjenningssys-
tem. Det er imidlertid ikke klart om systemytelsen vil bli påvirket, eller i hvilken
utstrekning. Derfor utføres et eksperiment for å undersøke hvordan et antall val-
gte bildeforringelser påvirker ytelsen til et fingeravtrykksgjenkjenningssystem, og
sammenhengen mellom kvalitetsvurdering av bildene og ytelsen av systemet. I
henhold til tilgjengeligheten av åpen kildekode biometrisk anerkjennelsesprogram-
mer, har de eksisterende kontaktbaserte fingeravtrykksgjenkjenningsalgoritmene
problemer med å trekke ut referansepunkter fingeravtrykksbildene med høy kval-
itet fra vår database. På grunn av dette tester vi 10 eksisterende metoder for for-
bedring av kontaktbasert fingeravtrykk, og velger to egnede metoder for å kon-
trollere om de kan brukes til kontaktløse fingeravtrykk. Til slutt foreslår vi et
forbedret 3-trinns bildeforbedringsmetode for kontaktløse fingeravtrykk. Imidler-
tid, etter bildeforbedringsprosessen, er antall referansepunkter fortsatt under et ak-
septabelt nivå. Vi bestemmer oss for å ikke fortsette forskningen på kontaktløse
fingeravtrykk i våre videre studier. Resten av avhandlingen omfatter eksperi-
menter for ytelsesevaluering av kvalitetsmetrikker uten referansebilde for synlig
bølgelengde ansiktsbilder og iris. De eksperimentelle resultatene indikerer at det
er flere bildekvalitetsmetrikker som kan vurdere kvaliteten på både iris- og an-
siktsbilder. Til slutt optimaliserer vi den beste metrikken, og den optimaliserte
metrikken gir bedre ytelse enn originalen. Gjennom arbeidet i denne avhandlingen
har vi vist anvendeligheten av bildekvalitetsmetrikker for vurdering av biometriske
bilder med flere modaliteter.
Résumé
L’objectif de ces travaux de recherche est d’étudier les méthodes d’évaluation de la
qualité des images biométriques multimodales sur des échantillons acquis de man-
ière non contrainte. De nombreuses s études ont noté l’importance de la qualité de
l’échantillon pour un système de reconnaissance ou un algorithme de comparaison,
puisque la performance du système biométrique est intrinsèquement dépendant de
la qualité des images de l’échantillon. Dès lors, la nécessité d’évaluer la qualité
des échantillons biométriques pour plusieurs modalités (empreintes digitales, iris,
visage, etc.) est devenue primordiale notamment avec l’apparition de systèmes
biométriques multimodaux de haute précision.
Dans cette thèse, nous décrivons le travail effectué pour étudier l’adaptabilité des
métriques de qualité d’image sans référence pour l’évaluation d’images biométriqu-
es de plusieurs modalités. Le comportement attendu de ces métriques est d’évaluer
ou de prédire la qualité de l’image naturelle telle que le font les observateurs hu-
mains.
Après une introduction présentant un historique de la biométrie et des préceptes
liés à la qualité des échantillons biométriques, nous présentons le concept d’évalua-
tion de la qualité des échantillons pour plusieurs modalités. Les normes de qualité
ISO / CEI récemment établies pour les empreintes digitales, l’iris et le visage sont
présentées. De plus, des approches d’évaluation de la qualité des échantillons con-
çues spécifiquement pour les empreintes digitales avec et sans contact, pour l’iris
(dont une image est capturée en proche infrarouge et dans le domaine visible),
ainsi que le visage sont étudiées. Finalement, des techniques d’évaluation des per-
formances des mesures de qualité des échantillons biométriques sont également
étudiées.
Sur la base des conclusions formulées suite à l’étude des solutions algorithmiques
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portant sur l’évaluation de la qualité des échantillons biométriques, nous propo-
sons un cadre commun pour l’évaluation de la qualité d’image biométrique pour
plusieurs modalité. Après avoir étudié les attributs de qualité basés sur l’image par
modalité biométrique, nous examinons quelle intersection existe pour l’ensemble
des modalités. Ensuite, nous sélectionnons et redéfinissons les attributs de qual-
ité basés sur l’image qui sont les plus importants afin de définir un cadre com-
mun. Afin de relier ces attributs de qualité aux vrais échantillons biométriques,
nous développons une nouvelle base de données de qualité d’image biométrique
multi-modalité qui contient des images échantillons de haute qualité et des images
dégradées pour l’empreinte digitale acquise sans contact, l’iris (dont l’acquisition
est réalisée dans le spectre visible) et le visage. Les types de dégradation appli-
qués sont liés aux attributs de qualité qui sont communs aux diverses modalités
et qui sont basés sur l’image. Un autre aspect important du cadre commun pro-
posé est la qualité de l’image et ses applications en biométrie. Nous avons d’abord
introduit et classifié les métriques de qualité d’image existantes, puis effectué un
bref aperçu des métriques de qualité d’image sans référence, qui peuvent être appli-
quées pour l’évaluation de la qualité des échantillons biométriques. De plus, nous
étudions comment les mesures de qualité d’image sans référence ont été utilisées
pour l’évaluation de la qualité des empreintes digitales, de l’iris et des modalités
biométriques du visage.
D’après la norme ISO / CEI portant sur la qualité des empreintes digitales, nous
connaissons les types de dégradations qui peuvent affecter les performances d’un
système de reconnaissance d’empreintes digitales. Cependant, il n’est pas clair
dans quelle mesure les performances du système sont influencées. Par conséquent,
une expérience est menée pour étudier de quelle manière les dégradations appli-
quées sur les images influencent les performances d’un système de reconnaissance
d’empreintes digitales, et dans quelle mesure elles influencent les performances
des mesures de qualité des empreintes digitales.
Les algorithmes existants de reconnaissance d’empreintes digitales acquises par
contact ne sont pas nécessairement performants lors de la phase d’extraction des
minuties sur les images d’empreintes digitales acquises sans contact et de haute
qualité présentes dans notre base de données. Par conséquent, dix méthodes d’amél-
ioration des images d’empreinte digitale acquises avec contact extraites de l’état
de l’art sont étudiées. Seules les deux meilleures méthodes dont sélectionnées afin
vérifier dans quelle mesure elles sont applicables pour des images d’empreinte di-
gitale acquises sans contact. Finalement, nous proposons une approche d’améliora-
tion des images d’empreinte digitale acquises sans contact pour l’extraction de
minuties. Cependant, après application du processus d’amélioration d’image, le
nombre de minuties détectées est toujours inférieur à un niveau acceptable. Ceci
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fera l’objet de travaux ultérieurs afin d’aboutir à un processus d’extraction de
minuties cohérent.
Des expériences pour l’évaluation de la performance des métriques de qualité
d’image sans référence sur les images de visage et de l’iris sont effectuées. Les
résultats expérimentaux indiquent qu’il existe plusieurs métriques qui peuvent
évaluer la qualité des échantillons biométriques de l’iris et du visage avec un fort
coefficient de correlation. La méthode obtenant les meilleurs résultats en terme
de performance est ré-entrainée sur des images d’empreintes digitales, ce qui per-
met d’augmenter significativement les performances du système de reconnaissance
biométrique.
À travers le travail réalisé dans cette thèse, nous avons démontré l’applicabilité
des métriques de qualité d’image sans référence pour l’évaluation d’échantillons
biométriques multi-modalité non contraints.
x
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In an increasingly digital world, verifying users’ identities when accessing a re-
mote service (payment, social networks, border control) becomes a key issue. In
this context, biometric recognition appears as the only security technique of user
identity verification. Password based techniques or use of a smart card will always
carry a risk on the verification [1]. The quality of a biometric sample is one of the
main criteria having a direct influence on the overall performance of a biometric
recognition system [2]. Poor quality samples will have a direct negative affect to
the enrollment, which will lead to a decrease in system performance. Therefore,
without quality assessment, it is illusory to develop a reliable and robust recog-
nition system. There are many existing researches focusing on biometric sample
quality assessment, but different evaluation approaches measure different quality
attributes and most of them focus on measuring modality-based attributes. Mean-
while, different biometric modalities seem to be isolated from each other in the im-
age quality evaluation process. In this Ph.D research, we investigate image-based
multi-modality quality assessment for unconstrained biometric samples. The nov-
elty of this research is that, the selected appropriate image-based quality attributes
will be applied to the quality assessment in three biometric modalities: contact-
less fingerprint, visible wavelength iris, and face. In addition, we evaluate the
performance of selected no-reference Image Quality Metrics (IQMs) on uncon-
strained biometric samples. Based on the evaluation results, we optimize the IQMs
that have better performance for multi-modality samples. As a result, an optimized
biometric sample quality assessment method is presented, which can be used for
multi-modality biometric samples.
1
2 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Biometric recognition is a mature technology used in many government and ci-
vilian applications such as e-passports, ID cards, and border control [1]. How-
ever, during the past several years, biometric sample quality assessment became
a significant issue because of biometric systems’ poor performance on degraded
samples [2]. Studies and benchmarks have shown that biometric sample quality
have a direct influence on the overall performance of a biometric recognition sys-
tem [2, 3]. Indeed, the recognition of the person cannot be ensured with a high
level of accuracy when using a poor quality biometric sample (fingerprint, face,
iris, etc.). For example, a too dark or too fuzzy or too noisy sample image may re-
quire an extra processing step (e.g. image enhancement) to be able to identify the
sample in the system. The biometric sample quality assessment issue has never-
theless received little research attention compared to the primary feature-extraction
and pattern-recognition tasks.
Generally, the biometric data is obtained from a sensor that can generate an im-
age. However, because of changes in physical characteristics of human beings
(glasses, scars, etc.), the acquisition environment (indoor, outdoor, etc.) and exist-
ing hardware solutions, image degradations that have been introduced during the
acquisition process can affect the system performance. So, ensuring strict qual-
ity control of the acquired data is an essential process in the development of an
efficient biometric recognition system.
Many techniques have been proposed in literature to assess the quality of a bio-
metric sample that is affected by different degradations. Samples from different
modalities usually have their own modality-specific degradation (e.g. scars in fin-
gerprint image or eyes closed in face image) so that the most commonly way to
measure sample quality is to use modality-based image quality metrics. However,
metrics that can evaluate multi-modality biometric sample quality are rarely con-
sidered [4]. The link of sample quality evaluation between different modalities
can be established by using image-based quality metrics, which are able to assess
image-based quality attributes (e.g. illuminant, sharpness). This could be the solu-
tion of developing multi-modality biometric sample quality assessment approaches
especially when the data are captured under unconstrained environment by using
low-cost devices.
1.2 Aims and research questions
In order to overcome the challenges mentioned in the motivation section, the main
objective of this Ph.D research is to investigate the common image-based multi-
modality biometric sample quality assessment framework. Based on this frame-
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work, we select the most important image-based quality attributes for the assess-
ment of multi-modality biometric samples. Based on the selected attributes we
evaluate the performance of existing no-reference IQMs on unconstrained multi-
modality biometric samples. The evaluation results can assist us to further optim-
ize appropriate no-reference IQMs. Finally, the optimized metric can be used for
the quality assessment for unconstrained multi-modality biometric samples.
Regarding to the objectives mentioned above, we can formulate the following re-
search questions:
1. How to design a common framework to assess the quality of multi-modality
biometric image samples?
2. What are the most important image-based quality attributes in the common
framework?
3. How to use no-reference IQMs to assess the quality of multi-modality bio-
metric image samples, and what is their performance?
4. How to optimize the no-reference IQMs in order to improve their perform-
ance on multi-modality biometric image samples?
1.3 Publications
The current study has led to the publication of several papers in international and
national peer-reviewed conferences. One article has also published in an interna-
tional journal. The relations between the publications and the thesis can be seen in
Figure 1.1. Listed below are the main publications.
Journal publication
Article G
[5]
Xinwei Liu, Marius Pedersen, Christophe Charrier, Patrick Bours,
"Performance evaluation of no-reference image quality metrics for
face biometric images," Journal of Electronic Imaging 27(2), 023001
(2018), DOI: 10.1117/1.JEI.27.2.023001.
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International conference publications
Article A
[6]
Xinwei, Liu, Pedersen Marius, and Charrier Christophe. "Image-
based attributes of multi-modality image quality for contactless bio-
metric samples." In 3rd International Conference on Signal Pro-
cessing and Integrated Networks (SPIN). pp. 106-111, Noida, India,
Feb. 2016.
Article B
[7]
Liu, Xinwei, Marius Pedersen, Christophe Charrier, Patrick Bours,
and Christoph Busch. "The influence of fingerprint image degrada-
tions on the performance of biometric system and quality assessment."
In Biometrics Special Interest Group (BIOSIG), 2016 International
Conference of the, pp. 1-6. IEEE, Darmstadt, Germany, Sep. 2016.
Article C
[8]
Liu, Xinwei, Marius Pedersen, Christophe Charrier, Faouzi Alaya
Cheikh, and Patrick Bours. "An improved 3-step contactless finger-
print image enhancement approach for minutiae detection." In Visual
Information Processing (EUVIP), 6th European Workshop on, pp. 1-
6. IEEE, Marseille, France, Oct. 2016.
Article E
[9]
Liu, Xinwei, Christophe Charrier, Marius Pedersen, and Patrick
Bours. "Study on color space for the performance of degraded face
image recognition." Electronic Imaging 2018. pp. 1-5, Burlingame,
United States, Jan. 2018.
Article F
[10]
Liu, Xinwei, Marius Pedersen, Christophe Charrier, and Patrick
Bours. "Can no-reference image quality metrics assess visible
wavelength iris sample quality?." In IEEE International Conference
on Image Processing. pp. 1-6, Beijing, China, Sep. 2017.
National conference publications
Article D
[11]
Liu, Xinwei, Christophe Charrier, Marius Pedersen, and Patrick
Bours. "Study on color space for the performance of degraded vis-
ible wavelength iris recognition." In Compression and Representation
of Audiovisual Signals. pp. 1-5, Caen, France. Oct. 2017.
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Supporting publications
Article H
[12]
Liu, Xinwei, Christophe Charrier, Marius Pedersen, and Patrick
Bours. "Performance Evaluation of No-Reference Image Quality Met-
rics for Visible Wavelength Iris Biometric Images." In 26th European
Signal Processing Conference (EUSIPCO 2018). Rome, Italy. Sep.
2018.
Article I
[13]
Liu, Xinwei, Marius Pedersen, Christophe Charrier, and Patrick
Bours. "Can image quality enhancement methods improve the per-
formance of biometric systems for degraded face images?." In The 9th
Colour and Visual Computing Symposium 2018 (CVCS 2018). Gjøvik,
Norway. Sep. 2018.
1.4 Thesis outline
An overview of the thesis outline is shown in Figure 1.1 on the next page, link-
ing chapters and the publications listed in Section 1.3. This thesis is intended to
provide the reader with the understanding required to use no-reference IQMs to
assess the quality of unconstrained multi-modality biometric sample images. The
thesis is structured into 9 chapters to guide the reader through the different topics
of the thesis. Chapters 1 and 2 introduce important background knowledge to the
reader. Chapter 3 illustrates the state-of-the-art issues in the biometric sample qual-
ity assessment field. A common framework for the assessment of multi-modality
biometric sample quality is proposed in Chapter 4, to give an in-depth introduc-
tion to the core of this thesis. Chapter 5 investigates how different image degrad-
ations affect the performance of a fingerprint recognition system and fingerprint
image quality assessment method. In Chapter 6, we develop a contactless finger-
print enhancement method in order to adapt contactless fingerprint to the tradi-
tional contact-based recognition systems. Based on the experimental results from
Chapter 6, we decided to only investigate face and visible wavelength iris modalit-
ies in the following chapters. In Chapter 7, we conduct experiments to know how
color spaces affect the performance of biometric systems. Then, we evaluate the
performance of no-reference IQMs on unconstrained biometric samples for face
and visible wavelength iris modalities in Chapters 8. Finally, the conclusions are
given in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 What is biometrics?
In this section, we introduce what is biometrics and fingerprint, face, and iris re-
cognition. We also have an overview of biometric databases.
2.1.1 Biometrics
The early biometric application can be traced back to 1891 when Juan Vucetich,
who was an Argentine police official, started a collection of fingerprints of crimin-
als [14]. The first literature that discussed biometrics was "Finger Print", published
by Francis Galton in 1892 [15]. Then, the question is: what is biometrics? There
are several definitions for biometrics: Ross et al. [1] introduced biometrics as the
science of establishing the identity of an individual based on the physical, chem-
ical or behavioral attributes of the person; Jain et al. [16] indicated any human
physiological or behavioral characteristic could be a biometrics provided it has
four desirable properties: 1) universality, 2) uniqueness, 3) permanence, and 4)
collectability; ISO/IEC standard 2382-37, Information Technology – Vocabulary
– Part 37 : Biometrics [17] defined the term ’biometrics’ is automated recognition
of individuals based on their biological and behavioral characteristics. In recent
modern society, the need for large-scale identity applications strengthen the link
between biometrics and our daily life. Such biometric systems require a high level
of accuracy for the identification of an individual in the context of other systems.
The aim of a biometric identity application is to verify if an individual’s identity
is who he or she claims to be. It can prevent impostors from accessing protec-
ted resources. We are still using many traditional approaches that set up an indi-
vidual’s identity that include knowledge-based (e.g. passwords) and token-based
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(e.g. ID cards) mechanisms. However, these established identities can be lost,
shared, manipulated or stolen thereby compromising the intended security. Under
this premise, biometrics provides a natural and reliable way to perform individual
recognition based on their biological characteristics [18]. The use of biometrics
in identification tasks can change the inquire to ’Who you are?’ instead of ’What
do you possess?’ (such as an ID card) or ’What do you remember?’ (such as a
password). Figure 2.1 shows examples of traditional and biometric-based methods
in identification schemes.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Identification schemes. (a) represents the traditional schemes use ID cards
or passwords to recognize an individual. (b) represents the biometric-based schemes uses
fingerprint or iris to verify an individual. Figures reproduced from https://pixabay.com,
visited 05/03/2018.
Compared to the biometric-based identification, the traditional applications have
many drawbacks that make the system to be easily attacked. O’Gorman [19] il-
lustrated six possible attacks if the traditional identification methods are used: 1)
client attack (e.g. guessing passwords); 2) host attack (e.g. accessing plain text file
containing passwords); 3) eavesdropping (e.g. ’shoulder surfing’ for passwords);
4) repudiation (e.g. claiming lost of token); 5) Trojan horse attack (e.g. deleting
data from computer); 6) denial of service (e.g. disabling the system by deliber-
ately supplying an incorrect password several times). However, for example, pass-
word has a higher key-space than most other authenticators, and token provides
compromise detection since its absence is observable [19]. On the other hand,
biometrics provide some strengths that can’t be given by traditional methods, for
example, negative recognition and non-repudiation [20]. But biometrics may have
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Figure 2.2: Examples of human characteristics that can be used as biometric traits for
identification. Figures reproduced from https://pixabay.com, visited 05/03/2018.
user privacy issues.
Biometric systems use a number of physical or behavioral characteristics, such as
fingerprint, face, iris, hand geometry, retina, signature, gait, palmprint, or voice
(see Figure 2.2) [21]. These characteristics are also referred to as traits or most
commonly called biometric modalities. Biometric systems have their own prob-
lems (e.g. privacy issues) [22], but biometric systems do increase user convenience
by alleviating the need to design and remember passwords [18].
2.1.2 Fingerprint recognition
A fingerprint in its narrow sense is an impression left by the friction ridges of
a human finger. In biometrics, a fingerprint consists of a pattern of interleaved
ridges and valleys from the epidermis of a finger [23]. One of the important ap-
proaches of forensic science is the rehabilitation of fingerprint from a crime scene.
Fingerprints are easily deposited on suitable surfaces (such as glass or metal or
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Figure 2.3: Flow chart of a fingerprint recognition system. Reproduction inspired by
Maltoni et al. [23].
Figure 2.4: Example of fingerprint images from FVC2002 database [25].
polished stone) by the natural secretions of sweat from the eccrine glands that are
present in epidermal ridges. Human fingerprints are detailed, nearly unique, dif-
ficult to change, and durable over the life of an individual, making them suitable
as long-term markers of human identity [23]. Thus, police or other authorities can
use fingerprints to identify individuals for different purposes. Since the early 20th
century, the police started to analyze fingerprints and it has led to many crimes
being solved [24]. Automatic fingerprint recognition technology has now rap-
idly grown beyond forensic applications and into civilian applications. Together
with face, fingerprint is one of the main biometric modalities for electronic docu-
ments (e-passport, visas, ID cards, etc) used to enforce border control and secur-
ity. In addition, due to the development of fingerprint recognition technologies,
the fingerprint-based biometric systems are becoming popular by using low-cost
acquisition devices, such as smartphone and webcam.
The flow chart of a fingerprint recognition system is illustrated in Figure 2.3. In
general, a fingerprint recognition system has four modules: quality control, image
enhancement, feature extraction, and matching. Firstly, a fingerprint is captured
by a sensor, which acquire a digital fingerprint sample image. The common fin-
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gerprint devices have a 500 Dots Per Inch (DPI) and produce an 8-bit grayscale
raw fingerprint image (see Figure 2.4). A quality control procedure is then applied
to the captured raw fingerprint image in order to ensure whether the quality of the
fingerprint image meets the requirement of feature extraction. In case the quality
is not good enough, either the acquisition process has to be re-conducted, or the
system enhance the quality of the image. The image enhancement procedure aims
to improve the clarity of the ridge pattern, especially in noisy regions, to simplify
the subsequent feature extraction. During this procedure, a commonly used spe-
cial filtering technique called contextual filtering [23] is used. The re-captured or
enhanced fingerprint image is then passed to the feature extraction module. The
extracted feature set usually contains minutiae. Nevertheless, depending on the
used matching algorithm, other features (e.g. local orientation, local frequency,
singularities, ridge shapes, ridge counts, parts of the enhanced image, etc.) can
be extracted along with (or replace with) minutiae. Finally, the feature set extrac-
ted from the current fingerprint sample is compared with one or more templates
retrieved from a system database at the matching module. Most of the matching
algorithms compare two fingerprints by searching the spatial correspondence of
a minimum number of minutiae which is following the well-established manual
method. The comparison is a challenging issue due to large variations (e.g. dis-
placement, rotation, skin condition, distortion, noise, etc.) that can characterize
two fingerprint images acquired from the same finger at different times. There are
two modes of matching: verification and identification. In the verification mode,
the system only retrieves one fingerprint template from the database and compares
with the current sample since the user has been required to claim his identity. How-
ever, the current sample is compared with all the templates from the database to
identify who the user is. For more introduction, we refer the reader to Maltoni et
al. [23].
2.1.3 Face recognition
Face recognition is a task that humans perform routinely and effortlessly in our
daily lives [26]. Besides being natural and nonintrusive, face recognition has a
very important advantage that it can be acquired from a distance to the individual
and in a covert manner, compared to contact-based traditional fingerprint recogni-
tion. Face recognition has become increasingly important owing to rapid advances
in imaging devices (surveillance cameras, camera in smartphones), availability of
huge amounts of face images on the internet, and increased demands for higher se-
curity. The history of automatic face recognition dates back to 1970, whenMichael
David Kelly developed the first face recognition system in his thesis [27]. There
was a dormant period in automatic face recognition until the work by Sirovich and
Kirby [28] on a low dimensional face representation.
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Figure 2.5: Flow chart of a face recognition system. Reproduction inspired by Jain et al.
[26].
The commonly used face recognition application is based on two-dimensional face
sample images. However, three-dimensional (depth or range) face images or multi-
spectrum face images can improve the level of security of the application. An
automatic face recognition system generally has four modules: face localization,
normalization, feature extraction, and matching, as shown in Figure 2.5. Face loc-
alization separates the face region from the background. It also gives a coarse es-
timate of the face location and scale. Facial landmarks, such as eyes, nose, mouth,
and facial outline, are also localized in this stage. Then, face normalization is con-
ducted to normalize the face geometrically and photometrically. The face has to be
cropped, warped, or morphed in order to be transformed into a standard frame for
geometrical normalization. The photometric normalization process normalizes the
face based on properties (e.g. illumination and gray scale). Face feature extraction
is performed on the normalized face to extract salient information that is useful
for distinguishing faces of different persons and is robust with respect to the geo-
metric and photometric variations. The extracted face features are used for face
matching. Finally, the matching module conducts the comparison between current
face features and the template from the system database. For more introduction,
we refer the reader to Jain et al. [26].
2.1.4 Iris recognition
The iris is a thin, circular structure in the eye, responsible for controlling the dia-
meter and size of the pupil and thus the amount of light reaching the retina. Eye
color is defined by the color of the iris. In optical terms, the pupil is the eye’s
aperture, while the iris is the diaphragm [29]. A front-on view of the eye region in-
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Figure 2.6: A front-on view of the eye. Figure reproduced from https://pixabay.com,
visited 05/03/2018.
cludes the iris as illustrated in Figure 2.6. The iris has an unique epigenetic pattern
that remains stable throughout adult life and it is an externally protected organ [30].
Using iris to identify individuals in biometrics benefits from the iris characterist-
ics. Features can be extracted from the captured iris sample image by using image
processing methods. The features are used to generate a template, which is an ob-
jective mathematical representation of the unique information stored in the iris, is
then saved in a database. Similar to fingerprint recognition, if an individual uses
an iris recognition system for identification, the extracted features from the current
iris image are compared to other templates in the system database. The first, most
successful, and best known automatic iris recognition system, was implemented
by John Daugman, who was a scientific researcher at Cambridge in the early 19th
century [31].
The flow chart of an iris recognition system is illustrated in Figure 2.7. In gen-
eral, an iris recognition system has four modules: segmentation, normalization,
feature extraction and encoding, and matching. The first module of iris recogni-
tion is to segment the iris region from the eye image. There are approximately two
circles in the iris region: the first circle is the boundary between pupil and iris,
and the second circle is the boundary between iris and sclera (see Figure 2.6). The
eyelids and eyelashes are also necessary to segment because they can occlude the
upper and lower area of the iris region. In addition, the specular reflections caused
by the illumination can sometimes corrupt the iris pattern within the iris region.
Therefore, they also need to be isolated. The segmentation stage is used for the
exclusion of above mentioned occlusions in the iris region, meanwhile, locating
the circular iris region. In the next module, the transformation is applied to the
segmented iris region in order to have fixed dimensions for further use. In general,
iris can be stretched in eye images because of pupil dilation from different levels
of illumination and it causes the dimensional inconsistencies. Moreover, the dis-
tance between the device and the individual, device position, and head tilt can also
be sources of inconsistency. In order to overcome these issues, the normalization
module is used to keep iris regions, which may under different acquisition condi-
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Figure 2.7: Flow chart of an iris recognition system. Reproduction inspired by Daug-
man [31].
tions, to have constant dimensions and characteristic features at the same spatial
location. In the iris feature extraction module, the discriminating features in an iris
pattern are extracted. The extracted significant features are then encoded for the
matching process. The commonly used approach for template creation is band pass
decomposition [31]. Finally, the matching stage conducts the comparison between
current encoded iris features and the template from the system database. For more
introduction, we refer the reader to Daugman [31].
2.1.5 Performance of a biometric system
An individual’s identity can be easily validated if the current input password matches
the password stored in the database. However, it is impossible to have two biomet-
ric sample images exactly the same, which are captured under different conditions
and at different time. This can be explained by having variations in the biomet-
ric samples. There are two kinds of variability that can be found in the biometric
feature set: intra-class variation and inter-class variation [32]. The variability in
feature sets from the same individual is intra-class variation, and the variability
in feature sets from different individuals is inter-class variation. The intra-class
variation can be explained by having sensing condition issues (e.g. noise of the
biometric acquisition device); the issues of changed individual’s biometric charac-
teristic (e.g. scars on fingerprint); the issues of changed environment (e.g. different
lighting angles in face recognition); and individual-device interaction issues (e.g.
closed eyes or partial fingerprints). Thus, two feature sets originating from the
same biometric trait of a user are never exactly the same. A useful feature set
should present small intra-class variation and large inter-class variation [32].
A similarity score represents the similarity between two biometric feature sets. If
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Figure 2.8: An example of a DET curve and a ROC curve. (a) represents the DET curve.
(b) represents the ROC curve.
the comparison is conducted between two biometric samples from the same bio-
metric trait, the similarity score is called genuine score. On the other hand, if the
comparison is conducted between two biometric samples from two different bio-
metric traits, the similarity score is then called imposter score. In general, genuine
score should be higher than the imposter score. A biometric system makes a de-
cision by comparing the comparison score to a threshold. Such threshold is the
point at which it becomes reasonably certain that a biometric sample matches a
particular reference template. When a genuine score is lower than a threshold τ ,
a false non-match decision is made. When an imposter score is higher than the
threshold τ , a false match decision is made. The False Non-Match Rate (FNMR)
of a biometric system can be given as the probability that the system fails to de-
tect a match between the input sample and a template from the same individual in
the database. It measures the percentage of valid inputs that are incorrectly rejec-
ted [32]. Similarly, the False Match Rate (FMR) of a system may be given as the
probability that the system incorrectly matches the input sample to a template from
different individuals in the database [32]. It measures the percentage of invalid in-
puts that are incorrectly accepted. Although the FNMR and the FMR values are
affected by the threshold τ , it is impossible to decrease both FNMR and FMR at
the same time for a certain biometric system. A Detection Error Tradeoff (DET)
curve [33] that plots the FNMR against the FMR at different threshold τ on a nor-
mal deviate scale and interpolates between these points is usually (see Figure 2.8
(a)) used to reflect the system performance. A Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve shows FMR against Genuine Match Rate (GMR). GMR=1-FNMR
(see Figure 2.8 (b)). The main difference between the DET curve and the ROC
curve is that they are vertically mirrored. Another commonly used indicator to
represent the performance of a biometric system is Equal Error Rate (EER), which
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is a single-valued representation. EER can be found when the FNMR and FMR
are the same [32]. The lower the EER value the better the biometric system per-
formance.
An important aspect that needs to be considered is that the FNMR and FMR are
not evenly distributed between different individuals in a biometric system. There
are inherent differences in the ’recognizability’ of different users [32]. Dodding-
ton et al. [34] proposed to categorize individuals into four groups (sheep, goats,
lambs, and wolves) based on their inherent differences. This categorization also
called ’Doddington’s zoo’ was used for speaker recognition, nevertheless, it is still
valuable for other biometric modalities.
2.1.6 Biometric databases
Many biometric recognition systems claim that they have an excellent perform-
ance according to the test results. However, many of the test data they used to
make such demonstration are usually not publicly available [35]. This issue mo-
tivate the development of biometric databases that can be publicly available for
research purposes. Biometric databases are used for the evaluation of the perform-
ance of biometric systems. They can be either single modality databases which
contain only one biometric modality, or multi-modality databases which collect
several modalities. There are many existing single modality databases, however,
the number of multi-modality biometric image databases is limited. We briefly in-
troduce some commonly used single modality and multi-modality biometric data-
bases in this section. Table 2.1 gives an overview of relevant databases based on
the available detailed information from their origin.
Table 2.1: Biometric databases
Single modality databases
Fingerprint databases
Name Description
FVC databases [23] There are four versions of FVC databases: FVC2000,
FVC2002, FVC2004, and FVC2006. FVC2006 contains
four distinct databases, and each database is 150 fingers
wide and 12 samples per finger in depth (e.g. it con-
sists of 1800 fingerprint images). More details can be
found at http://bias.csr.unibo.it/fvc2000(or 2002, 2004,
2006)/databases.asp .
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NIST 8-Bit grayscale
database [36]
It contains 2000 8-bit gray scale fingerprint image pairs.
Each image is 512-by-512 pixels with 32 rows of white
space at the bottom. 400 fingerprint pairs from each of the
five classifications (Arch, Left and Right Loops, Tented
Arch, and Whirl). Each of the fingerprint pairs are two
completely different rollings of the same fingerprint and
19.7 pixels per millimeter resolution.
MCYT database [37] The fingerprint portion of the MCYT database contains
79200 fingerprint images collected from 330 subjects
with two sensors (one optical and one capacitive, 12 im-
pressions per finger, all 10 fingers per subject). A subset
of 24000 images (all images from 100 subjects) is freely
available. The full dataset is available by license.
Face databases
Yale database B [38] The database contains 5760 single light source images of
10 subjects each seen under 576 viewing conditions (9
poses x 64 illumination conditions). For every subject in
a particular pose, an image with ambient (background)
illumination was also captured. Hence, the total number
of images is in fact 5760+90=5850.
AT & T database [39] There are ten different images of each of 40 subjects. For
some subjects, the images were taken at different times,
varying the lighting, facial expressions and facial details
(glasses / no glasses). All the images were taken against
a dark homogeneous background with the subjects in an
upright, frontal position.
FERET database [40] The FERET database was collected in 15 sessions. It con-
tains 1564 sets of images for a total of 14,126 images that
includes 1199 individuals and 365 duplicate sets of im-
ages.
AR database [41] It contains over 4,000 color images corresponding to 126
people’s faces (70 men and 56 women). Images feature
frontal view faces with different facial expressions, illu-
mination conditions, and occlusions. The pictures were
taken under strictly controlled conditions. No restrictions
on wear, make-up, hair style, etc. were imposed to parti-
cipants.
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Iris databases
CASIA databases [42] There are four versions of CASIA iris database (1.0, 2.0,
3.0, and 4.0). The latest version 4.0 contains a total of
54601 iris images from more than 1800 genuine subjects
and 1000 virtual subjects. All iris images are 8 bit gray-
level JPEG files, collected under near infrared illumina-
tion or synthesized.
UBIRIS databases
[43, 44]
The first version of the UBIRIS database is composed
of 1877 images collected from 241 persons. The second
version has over 11 000 images and more realistic noise
factors.
UTIRIS database [45] It has two datasets: Visible Wavelength (VW) iris data
and Near InfraRed (NIR) iris data. The database is con-
structed with 1540 images from 79 individuals from both
right and left eyes demonstrated in 158 classes in total.
Multi-modality databases
Name Modalities
MyIdea database [46] Fingerprint, Video Face, Voice, Signature, Palm print
MCYT database [47] Fingerprint, Signature
BIOMET database [48] Face, Audio, Face infrared, Hand, Fingerprint, 3D Face
WVU database [49] Iris, Fingerprint, Palm, Hand, Voice, Face
2.2 What is quality?
In this section, we introduce what is image quality and what is biometric sample
quality.
2.2.1 Image quality
Research on image quality has a long history. The concept of image quality origin-
ated in the optical field. Optics, as a science and technology, dates back to about
1200 B.C. with the invention of curved mirrors. In the 20th century, the pace of
development of television and digital imaging technologies had a significant speed-
up. Image quality has never been the top level design criteria during the early stage
of research in the imaging technology history. The image quality became popular
when the television and digital imaging started to be investigated. The topic which
discussed the rendering of tones that comprise the image was the first research
topic about image quality followed by the spatial structure or the image details.
Finally, the research focuses have moved to the color image quality. Image quality
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has several definitions given in the research field that have been widely accepted:
Engeldrum [50] defined image quality as the integrated set of perceptions of the
overall degree of excellence of the image. Janssen [51] suggested the quality of
an image is the adequacy of this image as input to visual perception, and the ad-
equacy of an image as input to visual perception is given by the discriminability
and identifiability of the items depicted in the image.
2.2.2 Biometric sample quality
Generally, a biometric sample is of good quality if it is suitable for personal re-
cognition [2]. The term ’quality’ is used to describe several different aspects of a
biometric sample that contribute to the overall performance of a biometric system.
For the purposes of standardization, the recent standardization efforts (ISO/IEC
29794-1 Information technology – Biometric sample quality – Part 1: Frame-
work [52]) have defined terms, and a reference model for distinguishing between
these different aspects of quality, illustrated in Figure 2.9. Depending on context,
three prevalent uses are to subjectively reflect [52]:
• the character of a sample. It is an expression of quality based on the inher-
ent features of the source from which the biometric sample is acquired. For
instance, a fragmentary fingerprint has poor character;
• the fidelity of a sample to the source from which it is acquired. It is an
expression of quality, which is based on the fidelity that reflects the degree
of its similarity to its source. Biometric sample fidelity is comprised of
fidelity components contributed by different processes;
• the utility of a sample within a biometric system. It is an expression of qual-
ity based on utility reflects the predicted positive or negative contribution of
an individual biometric sample to the overall performance of a biometric
system. Both character and fidelity can influence utility-based biometric
sample quality.
The term ’quality’ should not only represents the captured attributes of the bio-
metric sample, for instance, image brightness, sharpness, resolution, or contrast.
These quality attributes may influence biometric sample utility and could affect the
quality evaluation results and biometric system performance. The ’quality’ should
be an indicator of the biometric system performance. Furthermore, ’quality’ is
related to one biometric sample but system performance is related to the full bio-
metric system, which is an issue that makes the evaluation not straightforward and
difficult.
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Figure 2.9: The reference model for distinguishing between character, fidelity, and utility.
Reproduction inspired by Alonso et al. [2].
Chapter 3
Biometric sample quality
assessment
The continuous studies of biometrics noted the significance of sample quality for
a recognition system or a comparison algorithm because the performance of the
biometric system is mainly dependent on the quality of the sample image. Over the
last decade, researchers developed plenty of biometric sample quality assessment
algorithms mainly for fingerprints [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59], irises [60, 61, 62, 63,
64, 65], faces [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71]. The most important functionality we expect
is that a quality measurement method can achieve is to predict the sample’s utility.
In response to this, samples that have higher image quality are able to result in
better recognition or verification performance. Unfortunately, the standardizations
and methodologies [72, 73, 74] for biometric sample quality evaluation have only
recently formalized means that most of the sample quality assessment approaches
have been developed and tested under limited, heterogeneous frameworks [2]. In
the same words, not every recognition method uses the same quality attributes for
processing, and different attributes may influence their performance. For instance,
an iris recognition method named Ic1 is sensitive to the iris distance to the camera,
whereas recognition method Ic2 is insensitive to such changes. In this case, a
sample quality assessment method that measures the iris distance to the camera
can predict Ic1’s performance very well but not Ic2’s. Therefore, the performance
of the sample quality assessment method is always dependent on specific quality
attributes or a single modality that link to the recognition or verification algorithm.
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3.1 Fingerprint quality assessment
In this section, we introduce fingerprint ISO standard, contact-based and contact-
less fingerprint quality assessment methods.
3.1.1 Fingerprint ISO quality standard: ISO/IEC 29794-4 – Information tech-
nology – Biometric sample quality – Part 4: Finger image data
A fingerprint image captured from a device can not always have good quality.
Many defects can be introduced to the image. This standard [72] categorized these
defects to four groups:
1. Defect caused by user character: a) Extreme skin conditions such as very
wet, very dry, etc.; b) Scars; c) Wrinkles; d) Blisters; e) Eczema; f) Impurit-
ies such as dirt, latent print, etc.
2. Defect caused by imaging: a) Sampling error; b) Low contrast or signal-
to-noise ratio; c) Distortion; d) Erroneous or streak lines; e) Uneven back-
ground; f) Insufficient dynamic range; g) Non-linear or non-uniform gray-
scale output; h) Pixels not available due to hardware failure; i) Aliasing
problems.
3. Defect caused by user behavior: a) Elastic deformation; b) Improper finger
placement such as too low, rotated, etc.; c) Insufficient area of finger image.
4. Defect caused by environment: a) Humidity; b) Light; c) Impurities on the
scanner surface.
The above mentioned defects can affect the performance of a fingerprint recog-
nition system. So it is necessary to compute the quality score of the captured
fingerprint image. This standard [72] proposed some aspects that can be used for
the computing of the fingerprint quality score. Such quality score should be system
independent and device independent, moreover, it should reflect the performance
of a fingerprint recognition system. These aspects are divided to local analysis and
global analysis, the aspects for local and global analysis are listed below:
• Local analysis
– Orientation certainty level analysis
– Ridge-valley structure analysis
– Frequency domain analysis
– Uniformity analysis
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• Global analysis
– Orientation flow analysis
– Ridge-valley uniformity analysis
– Radial power spectrum analysis
In order to obtain a single or unified output from several or all the quality analyses,
it is necessary to combine the results (scores) of the analysis described above and
produce a single scalar quality score as wanted in the quality research field. Each
of the quality score is normalized to a single scalar range, for instance, between
0 and 1, before combining them. The combination of quality analysis methods
is also important so that the final quality score can reflect the performance of the
biometric system.
3.1.2 Contact-based fingerprint quality assessment
For contact-based fingerprint, Lim et al. [53] proposed to use a local-feature-
based quality metric that computes orientation certainty level, ridge frequency,
ridge thickness, and ridge-to-valley thickness ratio. Shen et al. [54] presented
Gabor filters for fingerprint quality measurement. Vatsa et al. [55] used redundant
discrete wavelet transform to compute dominant ridge activity to assess fingerprint
quality. Olsen et al. [56] proposed a quality evaluation method based on assessing
Gabor filter responses of a fingerprint image. Chen et al. [57] measure the quality
of ridge samples by energy spectral density concentration in particular frequency
bands obtained by discrete Fourier transform. The most commonly used finger-
print quality assessment method is proposed by National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) and named National Institute of Standards and Techno-
logy Fingerprint Image Quality (NFIQ) [58]. This approach proposed fingerprint
image quality as a classification method. It computes a feature vector using the
quality image ’map’ and minutiae quality statistics produced by a minutiae detec-
tion algorithm. The feature vector is then used as inputs to a multi-layer perceptron
neural network classifier, and the output activation level of the neural network is
used to determine the fingerprint’s image quality level. There are five quality levels
with 1 being the highest quality and 5 being the lowest quality. Recently, NFIQ
2.0 [59] was introduced with a similar learning-based quality measurement frame-
work in which many new image-based attributes are included. Alonso-Fernandez
et al. [75] presented a comparative study of several fingerprint quality metrics, in
which these metrics are divided into global and local algorithms. Most of above
mentioned methods have high correlation with the system performance. How-
ever, different correlation values are obtained depending on the biometric systems,
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sensors, databases, and so on. It suggests that fingerprint quality assessment ap-
proaches can work differently in different test conditions, which will be a source of
further investigation. Due to their different properties, some assessment methods
could not be suitable for a certain kind of conditions. On the other hand, different
quality measures could provide complementary information, and its combination
may improve the process of assessing the quality of a fingerprint. It is interest-
ing to study the effects of low quality fingerprints in systems that use alternative
methods for minutiae extraction, or alternative features for fingerprint comparison.
3.1.3 Contactless fingerprint quality assessment
For contactless-based fingerprint, Derawi et al. [76] stated that image contrast
should be enhanced in order to improve sample quality. Song et al. [77] presented
that image defocusing, low ridge-valley contrast are quality issues in contactless
fingerprint samples. Labati et al. [78] proposed that non-uniform resolution, out
of focus and noise are commonly distortions in contactless fingerprint images.
Similar research [79, 80, 81, 82] also indicated that illumination, distance to the
camera, contrast, motion blur, and complex background play important roles in
contactless fingerprint sample quality evaluation. To overcome above quality is-
sues, Yang et al. [83] proposed a one-stop-shop quality assessment approach for
smartphone-camera (contactless) fingerprint samples by using a 12-dimensional
quality feature vector. Lee et al. [84] and Hiew et al. [85] presented image pre-
processing methods of contactless fingerprint samples to evaluate their quality.
Some of these methods applied only image-based quality attributes to the assess-
ment process, some of them used both image-based and modality-based quality
attributes. Moreover, different contactless fingerprint systems can be sensitive to
different quality attributes. Therefore, a review and evaluation of existing contact-
less fingerprint quality assessment methods is needed in order to understand which
are the most important quality attributes to be assessed.
3.2 Face quality assessment
In this section, we introduce face ISO standard and quality assessment methods.
3.2.1 Face ISO quality standard: ISO/IEC 29794-5 – Information technology
– Biometric sample quality – Part 5: Face image data
There are different factors that can affect the performance of face recognition sys-
tem. An ideal system has to take into account the biometric characteristics of the
subject and a number of factors that influence these characteristics. The envir-
onmental conditions in the acquisition process, such as the influence of subjects
characteristics and the influence of the acquisition process are also need to be con-
sidered. In addition, it is necessary to distinguish between static and dynamic char-
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acteristics and properties: a) static subjects characteristics are related to anatomical
characteristics of the subject; b) dynamic subject characteristics are related to sub-
jects behavior during the acquisition process; c) static properties of the acquisition
process are related to physical properties of the capturing device and effects caused
by the sample processing chain; d) dynamic properties of the acquisition process
are related to environmental conditions during the capturing process. The standard
in [73] classified the dynamic versus static properties as well as the subject versus
the acquisition process characteristics affecting facial quality, which are given in
Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Characterization of facial quality
Subject characteristics Acquisition process
Static Biological characteristics:
• anatomical characteristics
(e.g. head dimensions, eye
positions)
• injuries and scars
• ethnic group
• impairment
Other static characteristics:
• heavy facial wears, such
as thick or dark glasses
• makeup
• permanent jewellery
Acquisition process and capture
device properties, like:
• image enhancement and data
reduction process
• physical properties (e.g. image
resolution and contrast)
• optical distortions
• static properties of the back-
ground, e.g. wallpaper
• sensor resolution
• geometric distortion
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Dynamic Subject characteristics and beha-
vior:
• closed eyes
• (exaggerated) expression
• hair across the eye
• head pose
• subject posing (frontal /
non frontal to camera)
Scenery:
• dynamic characteristics of the
background like moving ob-
jects
• variation in lightning and re-
lated potential defects
• subject posing
• acquisition process and cap-
ture device properties
Based on the factors given in Table 3.1, face image quality assessment should
analyze different aspects, which were proposed in the standard [73]:
1. Dynamic subject characteristics
• subject’s behaviour
• analysis based on statistical differences of the left and right half of the
face: lighting symmetry and pose symmetry
2. Static characteristics of the acquisition process
• image resolution and size
• noise: image acquisition noise and compression noise
3. Characteristics of image acquisition
• image properties
• image appearance
• illumination intensity
• image brightness
• image contrast
• exposure
• focus, blur and sharpness
• color
• subject-camera distance
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3.2.2 Face quality assessment methods
There are two different face image quality measurement techniques: still-face
image-based methods and video-based methods. As the focus of this Ph.D is on
still images, we will only present this. Sang et al. [66] proposed a face image eval-
uation for face standards. In this study, several algorithms for face image quality
assessment were presented. Illumination conditions and facial pose were evaluated
in terms of facial symmetry, and implemented based on Gabor wavelet features.
Similarly, Hsu et al. [67] presented a quality evaluation framework that complies
with the requirement of ISO face quality standard [73] for facial biometrics. Sub-
asic et al. [68] proposed an assessment scheme of a set of 17 automatic tests in
conjunction with the international civil aviation organization face image present-
ation standards for automatic quality assessment. Klare and Jain [69] presented a
perceived uniqueness measure of a given face sample and comparison scores from
any face matcher. The measure computes the distance of a comparison score to a
set of imposter scores, thus indicating face uniqueness. Gao et al. [70] proposed
the use of asymmetry in local binary pattern features [71] as a measure of the face
sample quality. All of above mentioned methods measure the quality attributes
recommended by the face ISO standard [73].
3.3 Iris quality assessment
In this section, we introduce iris ISO standard, NIR-based and VW iris quality
assessment methods.
3.3.1 Iris ISO quality standard: ISO/IEC 29794-6 – Information technology –
Biometric sample quality – Part 6: Iris image data
Iris quality involves the conditions required to obtain sufficient image sharpness at
satisfactory resolution. In order to be able to extract the iris from the eye region,
the contrast in the iris also need to be sufficient. In addition, another important
aspect is the positioning of the subject’s iris in the camera’s field of view with good
focus while minimizing or eliminating impairments, such as specular reflections.
A list of requirements for the assessment of iris image quality is proposed in this
standard [74]:
• Usable iris area
• Iris-sclera contrast
• Iris-pupil contrast
• Pupil boundary circularity
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• Grey scale utilization
• Iris radius
• Pupil dilation
• Iris pupil concentricity
• Margin adequacy
• Sharpness
3.3.2 NIR-based iris quality assessment
Li et al. [60] presented three novel approaches that measure defocus, motion blur,
and off-angle in an iris sample to estimate iris image quality. Belcher and Du [61]
proposed an approach that automatically selects the portions of the iris with the
most distinguishable changing patterns to measure the feature information. The
combination of occlusion and dilation determines the amount of iris region avail-
able and is considered in the metric. Kalka et al. [62] extended their previous work
by analyzing the effect of seven quality factors: defocus blur, motion blur, off-
angle, occlusion, specular reflection, lighting, and pixel-counts on the performance
of traditional iris recognition system. Wei et al. [63] presented a novel method to
select clear images in the image sequence. He et al. [64] proposed a fast iris
image quality evaluation approach based on weighted information entropy com-
bining iris image segmentation through localization. Chen et al. [65] presented a
quality metric for iris based on the spectral energy in local regions. It seems that
blur is the common distortion considered by most of these assessment methods
for NIR-based iris images. In addition, the iris image quality can affect the seg-
mentation process. An incorrect segmented iris can also result low iris recognition
performance. Therefore, NIR-based iris quality assessment approaches should be
taking into account the performance of iris segmentation and the performance of
recognition.
3.3.3 VW iris quality assessment
Recent interest in non-ideal iris imagery has sparked research on iris recognition
in the Visible Wavelength. Proença [86] presented a quality evaluation algorithm
for operation on VW iris imagery. In his study, six iris quality attributes were
assessed: focus assessment, motion assessment, off-angle assessment, occlusions
assessment, levels of iris pigmentation, pixel count, and pupillary dilation and
amount of information. This is the only available sample image quality assessment
method for VW iris. This method took into account both system performance and
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human perceptual for the term ’quality’. However, the implementation of this
method is not publicly available for performance evaluation.
3.4 Performance evaluation of biometric sample quality assess-
ment methods
Tabassi et al. [58], Alonso-Fernandez et al. [2], and Breitenbach et al. [87]
employed correlation analysis to evaluate image quality assessment methods. In
short, they believed that a quality measure is highly correlated (statistically) with
comparison scores obtained from a classifier is the most desirable. They observed
that high quality biometric samples could generate relatively high genuine scores,
which are well separated from impostor scores. Some researchers [57, 88, 89, 90]
proposed to use quality-bin based approaches to evaluate the image quality assess-
ment methods. They believed that excluding a certain percentage of low quality
samples from the dataset would decrease the EER would decrease. Therefore,
dividing the entire dataset into several quality bins and conducting comparison
experiments individually can evaluate the performance of quality metrics. In ad-
dition, Chen et al. [57] suggested to use a distance metric that incorporate their
method in the formulation of Hamming Distance matcher to show improved res-
ults when compared to simple Hamming Distance. An alternative approach for the
evaluation of sample quality assessment methods could be by computing the cross-
correlation between the given metric and various existing metrics [89]. Grother et
al. [3] proposed five aspects to evaluate the performance of sample quality metrics:
combining two samples’ quality values; rank-ordered DET characteristics; Error
versus Reject Curves (ERC); generalization to multiple matchers; and number of
level of quality. Finally, Jain et al. [18] stated that ROC curve, FNMR, and FMR
could also be an indicator of biometric sample image quality metric performance.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced biometric sample quality assessment for contact-
based and contactless fingerprint, face, and NIR and VW iris. We surveyed several
approaches for the performance evaluation of biometric sample quality assessment
methods.
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Chapter 4
A common framework for the
assessment of multi-modality
biometric image quality
The contributions of this Ph.D thesis start from this chapter. In this chapter, the
Section 4.3 is based on the Article A [6], which is introduced in Section 1.3.
4.1 Multi-modality biometric system
The most commonly used biometric systems are usually using a single modality to
conduct recognition. With the proliferation of biometric-based solutions in civilian
and law enforcement applications, it is important that the vulnerabilities and limit-
ations of these systems are clearly understood. There are four main challenges that
can significantly affect the performance of single modality biometric systems [91]:
1. Degraded raw images: the captured biometric images may introduce de-
gradations due to unconstrained acquisition conditions or device errors. De-
graded raw images can result in an individual being incorrectly recognized
as another individual thereby increasing the errors of the system [91].
2. Non-universality: the biometric system may fail to capture high quality im-
ages from a subset of individuals. It can highly reduce the system perform-
ance. Therefore, a re-acquisition process is needed in order to capture useful
sample images for all individuals.
3. Upper bound on recognition accuracy: due to the limitation of feature ex-
traction and matching algorithms, it is impossible to continuously improve
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the performance a single modality biometric system. So there is an implicit
upper bound on the system performance.
4. Spoof attacks: behavioral modalities such as voice and signature are subject
spoofed by an impostor attempting to mimic the modality corresponding
to legitimately enrolled subjects [92, 93]. Physical modalities such as face
and iris can also be spoofed by inscribing similar structures on synthetic
material [91]. Targeted spoof attacks can undermine the security afforded
by the biometric system and, consequently, mitigate its benefits [94].
In order to overcome the above mentioned limitations of single modality biomet-
ric system, systems that use multiple modalities for the identification/recognition
purpose can be developed. Such systems, known as multi-modality biometric sys-
tems [95, 96], can improve the system performance and avoid spoof attacks.
4.2 The proposed framework
We have discussed the quality assessment issues in Chapter 3 for single modality
biometric systems, such as fingerprint, iris, and face. However, the image quality
assessment approaches that can be used for multi-modality biometric systems are
rarely considered. The solution of developing multi-modality biometric sample
quality assessment approaches is to measure image-based quality attributes for
multiple modalities. In this section, we propose a common framework which can
be used for the development of quality assessment methods for multi-modality
biometric system. We illustrate this framework in Figure 4.1.
In this framework, we first need to select appropriate image-based quality attributes
from each single biometric modality. As introduced in Chapter 3, many existing
quality assessment approaches are used for measuring biometric sample quality
which are based on the factors that affect system performance. It is important to
select appropriate common image-based quality attributes related to those factors
for multiple modalities. These attributes include, for example, sharpness, illumin-
ation, contrast, noise and so on. In the proposed framework, we consider three
biometric modalities: contactless fingerprint, face, and Visible Wavelength iris.
Then a multi-modality biometric image quality database is created. Even though
there are many single modality biometric sample databases for fingerprint, iris, or
face, a multi-modality database that contains degraded biometric image samples
caused by the selected quality attributes with different degradation levels does not
exist. This database is used for the evaluation of biometric quality assessment ap-
proaches in the next stages of this framework. The next stage in this framework is
to select suitable Image Quality Metrics (IQMs) that are designed for natural im-
ages for the assessment of biometric images. The performance of selected IQMs
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Figure 4.1: Common framework for the assessment of multi-modality biometric image
quality.
is evaluated by using our database. Finally, IQMs that result in better system per-
formance will be optimized.
4.3 Common image-based image attributes of multi-modality
sample quality assessment for unconstrained biometric sys-
tem
4.3.1 Previous classification of image-based attributes
In order to better understand image quality evaluation in biometrics, it is necessary
to inspect the different image-based quality attributes that are commonly measured
in biometric samples. Bharadwaj et al. [4] have classified image-based attributes
into four groups:
1. Blurring: Image blurring is a common attribute that occurs due to defocus,
motion, or certain environmental factors.
2. Illumination: Non-uniform lighting is essential for the acquisition of a bad
quality biometric sample. Adversely directed lighting drastically affects the
performance of fingerprint, face, and iris recognition.
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3. Noise/Compression: An image may contain noise due to environmental
factors, incorrect use of sensors, and transmission errors. Depending on
the compression levels, various image encoding techniques can produce ar-
tifacts.
4. Optical distortions: Non-conformity to rectilinear projection causes distor-
tion in the captured images.
Degradations of aforementioned image-based attributes usually occur due to the
limitation of sensor technology or the condition of image acquisition. As the con-
straints on human beings during acquisition are not well controlled, the impact of
these attributes on the performance of biometric systems increased drastically [4].
Consequently, the assessment of these attributes is critical for developing effective
and robust biometric systems.
4.3.2 Investigation of common image-based quality attributes
The first step in the common framework is to identify the relevant and important
image-based attributes. We took the approach of doing a survey of the existing
literature. Many attributes have been considered as important and evaluated by re-
searchers to quantify biometric sample quality for fingerprint, face, and iris. These
image-based attributes include, motion blur [77, 82, 85, 80, 62, 63, 60, 74, 97],
CCD background noise [77, 80], lighting [77, 78, 67, 62], contrast [77, 84, 82, 85,
81, 79, 78, 76, 67, 70, 73, 61, 74], image noise [84, 78, 81], image background
noise[82], defocus[85, 80, 62, 63, 61, 60, 78], image focus [78, 98], illumination
[78, 79, 99, 70, 66], blurring effects [78, 97], illuminance [76], clarity [76], com-
pression artifacts [67], exposure [67, 73], sharpness [67, 70, 100, 97, 66, 73, 74],
color [67, 73], brightness [100, 73], salt and pepper noise [97], luminance [73],
artifacts [73, 74], gray scale utilization [74].
4.3.3 Classification of most important image-based attributes and their defin-
itions
When reducing these attributes we surveyed, we need to consider several important
issues. A long term goal of this research is to find the solution of multi-modality
biometric sample quality assessment. With this intention, the quality attributes
have to be general enough to be assessed in all three modalities, while they should
play an important role in each modality. In addition, the quality attributes have to
be suitable for IQMs to address the intended assessment methods. An overview
of common image-based attributes is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The existing sets of
quality attributes do not fulfill all of these requirements, and therefore a new set of
quality attributes is needed.
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Figure 4.2: The image-based quality attributes tree generated from the commonly meas-
ured ones.
Many of the aforementioned quality attributes are similar and have common de-
nominators, which allow them to be grouped within more general attributes to re-
duce the dimensionality and create a more manageable evaluation of sample qual-
ity. Usually a compromise is necessary between generality and accuracy when
it comes to dimensionality. A smaller set of general attributes results in lower
accuracy but also lower complexity, and vice versa [101]. According to the con-
sideration stated above and the aspect of the assessment of IQMs, we classify the
reviewed quality attributes to the following five different dimensions:
1. The contrast attribute has two aspects: local contrast and global contrast.
The local contrast can be defined as the average difference between neigh-
boring pixels. The global contrast is defined as the weighted sums of the
overall local contrast for different resolutions.
2. The sharpness attribute is defined as the clarity of biometric sample struc-
ture and details.
3. The luminance attribute can be defined as the intensity of the biometric
sample illumination.
4. The artifacts attribute is given as any undesired alteration in biometric sample
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Figure 4.3: Simple Venn diagram with four folds used for an abstract illustration of
four image-based quality attributes and the interactions between them. Overall biomet-
ric sample quality can be affected by one (yellow), two (red), three (blue), or four (green)
of the attributes.
introduced during its digital processing, such as noise, compression and so
on.
5. The color attribute is defined as the color information that can be addition-
ally used for biometric recognition in order to improve sample quality and
system performance.
We used a Venn diagram to create simple and intuitive illustration of the image-
based attributes and their influence on overall biometric sample quality. Venn dia-
gram can be used to show possible logical relations between these four attributes.
Color information is known not to affect current biometric recognition perform-
ance of major biometric system [73], but more and more researchers start paying
attention to the color attribute to improve biometric sample quality and system
performance [102, 103, 104]. Therefore, we illustrated the image-based attributes
using only four folds, leaving the color attribute out for future research interests.
The Venn diagram in Figure 4.3 shows how the overall biometric sample quality
can be affected by one, two, three, or four of the image-based attributes. Some
attributes are interdependent [105], addressing image quality to a multidimensional
problem [106], in this case four dimensions. The folds in Figure 4.3 may have
different sizes or positions because the attributes can affect the overall biometric
sample quality in different ways. In addition, there is always a trade off between
preserving independence and reducing all of the existing image-based attributes to
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five dimensions. By taking into account the aspects of biometric sample quality as
much as possible, it is not easy to keep the balance.
These five image-based attributes are a good starting point for the multi-modality
biometric sample quality assessment. Each attribute may have specific meanings
in different biometric modalities. Furthermore, these attributes may also have sub-
attributes. Such issues will be discussed when we take a closer look at the different
image-based attributes in the following sections.
Contrast
While contrast for simple images is well defined, contrast for complex images is
not [107]. Real world images, and therefore biometric images, can be considered
as complex images while simple images rather contain test patterns like sinusoidal
gratings [73]. Contrast as an image attribute is usually defined as the ratio between
the brightest and the darkest spots in the image. The human perception of the
image contrast does not completely correspond to this definition. Therefore, it is
necessary to investigate different contrast definitions.
There are several commonly used definitions for contrast in the literature, such as
Michelson contrast [108], Weber contrast [109], and band-limited contrast [110].
A recent proposed method for computing contrast, a global contrast factor [111]
was recommended by the ISO face quality standard [73]. This method is based on
local contrast at a given position in its neighborhood. Based on this local contrast,
the global contrast is given as the weighted sums of the overall local contrast for
different resolutions.
Contrast is clearly difficult to define, and its definition changes according to the ap-
plication. Considering the property of fingerprint, face, and iris biometric sample
images, the definition of our contrast attribute can refer to the definition of local
and global contrast as proposed in [111].
In order to evaluate fingerprint image contrast, we need a method for measuring
the contrast of the ridge-valley structure. According to the definition stated above,
the given position f(x, y) could be a pixel on the ridge and the neighboring pixels
could be the corresponding valley pixels. For iris images, we should not only
calculate the contrast for iris structure, but also compute the iris-sclera contrast
and iris-pupil contrast. For face images, we can apply the proposed method to
calculate the contrast on the face structure. In conclusion, the aforementioned
contrast definition is suitable for defining contrast in multiple modalities.
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Sharpness
We consider sharpness as another important image-based attribute because it has
been commonly used in biometric sample quality assessment. Caviedes and Oberti [112]
defined sharpness as the clarity of detail and edge in an image. Bouzit and Mac-
Donald [113] also suggested that sharpness is related to details and edges. Fe-
dorovskaya [114] proposed to define sharpness as the overall impression of clarity
of edges observed within the entire image. ISO fingerprint quality standard [72]
used ridge-valley clarity to represent fingerprint sample sharpness. ISO iris qual-
ity standard [74] presented a method for iris sharpness by measuring the degree
of focus present in a iris sample image. ISO face quality standard [73] stated that
the sharpness of a face image refers to the degree of clarity in both coarse and fine
details in the face region. By taking into account all the aspects stated above, we
can define our sharpness attribute as the clarity of biometric sample structure and
details.
Image-based attributes that are suitable to group within the sharpness attribute are
diverse and many, including sharpness [67, 70, 100, 97, 66, 73, 74], motion blur
[77, 82, 85, 80, 62, 63, 60, 74, 97], defocus [85, 80, 62, 63, 61, 60, 78], image
focus [78, 98], and blurring [78, 97].
Luminance
A common definition of luminance is the intensity of light emitted from a surface
per unit area in a given direction. Here we define luminance as the intensity of the
biometric sample illumination. It is important to evaluate whether the biometric
sample illumination is too strong or too weak. In addition, whether the intensity
of the illumination is uniform or not also plays an important role in biometric
sample quality assessment. Many image-based attributes used by other researchers
can be included within our luminance attribute, such as lighting [77, 78, 67, 62],
illumination [78, 79, 99, 70, 66], and illuminance [76].
Artifacts
Many artifacts were discovered by other researchers in biometric samples, for ex-
ample, noise, compression degradations, etc. Three most common sub-attributes
that can be classified in our artifacts attribute: noise, compression distortions, and
optical distortions. The noise in biometric images depends on the different pro-
cesses that are required to generate a digital image. The introduced noise in partic-
ular related to the sensor or processing involved. Relevant noise sources include:
1) digital image acquisition sensors (e.g. digital camera); 2) analogue image ac-
quisition devices; 3) image scanning devices; and 4) digital transmission errors.
Compression artifacts are noticeable distortions of images caused by the applic-
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ation of lossy data compression. It contains several different distortions so it is
complex. The majority component in compression artifacts is block artifact. The
last sub-attribute is optical distortions. Any effect of optical distortion including
spherical aberration, chromatic aberration, astigmatism, and coma that an biomet-
ric sample image may exhibit should be assessed to ensure that they cause no
significant worsening of error performance for the designed configuration. There
are a variety of assessment approaches for each artifact. Therefore we will not
discuss any particular method here.
We can link the artifacts attribute with several of the attributes used in the literature.
For instance, CCD background noise [77, 80], image noise [84, 78, 81], image
background noise [82], compression artifacts [67], salt and pepper noise [97], and
artifacts [73, 74].
Color
Even though color information is known not to affect current biometric recogni-
tion performance of major biometric systems, if the color of the background is
known, it can be used to calibrate the image (e.g. 18% gray). Furthermore, more
and more research start considering the color information in order to improve bio-
metric sample quality [102, 103, 104]. We believe that color attributes will be an
important image-based biometric attribute in the near future.
4.4 GC2: A new multi-modality biometric image quality data-
base
Since we only focus on image-based quality attributes, we need to choose a specific
multi-modality biometric database that only contains image-based distortions, but
without modality-based degradations. In order to evaluate the performance of no-
reference IQMs, as well as the biometric recognition system, the common way is
to use images in different levels of degradations. All existing databases contain
both image-based and modality-based degradations, and the degradations are not
presented in different levels. Therefore, we create a new database ’GC2 Multi-
Modality Biometric Image Quality Database’ for the specific requirements in this
research. The name of the database ’GC2’ came from both institutions which
funded my Ph.D: Greyc laboratory from University of Caen in Caen, France, and
Colorlab from NTNU in Gjøvik, Norway.
This database has three biometric modalities: contactless fingerprint, VW iris, and
face. Three cameras are used for the acquisition: 1) a Lytro [115] first generation
Light Field Camera (LFC) (11 Megapixels), 2) a Google Nexus 5 embedded cam-
era (8 Megapixels), and 3) a Canon D700 with Canon EF 100mm f/2.8L Macro
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Figure 4.4: An example of sample images from different modalities and cameras. The
first row represent the fingerprint modality, the second row represent the iris modality, and
the last row represents the face modality. The first column represents images captured by
LFC, the second column represents images captured by smartphone, and the last column
represents images captured by reflex camera.
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Figure 4.5: Degraded iris samples in five levels, the first column represents the degrada-
tion level 1 (little degraded) and the last column represents the degradation level 5 (highly
degraded). The first row represents too high contrast iris images; the second row repres-
ents too low contrast iris images; the third row represents motion blurred iris images; the
fourth row represents the Gaussian blurred iris images; the fifth row represents high lu-
minance iris images; the sixth row represents low luminance iris images; the seventh row
represents iris images containing poisson noise; the last row represents JPEG compressed
iris images.
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Figure 4.6: Degraded face samples in five levels, the first column represents the degrada-
tion level 1 (little degraded) and the last column represents the degradation level 5 (highly
degraded). The first row represents too high contrast face images; the second row repres-
ents too low contrast face images; the third row represents motion blurred face images; the
fourth row represents the Gaussian blurred face images; the fifth row represents high lu-
minance face images; the sixth row represents low luminance face images; the seventh row
represents face images containing poisson noise; the last row represents JPEG compressed
face images.
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Lens (18 Megapixels). An example of sample images from different modalities
and cameras is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 50 subjects participated in the acquisition,
seven of them are female and 43 of them are male. For the fingerprint modality,
three fingers (index finger, middle finger, and ring finger) per hand and 15 sample
images per finger per camera have been acquired. Each subject was asked to put
their fingers on a white paper during the acquisition. Normal office light was used
for lighting condition. There are 15 samples per finger per hand × 3 fingers × 2
hands × 50 subjects × 3 cameras = 13500 raw fingerprint images in the database.
For the iris modality, 15 iris samples per eye per camera have been acquired. Each
subject was asked to sit in a dark room with only an incandescent lamp in front
of the face to avoid reflection in the iris. There are 15 samples per eye × 2 eyes
× 50 subjects × 3 cameras = 4500 raw iris images in the database. For the face
modality, 15 samples per subject × 50 subjects × 3 cameras = 2250 raw face im-
ages are obtained in the database. Each subject was asked to sit in front a white
wall with normal office light. In order to obtain image-based distortions correlated
to the attributes redefined in Section 4.3.3, we need to artificially degrade sample
images in the database. Inspired by the techniques used in CID:IQ image qual-
ity database [116], we degrade sample images for iris modality and face modality
into five degradation levels (one to five, from little degraded to highly degraded)
for each distortion as follows (all image processing is conducted by using Matlab
R2016 a):
• Contrast distortions. There are two kinds of contrast distortions: too low
and too high contrast. We useMatlab function ’J = imadjust(I,[lowin;
highin],[lowout; highout])’, which maps the values in I (original im-
age) to new values in J (degraded sample image) such that values between
lowin and highin map to values between lowout and highout. For low con-
trast, the lowin and highin values are set to 0.2 and 1 for the degradation
level 1 (little degraded), lowout and highout values are set to 0 and 1. The
lowin increases 0.1 for each degradation level and the other variables re-
mains the same values. For high contrast, the lowin and highin values are
set to 0 and 0.8 for the level 1, lowout and highout values are set to 0 and 1.
The highin decreases 0.1 for each degradation level and the other variables
remain the same values.
• Sharpness distortions. We generate two sharpness distortions: motion
blur and Gaussian blur. For motion blur we use Matlab function ’h =
fspecial(’motion’, len, theta)’, which returns a filter to the
linear motion of a camera by len pixels, with an angle of theta degrees
in a counterclockwise direction. The len value is set to 10 for degradation
level 1 and theta is set to 45. The len increases 15 for each degradation
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level and the other variables remain the same values. For Gaussian blur we
use the function ’h = fspecial(’gaussian’, hsize, sigma)’,
which returns a rotationally symmetric Gaussian lowpass filter of size hsize
with standard deviation sigma (positive). The hsize value is set to [25
25] and the sigma is set to 2 for the degradation level 1. The sigma in-
creases 2 for each degradation level and the hsize changes according to
the value of sigma.
• Luminance distortion. There are two kinds of luminance distortions: too
low and too high luminance. We useMatlab function ’J = imadjust(I,
[lowin; highin],[lowout; highout])’, again to simulate luminance dis-
tortions. For low luminance, the lowin and highin values are set to 0 and 1,
lowout and highout values are set to 0 and 0.9 for degradation level 1. The
highout degreases 0.1 for each degradation level and the other variables re-
main the same values. For high luminance, the lowin and highin values are
set to 0 and 1, lowout and highout values are set to 0.1 and 1 for degradation
level 1. The lowout increases 0.1 for each degradation level and the other
variables remain the same values.
• Artifacts. We introduce two artifacts to the raw sample images: pois-
son noise and JPEG compression artifacts. We use Matlab function ’J =
imnoise(I,’poisson’)’ to add poisson noise for degradation level 1.
We add another layer of poisson noise for each degradation level. The JPEG
compression ratio is set to 0.9 for degradation level 1. The ratio decreases
0.2 for each degradation level.
Including the degraded sample images, there are 317250 sample images in the
database. An example of degraded sample images in five levels for iris modality is
given in Figure 4.5, and for face modality is given in Figure 4.6. We plan to make
the database publicly available.
4.5 IQMs and their applications in biometrics
4.5.1 Introduction and classification of IQMs
There are many existing IQMs that have been developed for the assessment of
natural images’ quality [117]. Based on the availability of a reference image,
IQMs can be classified into full-reference, reduced-reference, and no-reference
methods [118]. Full reference IQMs can assess the quality of images, which have
original undistorted visual stimulus along with the distorted stimulus are available.
Reduced-reference IQMs can assess the quality of images, which have the distor-
ted stimulus and some additional information about the original stimulus available.
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No-reference IQMs can assess the quality of images, which have only the distor-
ted stimulus available. According to the properties of biometric sample images,
only no-reference IQMs might be suitable for the assessment of biometric sample
image quality. It is interesting to evaluate the performance of such kind of IQMs
on biometric images in order to assess the possibility of developing image-based
multi-modality sample quality assessment methods.
4.5.2 A brief survey of no-reference IQMs
Here we give a brief survey of no-reference IQMs that can be used to assess the
five image-based quality attributes presented in Section 4.3.3.
There are many distortion-specific no-reference IQMs in the research field. Fang
et al. [119] proposed a method for no-reference quality assessment of contrast
distorted images based on the principle of natural scene statistics. Panetta et al.
[120] presented a no-reference metric for measuring image contrast. Gu et al.
[121] propose no-reference metric that generates an overall quality estimation of
a contrast-distorted image by properly combining local and global considerations.
Ferzli et al. [122] present a perceptually-based no-reference image sharpness met-
ric by integrating the concept of just noticeable blur into a probability summation
model. Han et al. [123] propose an algorithm for no-reference blurred image qual-
ity assessment based on block-based discrete cosine transform statistics and linear
prediction method. Leclaire and Moisan [124] present a no-reference image blur
metric based on Fourier phase information. Blanchet and Moisan [125] propose a
sharpness index that is closely related to the notion of global phase coherence. Zhu
and Karam [126] introduce a no-reference metric based on perceptually weighted
local noise. Wang et al. [127] develop a no-reference quality measurement al-
gorithm for JPEG compressed images.
There are also many holistic IQMs, which are for generalized purposes. Gabarda
and Cristobal [128] propose a no-reference metric based on measuring the vari-
ance of the expected entropy of a given image upon a set of predefined directions.
Moorthy and Bovik [129] propose a two-step framework for no-reference image
quality assessment based on natural scene statistics. Saad et al. [130] propose
a general-purpose, distortion-agnostic, no-reference image quality assessment al-
gorithm based on a natural scene statistics model of discrete cosine transform
coefficients. Mittal et al. [131] propose a natural scene statistic-based distortion-
generic no-reference metric that operates in the spatial domain. Zhang et al. [132]
present a feature-enriched no-reference metric based on a multivariate Gaussian
model. Liu et al. [133] develop a general-purpose no-reference metric that util-
izes local spatial and spectral entropy features on distorted images. A recent no-
reference IQM is proposed by Liu et al. [134] which applies relative gradient
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statistics and adaboosting neural network techniques.
Different IQMs have their pros and cons. Distortion-specific IQMs may have bet-
ter performance only measuring given distortion. On the other hand, generalized
IQMs can assess different types of distortions, however, they may not perform as
good as distortion-specific IQMs for certain distortion. In addition, some IQMs are
Natural Scene Statistics (NSS) based metrics and some of them have been trained
on image quality databases. NSS based IQMs can better assess the quality of nat-
ural images, and trained IQMs have better performance on images that similar to
trained databases. But for the other types of images these IQMs cannot guarantee
their performance.
4.5.3 Fingerprint sample quality assessment using no-reference IQMs
There are quite a few studies investigating fingerprint quality assessment by using
no-reference IQMs. El Abed et al. [135] presented a quality assessment metric of
fingerprints. Its main originality lies in the use of a no-reference quality metric.
The proposed quality metric combines two types of parameters through a weighted
sum optimized by a genetic algorithm: a) image quality criterion, and b) pattern-
based quality criteria (salient and patch-based features). Yao et al. [136] proposed
a utility based quality assessment method of fingerprints by considering several
complementary aspects: a) image quality assessment without any reference which
is consistent with human conception of inspecting quality, b) textural features re-
lated to the fingerprint image, and c) minutiae features which correspond to the
most used information for matching. The proposed quality metric is obtained by
a linear combination of these features and is validated with a reference metric us-
ing different approaches. There are also some metrics proposed by the fingerprint
quality standard [72]. All of these studies are for contact-based fingerprint quality
assessment. Contactless fingerprint technology has not been widely used, so the
quality assessment for contactless fingerprint is rarely considered.
4.5.4 Face sample quality assessment using no-reference IQMs
There are several existing studies using no-reference IQMs to assess face sample
quality. Abaza et al. [137] evaluated no-reference IQMs that can measure image
quality factors in the context of face recognition. Then they proposed a face image
quality index that combines multiple quality measures. Dutta et al. [138] proposed
a data driven model to predict the performance of a face recognition system based
on image quality features. They modeled the relationship between image-based
quality features and recognition performance measures using a probability density
function. Hua et al. [139] investigated the impact of out-of-focus blur on face
recognition performance. Fiche et al. [140] introduced a blurred face recogni-
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tion algorithm guided by a no-reference blur metric. There are also some metrics
proposed by the face quality standard [73]. From these studies we can see that,
no-reference IQMs can be used for the assessment of face sample quality. The
performance is comparable to some metrics proposed in face quality standard [73]
which are designed for specific face modality. However, the above mentioned
studies have two common shortages: a) the image-based quality attributes in these
studies do not cover all the five important attributes indicated in Section 4.3.3; and
b) the databases used in these studies contain both image-based distortions and
modality-based distortions. Due to these two shortcomings, the performance of
no-reference IQMs could be affected.
4.5.5 Iris sample quality assessment using no-reference IQMs
For NIR iris quality assessment, most of the quality assessment approaches are
designed specific for iris modality. Therefore, no-reference IQMs that can only
assess image-based distortions are not commonly used. However, for VW iris
quality assessment, only Proença et al. [86] proposed an approach for quality
assessment. In this study, both image-based metrics and modality-based metrics
are combined to assess VW iris quality. Generally speaking, no-reference IQMs
have not been tested on iris images.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a common framework for the assessment of multi-
modality biometric image quality, which addressed the first research question for-
mulated in Section 1.2. In this framework, we selected the most important com-
mon image-based quality attributes of multi-modality sample quality assessment
for unconstrained biometric systems, which addressed the second research ques-
tion in Section 1.2. We created a multi-modality biometric image quality database
for the performance evaluation purpose. Existing IQMs are introduced and classi-
fied in order to discover their applications for fingerprint, face, and iris biometrics.
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Chapter 5
How image degradations
influence the performance of
fingerprint biometrics
This chapter is based on Article B [7], which is introduced in Section 1.3.
5.1 Introduction
During the past several years, biometric sample quality assessment became a sig-
nificant issue because of biometric systems poor performance on degraded im-
age samples. Studies and benchmarks have shown that biometric sample quality
have a direct influence on the overall performance of a biometric recognition sys-
tem [2, 3]. Indeed, using a poor quality biometric sample in the enrollment phase
of the subject, the recognition of the person cannot be ensured with a high level of
accuracy. For example, a blurry sample image at enrollment may require an extra
processing step to be able to identify the sample in the system. This operationally
important topic has nevertheless received little research compared to the primary
feature-extraction and pattern-recognition tasks. Generally, the biometric data is
obtained from a sensor that can generate an image. However, because of changes
in physical characteristics of human beings (glasses, scars, etc.), the acquisition
environment (indoor, outdoor, etc.) and existing hardware solutions, defects of the
overall system performance are dominant on the acquisition process. So, ensuring
strict quality control of the acquired data is an essential process in the develop-
ment of an efficient biometric recognition system. From the fingerprint quality
standard [72] we already know what kinds of degradations that can affect the per-
formance of a fingerprint recognition system, however, it is not clear to what extent
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the system performance will be influenced. Therefore, an experiment is conducted
to investigate how image degradations influence the performance of fingerprint re-
cognition system, and the performance of fingerprint quality assessment approach.
First, we select normal degradations and apply them to fingerprint samples. Then,
the system performance comparison between original and degraded fingerprints
will be conducted in order to illustrate the impact of each degradation on biomet-
ric system performance. Finally, we use NFIQ fingerprint image quality metric to
measure its performance on selected degradations.
5.2 Experimental setup
In this section, we present the selected degradations, used fingerprint recognition
system and the fingerprint database.
5.2.1 Selection and implementation of fingerprint degradations
According to biometric sample quality standards [52, 72] and existing research we
surveyed [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 75], we select four degradations for the exper-
iment: low contrast, motion blur, JPEG lossy compression artifact, and JPEG 2000
lossy compression artifacts. It has been clearly and widely proved that low contrast
between fingerprint ridge and valley area and clarity of fingerprint are two of most
common degradations that decrease fingerprint recognition system performance.
Many of fingerprint image quality metrics analyze the contrast and clarity of fin-
gerprint as an indicator for fingerprint image quality [141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 58].
Additionally, due to the dry skin condition of the subjects and too low pressure
during acquisition process, low contrast of the fingerprint is anticipated in normal
fingerprint processing. However, we should keep in mind that the low contrast
caused by dry skin is different from the low contrast caused by wet skin. In this
experiment we only take into account the low contrast degradation due to dry skin.
In fingerprint quality standard [72], JPEG and JPEG 2000 lossy compression al-
gorithms are used for fingerprint image data coding. So it is also necessary to
investigate the impact of JPEG and JPEG 2000 compression artifacts. Based on
the reasons above, four types of degradation are selected. Each fingerprint sample
will be degraded into five levels (from little degraded to significantly degraded
fingerprint image). The implementation of each level is described as follow:
• Motion blur: h = fspecial(′motion′, len) is used to generate motion blur
to original fingerprint images. It returns a filter to approximate, once con-
volved with an image, the linear motion of a camera by len pixels. The filter
becomes a vector for horizontal and vertical motions. The len is defined as
3, 6, 9, 12, 15 for level 1 to level 5, which corresponds to a motion of 3, 6, 9,
12, 15 pixels;
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• JPEG compression artifacts: the compression ratio for JPEG lossy compres-
sion are 0.95, 0.75, 0.55, 0.35, and 0.15 for level 1 to level 5, respectively;
• Contrast distortion: J = imadjust(I, [lowin;highin], [lowout;highout]) is
used to generate low contrast fingerprint. It maps the values in I to new val-
ues in J such that values between lowin and highin map to values between
lowout and highout. The lowout value is defined as 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 for
level 1 to level 5;
• JPEG 2000 compression artifacts: the compression ratio for JPEG 2000
lossy compression are 12 ,
1
3 ,
1
5 ,
1
7 , and
1
9 for level 1 to level 5, respectively.
All image processing is completed using Matlab R2015b 64bit. Some examples of
original fingerprints compared to degraded images are shown in Figure 5.1.
From Figure 5.1 we can see that, for degradation type blur and low contrast, the
differences between each level are visually distinguishable. In contrast, the differ-
ences between each level in both JPEG lossy compression and JPEG 2000 lossy
compression artifacts are not obvious. However, this does not mean that these de-
gradations influence fingerprint recognition system in the same way as what we
see from here.
5.2.2 Fingerprint recognition system
In order to investigate how these degradations influence fingerprint recognition
performance, we use National Institute of Standards and Technology Biometric
Image Software (NBIS) [146]. The NBIS distribution is developed by the NIST
for the Federal Bureau of Investigation and Department of Homeland Security. In
NBIS, three core applications will be used in this experiment:
1. MINDTCT, a minutiae detector. It locates and records ridge ending and bi-
furcations in a fingerprint image. The location, type, orientation, and quality
of minutiae are stored and used for further processing (e.g. fingerprint com-
parison);
2. BOZORTH3, a comparison algorithm. It is a minutiae based fingerprint
comparison algorithm. It will do both one-to-one and one-to-many compar-
ison operations. It accepts minutiae generated by the MINDTCT algorithm.
The output is a comparison score between two fingerprints;
3. NFIQ, a fingerprint image quality metric. It analyses a fingerprint image and
assigns a quality level of 1 (highest quality) 5 (lowest quality) to the image.
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Figure 5.1: Fingerprint image degradations in different levels. Column (A) represents the
original fingerprint; (B) represents the degradation level 1 (little degraded); (C) represents
the degradation level 2; (D) represents the degradation level 3; (E) represents the degrada-
tion level 4; and (F) represents the degradation level 5 (significant degraded). The first row
is blur degradation; the second row is JPEG lossy compression artifacts; the third raw is
low contrast degradation; and the last row is JPEG 2000 lossy compression artifacts. All
fingerprint samples in this figure are from FVC 2002 DB1 dataset [25].
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Higher quality images should produce significantly better performance with
comparison algorithms.
5.2.3 Fingerprint database
The fingerprint database used for fingerprint image degradation generation and
fingerprint recognition is FVC 2002 DB1 [25]. The acquisition sensor is op-
tical sensor "TouchView II" by Identix. This database contains 100 fingers and
8 samples per finger. Totally, 800 fingerprints are obtained from the database.
5.2.4 Computation environment
The computer used for conducting image processing and fingerprint minutiae ex-
traction and comparison is DELL LATITUDE E6540 laptop. It has an Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-4800MQ CPU @2.7GHz processor and 16GB memory. The oper-
ating system is Windows 7 Professional 64 bit. All executable NBIS applications
are called in Matlab R2015b.
5.3 Experimental results
Due to the expensive computation for MINDTCT and BOZORTH3 by using Mat-
lab, we reduce the full size of FVC 2002 DB1 to 50 fingers and 4 samples per
finger. Therefore, 200 fingerprints are used in the experiment.
5.3.1 Histogram of comparison scores
The histograms of genuine comparison score for original fingerprints and degraded
fingerprint are shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. The difference between two
Figures is that the scores in Figure 5.2 are the comparison between degraded fin-
gerprints (probe) and original fingerprints (as reference images) (we call it D2O).
Whereas, the scores in Figure 5.3 are the comparison between degraded finger-
prints (probe) and degraded fingerprints (as reference images) (we call it D2D).
From both Figures 5.2 and 5.3 we can observer that, only blur degradation has a
significant negative affect on NBIS fingerprint recognition system. This is because
that from degradation level one to level five, more and more genuine comparison
score move from high value to low value. In addition, there is no significant dif-
ference between D2O histogram and D2D histogram. Histograms of probe com-
parison score have the similar properties to the genuine comparison scores.
5.3.2 Distributive tendency of comparison score
Similar to histogram, we also plot the distribution of the genuine/probe comparison
scores. It is the genuine/probe comparison scores for degraded fingerprints versus
the genuine/probe comparison scores for original fingerprints. The distributive
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Figure 5.2: The histogram of genuine comparison score for original and degraded finger-
prints. The scores of degraded fingerprints are the comparison between degraded finger-
prints (probe) and original fingerprints (reference). The x axis represents the comparison
score and y axis represents the number of score.
Figure 5.3: The histogram of genuine comparison score for original and degraded finger-
prints.The scores of degraded fingerprints are the comparison between degraded finger-
prints (probe) and degraded fingerprints (reference). The x axis represents the comparison
score and y axis represents the number of score.
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tendency plots make it easier for us to see the tendency of the scores change due
to the effect of the introduced degradation in different levels. Both D2O and D2D
distribution plots are illustrated in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, respectively. The x
axis represents the degraded genuine score and the y axis represents the original
genuine score. The reference line is y = x. The lower area which is the triangle
area under the reference line indicates that the original genuine score from a given
fingerprint sample is lower than the degraded genuine score from the same finger-
print sample. The upper area which is the triangle area above the reference line
indicates that the original genuine score from a given fingerprint sample is higher
than the degraded genuine score from the same fingerprint sample. In our case, if
more and more score points in the plot move to the upper area after introducing
a higher level of degradation, it means that NBIS fingerprint recognition perform-
ance is negatively affected by the given degradation. On the other hand, if more
and more score points in the plot move to the lower area after introducing higher
level of degradation, it means that NBIS fingerprint recognition performance is
positively affected by the given degradation. The more score points are central-
ized around the reference line, the less influence there is of such degradation to the
NBIS fingerprint recognition performance.
From Figure 5.4 we can see that, after fingerprints become more blurred, more
and more score points move to the upper area and very close to the y axis. As we
introduced before, this shows that blur degradation on fingerprint samples has a
high negative correlation to the NBIS fingerprint recognition system performance.
For JPEG lossy compression artifacts, no significant scores change tendency that
can be observed. However, when the compression ratio is increasing, more score
points move away from the reference line, but to both lower and upper direction.
Similar tendencies can be found for both low contrast and JPEG 2000 lossy com-
pression artifacts. This means that, in our case, these three degradations slightly
affect NBIS fingerprint recognition performance but no strong trend. By compar-
ing the D2O distributive tendency plots to D2D plots for blur degradation, we can
see that score points in D2D plot move not as much as the points in D2O plot
for each level. This is also because blur has the significant impact on the NBIS
fingerprint recognition performance in our conditions. Distributive tendency plots
of probe comparison score have the similar properties to the genuine comparison
scores.
5.3.3 DET curve
Here, we use DET curves (see Figure 5.6) to illustrate the influence of different
degradations on NBIS fingerprint recognition system performance. From the DET
curves we can see that the influence of blur degradation is higher than the JPEG
degradation (the DET curves for the other two degradations are very similar to
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Figure 5.4: The D2O distributive tendency plots for four degradations in five levels. The x
axis represents the degraded genuine score while the y axis represents the original genuine
score.
Figure 5.5: The D2D distributive tendency plots for four degradations in five levels. The x
axis represents the degraded genuine score while the y axis represents the original genuine
score.
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Figure 5.6: DET curve for blur and JPEG degradations in five levels of the NBIS system
(D2O).
JPEG), which is very similar to what we observed before. Moreover, system per-
formance has a dramatic decrease between level 2 and level 3 (between the green
curve and the blue curve) in blur degradation. This phenomenon can be observed
only from DET curves, but not so much from the histogram nor distributive tend-
ency plots.
5.3.4 Equal Error Rate
Finally, we use EER to investigate the influence of the degradations on the NBIS
fingerprint system. EER is the value where FNMR and FMR are equal. Lower
EER values indicate a better performance of the system. We can compare EER
in different degradations and in different levels in order to know the impact of
each degradations. Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 are EER values from D2O and D2D
comparison scores, respectively. The red color value in the top-left cell is the EER
from original comparison scores.
From Tables 5.1 and 5.2 we can learn again that blur degradation has a significant
negatively effect on the NBIS fingerprint recognition system. There is a bigger
difference of EER between blur level 2 and blur level 3 than between other levels.
These two findings are the same as we saw from DET curves. EER for JPEG are
fluctuating in both tables. Except the JPEG level 3 EER in Table 5.1, all values for
JPEG are greater than the original comparison EER value. It is interesting that the
low contrast EER value first decreases from level 1 to level 3 in Table 5.1 (value
decrease can be found from level 1 to level 2 in Table 5.2). This phenomenon
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Table 5.1: EER of NBIS fingerprint system D2O
0.0885 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Blur 0.0991 0.1229 0.2824 0.2890 0.3100
JPEG 0.0909 0.0932 0.0880 0.0934 0.0896
Low contrast 0.0899 0.0870 0.0866 0.0921 0.1004
JPEG 2000 0.1002 0.1021 0.0953 0.0870 0.0910
Table 5.2: EER of NBIS fingerprint system D2D
0.0885 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Blur 0.0971 0.1089 0.2411 0.2509 0.2871
JPEG 0.0945 0.0927 0.0953 0.0894 0.0893
Low contrast 0.0981 0.0905 0.0965 0.0976 0.0993
JPEG 2000 0.0893 0.0914 0.0987 0.0972 0.0887
could be explained as, when the contrast of the fingerprint decrease, it may reduce
some of the noise and also reduce the degradation of low contrast between ridge
and valley that caused by wet skin (this is opposite to the dry skin low contrast
degradation). But the EER values increase and are greater than the very first levels
at the end. EER values are also fluctuated for JPEG 2000 degradation in both
tables and no obvious trend of value changes can be found. EER values from low
contrast in level 2 and JPEG 2000 in level 4 in Table 5.1 are lower than the original
comparison EER value. However, we can observe that EER values have an overall
decrease when applying degradations on fingerprint samples.
5.3.5 Fingerprint image quality assessment and its evaluation
Furthermore, we will use one fingerprint image quality assessment method, NFIQ
1.0 [58], to measure the quality of original and degraded fingerprints. Then com-
pare the quality assessment results with the comparison scores to evaluate the per-
formance of NFIQ on selected degradations in five levels.
If we look at Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 together, we can see that when blur level
increases, the comparison scores decrease while more and more fingerprints get
higher NFIQ fingerprint quality values (higher NFIQ values indicate lower fin-
gerprint quality). For the rest of degradations, neither comparison scores nor the
NFIQ assessment results have significant variation. These are the same as what we
observed from previous results. It means that there is a correlation between NFIQ
measurement results and the system performance.
In addition, we compute the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [147] p as a
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Figure 5.7: The scatter plots of the NFIQ quality measurement values (x axis) versus the
comparison scores (y axis) for four degradations in five levels.
Table 5.3: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients p under four degradations in five levels
using the normalized comparison scores as ground truth for NFIQ quality values.
p Level Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Blur 0.5192 0.5187 0.4868 0.5110 0.5326
JPEG 0.5246 0.5281 0.5286 0.5059 0.5486
Low contrast 0.5386 0.5286 0.5431 0.5530 0.4937
JPEG 2000 0.5264 0.5406 0.5055 0.5222 0.5090
quantitative method to analyze how well the NFIQ quality assessment results and
NBIS system performance correlate. The results are given in Table 5.3 with four
degradations in five levels for generating the normalized comparison scores. The
results show that the NFIQ fingerprint quality assessment is accurate to assess the
samples’ quality in all degradations and levels assuming the normalized compar-
ison score for each sample as the ground truth of sample quality.
5.4 Summary
In order to investigated how fingerprint image degradations influence recognition
system performance, we selected four types of degradation, blur, JPEG lossy com-
pression artifacts, low contrast, and JPEG 2000 lossy compression artifacts. Each
degradation has been applied to fingerprint samples from part of the FVC 2002
DB1 database in five different levels. The fingerprint recognition system we used
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Figure 5.8: The histogram of the NFIQ quality assessment results for original fingerprints.
Figure 5.9: The histogram of the NFIQ quality assessment results for four degradations
in five levels.
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is two applications from NBIS: a minutiae detector called MINDTCT and a finger-
print comparison algorithm called BOZORTH3. According to the histograms of
comparison scores, distributive tendency plots, DET curves generated from exper-
imental results, we learnt that blur degradation significant negatively affect NBIS
fingerprint recognition system performance based on certain steps between de-
gradation levels. The performance of NBIS fingerprint recognition system is not
apparently affected by the rest of degradations. However, we did observe EER val-
ues have an overall decrease when applying degradations on fingerprint samples.
There is no big difference between D2O and D2D results. Finally, we employed
NFIQ to evaluate the quality of original and degraded fingerprint samples. We gen-
erated the scatter plots of the NFIQ quality measurement values versus the compar-
ison scores, the histogram of the NFIQ quality assessment results, and Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficients using the normalized comparison scores as ground
truth for NFIQ quality values. By investigating these results we can analyze how
well the NFIQ quality assessment results and NBIS system performance correl-
ate. The results show that the NFIQ fingerprint quality assessment is accurate to
assess the samples quality in all degradations and levels assuming the normalized
comparison score for each sample as the ground truth of sample quality.
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Chapter 6
Contactless fingerprint image
quality enhancement
As introduced in the proposed framework in Section 4.2, we selected three mod-
alities for the multi-modality quality assessment task: contactless fingerprint, Vis-
ible Wavelength iris, and face. Contactless fingerprint and VW iris have not been
widely used in the market, so the number of available biometric systems is limited,
especially for those publicly available system. Fortunately, the differences between
Near InfraRed iris and Visible Wavelength iris are not very big, so it is possible
to adapt VW iris sample images to the biometric systems designed for NIR iris
[148, 149, 150]. However, the differences between contact-based fingerprint and
contactless fingerprint is quite big and the existing contact-based fingerprint bio-
metric systems cannot handle contactless fingerprint images very well. This is
due to the low quality of captured contactless fingerprint images. Therefore, in
order to be able to use contactless fingerprint images, either new systems have to
be developed or introduce contactless fingerprint quality enhancement approaches.
Unfortunately, there is few contactless fingerprint quality enhancement approach
is publicly available. Those available methods do not perform good enough to
improve the quality of contactless fingerprint that result in sufficient system per-
formance. Therefore, we need to investigate whether existing contact-based fin-
gerprint quality enhancement approaches can be used for contactless fingerprint
images. In this chapter, we first review existing approaches for contact-based fin-
gerprint enhancement. Then we apply suitable methods to contactless fingerprint
to investigate whether the enhanced sample images can achieve sufficient system
performance. This chapter is based on Article C [8], which is introduced in Sec-
tion 1.3.
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Figure 6.1: An example of fingerprint ridge ending (left) and bifurcation (right). Figures
reproduced from [8].
Figure 6.2: An example of (a) high quality fingerprint sample, and (b) low quality finger-
print sample.
6.1 Introduction
Fingerprints are basically oriented texture fields of quasi-periodic and smooth pat-
tern of ridges and valleys having dominant frequency that reside in mid frequency
range. Ridge orientation, ridge spatial frequency and more significantly structure
of minutiae and their distribution in the fingerprint image, are the main intrinsic
features of a given fingerprint. Most commonly used fingerprint recognition sys-
tems are based on minutiae matching [151]. Minutiae characteristics are local
discontinuities in the fingerprint pattern which represent terminations and bifurc-
ations. A ridge termination is defined as the point where a ridge ends abruptly.
A ridge bifurcation is defined as the point where a ridge forks or diverges into
branch ridges [152]. Figure 6.1 illustrates an example of ridge ending and bifurc-
ation. A critical step in fingerprint recognition is to automatically and reliably ex-
tract minutiae from the given fingerprint samples, which is a challenging mission.
The performance of a minutiae extraction method relies heavily on the quality of
the given fingerprint samples. Figure 6.2 (a) shows an example of high quality
fingerprint sample and an example of fingerprint sample of very low quality, in
which minutiae characteristics are totally corrupted, is shown in Figure 6.2 (b).
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In order to ensure that the performance of the minutiae extraction method will be
robust with respect to the quality of given fingerprint samples, a fingerprint im-
age enhancement approach that can be used for the improvement of the minutiae
characteristics clarity is desired.
There are numerous existing fingerprint enhancement and pre-processing methods
and different methods have their own strengths. In recent years, the contactless fin-
gerprint recognition is gaining more popularity, due to the enormous development
in imaging technology that can be used to overcome the limitations of existing
contact based fingerprint sensors. By using contactless fingerprint recognition, a
wide range of advantages [82, 84] can be observed, such as: distortion (caused due
to the contact pressure) free fingerprint acquisition, free from hygienic problems,
no presence of latent fingerprint and so on. However, the use of contactless finger-
print recognition is also very challenging because of (1) uncontrolled illumination
and background; (2) scaling is essential since fingerprint samples from same sub-
ject are captured at different distance; (3) the depth of field in contactless sensor
is small and will result in a non-uniform focus while acquiring the image; (4) low
contrast between ridges and valleys increases the challenge to extract minutiae
features for accurate fingerprint recognition [153].
6.2 A review of existing contact-based fingerprint quality en-
hancement approaches
In this Section, we will review ten commonly used contact-based fingerprint en-
hancement approaches in the research field.
6.2.1 Method 1: fingerprint enhancement by directional Fourier filtering
Sherlock et al. [154] proposed a fingerprint enhancement method using directional
Fourier filtering technology. Spatial domain technology involves spatial convolu-
tion of the image with filter masks. They used Fourier domain filtering and pre-
filtered fingerprint in order to convolve the fingerprint samples with filters of full
image size, since the 2D fast Fourier transform algorithm can be applied to cal-
culate convolutions efficiently. As a result, such directional filtering is performed
using information from the whole fingerprint image rather than from a small neigh-
borhood of the filtered point, and this leads to more effective noise reduction in the
filtered image.
In method 1, the fingerprint enhancement has two steps: the first step is filter-
ing and the second step is thresholding. The first step generates a directionally
smoothed version of the fingerprint from which most of the non-fingerprint area
has been removed. This image has the useful information, such as ridge structure
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Figure 6.3: Flow chart of the fingerprint enhancement method proposed by Sherlock et
al. [154].
and minutiae etc. The second step will generate the binarized (enhanced) finger-
print image.
The fingerprint image contains local ridge orientation and ridge spacing. This en-
hancement method considers this property by filtering the fingerprint image with
a position-dependent directional Fourier domain filter whose passband is every-
where matched to the local ridge orientation and spacing [154].
The flow chart of this fingerprint enhancement method is shown in Figure 6.3. Sev-
eral position-independent Fourier filters have been developed even though the dir-
ectional filter is position-dependent. Some newly designed directional filters were
employed to the original fingerprint image, yielding some directionally filtered
images. These steps can be found as ’pre-filtered images’ in Figure 6.3.
For each pixel value, the pre-filtered image is then built up by selecting the value
which has the shortest distance to the actual ridge orientation. There, the actual
ridge orientation was investigated so that the enhancement method can conduct
the above mentioned selection procedure. In the end, the binarization will be per-
formed on the directionally filtered fingerprint image by using a local average as
the threshold surface in the thresholding step.
Some experimental results from Sherlock’s method is illustrated in Figure 6.4.
Compared to the original low quality fingerprint sample images, the enhanced im-
ages have certain quality improvement and this demonstrates the usefulness of
position-dependent Fourier domain filtering in the fingerprint image enhancement
technologies.
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Figure 6.4: Experimental results from method proposed by Sherlock et al. [154]. The
first column represents the original fingerprint images, the second column represents the
directionally filtered images, and the last column represents the thresholded enhanced fin-
gerprint images.
6.2.2 Method 2: fingerprint enhancement by estimating local ridge orienta-
tion and frequency
Hong et al. [155] presented a fast fingerprint enhancement method that can en-
hance the clarity of ridge and valley structure of given fingerprint samples by es-
timating local ridge orientation and frequency. In this method, five core stages
have been applied to a fingerprint image:
• Fingerprint normalization: an original fingerprint sample image need to
be normalized so that it has a pre-specified mean and variance;
• Fingerprint local orientation estimation: estimating the local orientation
from the normalized original fingerprint sample;
• Fingerprint local frequency estimation: calculating fingerprint ridge fre-
quency from the estimated orientation fingerprint sample;
• Fingerprint region mask estimation: computing the region mask by clas-
sifying each block in the normalized original fingerprint sample into a re-
coverable or an unrecoverable block (a pixel in the fingerprint image can
be either a non-ridge-and-valley (unrecoverable) pixel or a ridge-and-valley
(recoverable) pixel);
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Figure 6.5: The flowchart of core stages of fingerprint enhancement method proposed by
Hong et al. [155].
• Fingerprint filtering: a bank of Gabor filters which is tuned to local ridge
orientation and ridge frequency is employed to the recoverable pixels in the
normalized original fingerprint sample to generate a final enhanced finger-
print image.
A flowchart of above mentioned five core stages is given in Figure 6.5.
By using this enhancement approach, fingerprint quality enhancement can be ob-
served subjectively by a visual assessment of some enhancement results. These
experimental results are shown in Figure 6.6. From the results we can see that
after using this approach, the clarity of fingerprint ridge and valley structures have
been improved.
6.2.3 Method 3: fingerprint enhancement by using filtering techniques
Greenberg et al. [152] proposed two approaches to enhance fingerprint image
quality. The first one is applying local histogram equalization, Wiener filtering,
and image binarization to a fingerprint image. The second approach will employ a
unique anisotropic filter for direct grayscale enhancement for a fingerprint sample.
A binarization-based method
In this first method, the combination of filters and noise removal techniques were
applied in both preprocessing and post processing stages. The flowchart of this
method is presented in Figure 6.7. As shown in the flowchart, four main steps are
applied to the original fingerprint images:
• Fingerprint contrast enhancement: a local histogram equalization is em-
ployed to the original fingerprint by using a local block process;
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Figure 6.6: Some experimental results from method 2. (a), (c), (e), and (g) represent the
original fingerprint samples; (b), (d), (f), and (h) represent the enhanced fingerprint images
with recoverable regions superimposed on the corresponding original fingerprint images.
• Fingerprint Wiener filtering noise removal: a pixel-wise adaptive Wiener
filter is applied to remove noise in the contrast enhanced fingerprint image;
• Fingerprint binarization and thinning: the binarization process is conduc-
ted by applying an adaptive thresholding. Thinned ridge-lines are obtained
using morphological thinning operations;
• Fingerprint post processing and binary filtering: a newly designed al-
gorithm is used to remove false ridge lines and gaps between true ridge line.
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Figure 6.7: Flowchart of the binarization-based method. Figure reproduced from [152].
Figure 6.8: Experimental results of the binarization-based method. (a) is the original
fingerprint, (b) is the contrast enhanced image, (c) is the Wiener filtered image, (d) is the
binarized image, (e) is the thinned image, and (f) is the final enhanced fingerprint sample.
Some experimental results from this first method is given in Figure 6.8.
A direct gray scale enhancement method
Based on fingerprint enhancement algorithms proposed by Maio et al.[156] and
Hong et al.[155], the second method modified the original algorithm from [155]
and then improve fingerprint image quality by using an anisotropic filter.
In the first stage, a modification of the Gabor-based algorithm is conducted. In the
algorithm proposed by Hong et al. [155], a bank of Gabor filters, which is tuned
to local ridge orientation and ridge frequency, is applied to the ridge and valley
pixels in the normalized input fingerprint image to obtain an enhanced fingerprint
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Figure 6.9: Fingerprint enhancement results (clock-wise from up-left): original finger-
print, Gabor filtered image, modified Gabor filtered image, and final anisotropic filter fin-
gerprint.
image. The filters are used as bandpass filters to remove the noise and preserve true
ridge and valley structures. Greenberg et al. [152] proposed to replace the original
scheme by a local gradient operations from [156] which is used for more precise
orientation estimation. Then fine tuning of some parameters in the original method
results in an efficient and more robust algorithm. In order to decrease the standard
deviation in all directions perpendicular to the ridge direction, some values have
been modified. The new parameter settings create fewer spurious ridges and make
the filter more robust to noise. Next, by cutting down the valid frequency range,
wrong estimation of the frequency in blocks which do not form a well-defined
frequency is avoided. Finally, for better definition of the block’s center, in the
ridge frequency algorithm [155], normalizing the image into a block of odd size
15x15 is changed to 16x16.
In the second stage, a new direct gray scale approach based on a unique aniso-
tropic filter [157] is applied. A structure adaptive anisotropic filtering technique is
proposed by Yang et al. [158] for image filtering. Instead of using local gradients
as a means of controlling the anisotropism of filters. It uses both a local intensity
orientation and an anisotropic measure to control the shape of the filter. Then they
modified this anisotropic filter by shaping the filter kernel and applied it to finger-
print images [157]. The basic idea is that the kernel is allowed to be shaped or
scaled according to local features within a given neighborhood. By applying this
modified filter, only orientation information is required, thus, it makes this method
faster than [155].
Experimental results from this approach illustrate in Figure 6.10.
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6.2.4 Method 4: knowledge based fingerprint enhancement
Luo et al. [159] presented a rule-based method to enhance fingerprint samples.
They employed human knowledge about fingerprints into the enhancement process
in the form of rules and simulate what an expert will do to enhance a fingerprint
image. In their approach, the skeleton image is used to provide ridge structure for
the enhancement of the binary fingerprint. The flowchart of this method is given in
Figure 6.11. There are six key rules in this method and the demonstration of each
rule is illustrated in Figure 6.9:
• Bridge processing: If two bifurcation points A and B are connected by an
edge shorter than a predefined threshold, and both points satisfy the loose
bridge condition. Then, connect related end points C and D of the other
type in the binary image. Delete A and B from the set of bifurcation points.
Delete C and D from the set of end points;
• Breaks processing: If two end points A and B of the same type faces each
other, and their distance is within a predefined threshold, and the line con-
necting A and B will not cross any edge of the same type as A. Then, con-
nect A and B in the binary image. Delete A and B from the set of end points.
Delete the related bifurcation C and D of the other type from the set of bi-
furcation points. C and D may not satisfy the loose bridge condition and can
not be taken as bridge;
• Complex connection processing: If A is a cross point, and one of the edges
connect with A also connects with a bifurcation point B which satisfies strict
bridge condition, and the edge connecting A and B is shorter than a pre-
defined threshold as in rule bridge processing. Then, take A and B as a
bridge, do the same as in rule bridge processing. Then set A as a bifurcation
point;
• Blur processing: If two bifurcation points A and B are connected by an edge
shorter than a predefined threshold. Then, connect the related end points C
and D of the other type in the binary image. Delete A and B from the set of
bifurcation points. Delete C and D from the set of end points;
• Scar processing: If a bifurcation point A satisfies strict bridge condition,
and two of the edges having the largest between-edge angle among the three
edges connect with point A also connects with point B and C respectively.
Then, connect A and D, B and E, C and F in the binary image. Break the
connection of A and B, A and C. Delete A, B, C, D, E and F from the
corresponding point sets;
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Figure 6.10: Demonstration of rules for method 4. Figures reproduced from Luo et
al. [159].
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Figure 6.11: Flowchart of fingerprint enhancement method proposed by Luo et al.[159].
Figure 6.12: An experimental result of fingerprint enhancement method proposed by Luo
et al.[159]. (a) represents the original fingerprint, and (b) represents the enhanced image.
• False connection processing: If a bifurcation point A and an end point B
of the same type face each other, and their distance is within a predefined
threshold, and the line connecting A and B will not cross any edge of the
same type as A. Then, connect B and C in the binary image. Break the
connection between A and C. Where C is a point in the edge connect with
point A, B and C are on the same side of line AD. Delete A and B from the
set of Bifurcation points and the set of end points respectively.
An experimental result is shown in Figure 6.12.
6.2.5 Method 5: fingerprint enhancement by using dyadic scale-space
Cheng and Tian [160] presented the scale space theory in the computer vision to
enhance the fingerprint. In the enhancement process, decomposing a fingerprint
into a set of images and organize the images by a courser to finer scheme. Then
a global and integrate interpretation is generated and it makes it possible to avoid
the influence of noise to the largest extent. There are four important stages in this
method:
• Fingerprint preprocessing with dyadic scale-space: the algorithm first
decomposes the fingerprint image into a series of images to avoid the noise
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Figure 6.13: Experimental results of fingerprint enhancement method proposed by Cheng
and Tian [160]. (a) represents the original fingerprint image, (b) and (c) represents the
decomposed images, (d) represents the ridge width image, (e) represents the final enhanced
fingerprint, and (f) represents the detected minutiae in the fingerprint after enhancement.
in different scales. Then it combines the images to get a more credible im-
age. Each time reduce the noise to some extent. After several iterations, a
preprocessed fingerprint is available;
• Fingerprint orientation estimation: after generating a decomposed image,
it will be segmented to foreground and background. All the processing after
segmentation is applied to the foreground region only, which could reduce
computation time. The fingerprint orientation estimation method proposed
by Jain et al. [161] is then employed;
• Fingerprint ridge width calculation: in order to control the iterative times,
the mean ridge width is calculated based on the binary fingerprint image;
• Fingerprint minutiae extraction: after through several iterations, the bin-
arized fingerprint is produced. Then, fingerprint thinning approach proposed
by Naccache and Shinghal [162] is used.
Experimental results in the process dyadic scale-space is presented in Figure 6.13.
6.2.6 Method 6: wavelet based fingerprint enhancement
Because of the spatial localization property and capability to use oriented wavelets
such as Gabor wavelet filtering, Hatami et al. [163] proposed a two-step fingerprint
enhancement algorithm:
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Figure 6.14: An example of experimental result from fingerprint enhancement approach
proposed by Hatami et al.[163]. (a) is the original fingerprint, (b) is smoothed image, (c)
is the Gabor filtered image, and (d) is the final enhanced binary fingerprint image.
Step 1: smoothing
In the first step, first apply a Gaussian filter to the original fingerprint image in
equally spaced directions with K directions that is specified by the user. Then di-
vide the filtered image intoK×K blocks, whereK is chosen such that frequency
of the ridges are retained. Finally, choose the filtered block that is in the orienta-
tion of the ridge and reconstruct the final enhanced fingerprint by adjoining these
blocks.
Step 2: Gabor wavelet filtering
In the second step, first divide the image to theK ×K blocks. Then apply Gabor
wavelet decomposition in the direction orthogonal to direction chosen in the first
step and at different scales. Finally, reconstruct the final enhanced fingerprint
based on adjoining chosen filtered blocks.
An example of experimental results is given in Figure 6.14.
6.2.7 Method 7: fingerprint enhancement by separable Gabor filter realiza-
tion
Areekul and Tantaratana [164] proposed to use a separable Gabor filter realization
for fast fingerprint enhancement due to 2D Gabor filter can be divided into a 1D
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Gaussian band-pass filter and a 1D low-pass filter. In addition, the separation will
reduce computation complexity. This method can be divided into three steps. The
first step is to define and interpolate consecutive sequences of pixels to form a
new image along selected convolutional orientation and its perpendicular with the
cheapest complexity as possible. Second, two continuous 1D Gabor filters are
generated with suitable parameters, and resampled with uniform space between
pixels, which related to resampling image from the first step. Finally, separable
convolution can be performed along any selected orientation using tessellated and
interleaved patterns.
6.2.8 Method 8: fingerprint enhancement by using short time Fourier trans-
form analysis
Chikkerur et al. [165] introduced a new method for fingerprint enhancement based
on short time Fourier transform analysis. This approach simultaneously estimates
all the intrinsic properties of the fingerprints such as the foreground region mask,
local ridge orientation, and local ridge frequency. Four core stages are included in
this method (see flowchart of this method in Figure 6.15):
• Fingerprint short time Fourier transform analysis: in order to resolve the
properties of the image both in space and also in frequency. It is necessary
to extend the traditional one dimensional time-frequency analysis to two
dimensional image signals to perform short (time/space)-frequency analysis;
• Fingerprint orientation estimation: assuming that the orientation θ is a
random variable that has the probability density function p(θ).The expected
value of the orientation may then be obtained by using a vector averaging
according to
E(θ) =
1
2
tan−1
∫
θ sin(2θ)dθ∫
θ cos(2θ)dθ
. (6.1)
The terms sin(2θ) and cos(2θ) are used to resolve the orientation ambiguity
between orientations ±180◦;
• Fingerprint ridge frequency estimation: the average ridge frequency is
estimated in a manner similar to the ridge orientation. We can assume the
ridge frequency to be a random variable with the probability density func-
tion;
• Fingerprint region mask: an energy image E(x, y) is defined, where each
value indicates the energy content of the corresponding block. The finger-
print region may be differentiated from the background by thresholding the
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Figure 6.15: The flowchart of the proposed method by Chikkerur et al.[165].
energy image. The region mask is obtained by thresholding. Otsu’s op-
timal thresholding [166] technique is used to automatically determine the
threshold. The resulting binary image is processed further to retain the
largest connected component and binary morphological processing.
Some experimental results are demonstrated in Figure 6.16.
6.2.9 Method 9: fingerprint enhancement by robust orientation field estim-
ation
Yoon et al. [167] introduced a fingerprint enhancement method that expects manu-
ally marked region of interest and singular points. The core of this method is
a robust orientation field estimation algorithm for fingerprint. Short time Four-
ier transform is used to generate multiple orientation components in each image
block. This is followed by a hypothesize-and-test paradigm based on randomized
RANSAC, which obtains a group of hypothesized orientation fields. There are
four key steps in this approach:
• Manual markup of region of interest and singular points: singularities
observed in almost all the fingerprints fall into one of the following categor-
ies: (i) no singularity (e.g. arch type of fingerprints), (ii) one core and one
delta (e.g. loop and tented arch type), and (iii) two cores and two deltas (e.g.
whorl and twin loop type);
• Fingerprint orientation element estimation: a popular approach to com-
pute the orientations in a block is based on the short time Fourier trans-
form [165], which detects the peaks in the magnitude spectrum of the local
image;
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Figure 6.16: Experimental results from method proposed by Chikkerur et al.[165]. The
left column is original fingerprint images and the right column is images after enhance-
ment.
Figure 6.17: An example of experimental result from method proposed by Yoon et
al. [167]. The left first image is original fingerprint images and the middle image is ori-
entation estimated fingerprint, and the last image is the final enhanced binary fingerprint.
• Fingerprint orientation field estimation: in this step, a two-level approach
is used to estimate the orientation field of a fingerprint: (i) the orientation
elements in a neighborhood are merged into an orientation group whose
elements are compatible with each other, and (ii) a global orientation field is
robustly estimated by a set of orientation groups;
• Fingerprint filtering: the last step in this method is using Gabor filtering
technique to enhance the orientation estimated fingerprint image.
An example of the experimental result is shown is Figure 6.17.
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6.2.10 Method 10: fingerprint enhancement by orientation field estimation
A similar fingerprint enhancement approach comparable to Yoon et al. [167] is
proposed by Feng et al. [168]. The main motivation behind this method is that a
major limitation of conventional algorithms is that they do not utilize prior know-
ledge of the ridge structure in fingerprints. Inspired by spelling correction tech-
niques in natural language processing, a novel fingerprint orientation field estima-
tion algorithm based on prior knowledge of fingerprint structure is presented. The
prior knowledge of fingerprints using a dictionary of reference orientation patches,
which is constructed using a set of true orientation fields, and the compatibility
constraint between neighboring orientation patches is introduced here. Orienta-
tion field estimation for fingerprints is posed as an energy minimization problem,
which is solved by loopy belief propagation.
From Figure 6.18 we can observed that this method has an off-line dictionary con-
struction stage and an on-line orientation field estimation stage. In the off-line
stage, a set of good quality fingerprints of various pattern types (arch, loop, and
whorl) are manually selected and their orientation fields are used to construct a
dictionary of orientation patches. In the on-line stage, given a fingerprint image,
its orientation field is automatically estimated using the following steps:
• Fingerprint pre-estimation: the initial orientation field is obtained using a
local orientation estimation method, such as local Fourier analysis;
• Fingerprint dictionary lookup: the initial orientation field is divided into
overlapping patches. For each initial orientation patch, its six nearest neigh-
bors in the dictionary are viewed as candidates for replacing the noisy initial
orientation patch;
• Fingerprint context-based correction: the optimal combination of candid-
ate orientation patches is found by considering the compatibility between
neighboring orientation patches.
Some experimental results are illustrated in Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.18: The flowchart of the proposed method by Feng et al.[168]. This approach
contains an off-line dictionary construction stage and an on-line orientation field estima-
tion stage.
Figure 6.19: Some experimental results from the method proposed by Feng et al.[168].
The top row represents the original fingerprint images and the bottom row represents the
enhanced fingerprints corresponding to the original ones.
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6.3 Experiment of applying contact-based fingerprint enhance-
ment methods on contactless fingerprint images
In the previous section we introduced 10 image enhancement techniques for contact-
based fingerprint. Due to the lack of fingerprint enhancement approaches for con-
tactless samples, it would be interesting to investigate the performance of these
contact-based methods on contactless fingerprint images. In this section, we se-
lect three above listed methods which are suitable for contactless fingerprint and
conduct a test experiment by applying them to contactless fingerprint images. The
database used for this experiment is the fingerprint subset from GC2 database. The
selected approaches are: method 2 proposed by Hong et al. [155], method 3 pro-
posed by Greenberg et al. [152], and method 10 proposed by Feng et al. [168].
We will compare these three methods in two aspects, the first aspect is the per-
formance of enhancement under human visual opinion, and the second aspect is
computation speed.
6.3.1 Comparing enhancement performance between three methods
In order to compare the performance of the three methods, except the segmented
original RGB fingerprint we generate a binary fingerprint image by using a com-
monly used image normalization and binarization protocol. Some examples of
binary fingerprints are presented in Figure 6.20. From the binary images we can
see that without any fingerprint enhancement, almost no ridge and valley struc-
ture can be observed. These fingerprint samples can hardly be used for biometric
recognition. So it is necessary to enhance the fingerprint samples especially for
contactless images.
After applying three enhancement approaches to the segmented fingerprint in our
database, some experimental results can be found in Figures 6.21, 6.22, and 6.23
representing the enhancement results from reflex camera, smartphone, and Light
Field Camera, respectively.
The performance of three enhancement approaches can be assessed subjectively
by our visual inspection of these experimental results. It is obvious to see that
after employing three enhancement approaches, the quality of contactless finger-
print image has been significantly improved. The ridge and valley structure can
be easily used to conduct the minutiae extraction and biometric recognition. How-
ever, due to the low contrast between ridge and valley in the contactless fingerprint
images, all three methods cannot enhance and estimate the entire fingerprint ridge
orientation (the black holes represent the ridge and valley structure in certain area
is too weak to be enhanced). On the other hand, the number of black holes in
method 10 is less than method 2 and method 3, but method 2 has more black holes
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Figure 6.20: Examples of binary fingerprint obtained directly from segmented original
fingerprints.(a) represents the binary fingerprint from reflex camera, (b) represents the
binary fingerprint from smartphone, and (c) represents the binary fingerprint from Light
field camera.
Figure 6.21: Enhancement results from reflex camera. The first column is the segmented
original RGB fingerprint, the second column is the results of method 2, the third column
is the results of method 3, and the last column is the results of method 10.
than the other two approaches. Even though the quality of contactless fingerprint
images have been improved, but the accuracy of estimated ridge orientation is still
not very high.
6.3.2 Comparing computation speed between three methods
Additionally, we calculate the average computation time for all contactless finger-
print samples in our database as an indicator to represents the speed between three
methods. The results are demonstrated in Table 6.1. From the table we can see
that method 3 is the fastest method and method 10 is slower than the other two
approaches.
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Figure 6.22: Enhancement results from smartphone. The first column is the segmented
original RGB fingerprint, the second column is the results of method 2, the third column
is the results of method 3, and the last column is the results of method 10.
Figure 6.23: Enhancement results from LFC. The first column is the segmented original
RGB fingerprint, the second column is the results of method 2, the third column is the
results of method 3, and the last column is the results of method 10.
Table 6.1: Average computation time per image for three enhancement methods
Method Time (seconds)
Method 2 by Hong et al. [155] 2.55
Method 3 by Greenberg et al. [152] 1.26
Method 10 by Feng et al. [168] 7.53
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Figure 6.24: The framework of the proposed 3-step contactless fingerprint enhancement
approach.
6.4 An improved 3-step contactless fingerprint image enhance-
ment method
From the experiment results presented in the last section, three selected methods
were developed for contact-based fingerprint enhancement will have an unsatis-
factory performance on contactless fingerprint samples. Therefor, we propose a
3-step contactless fingerprint enhancement approach, which is a combination of
ordinary and optimized contact-based fingerprint enhancement methods.
The first step converts the RGB original contactless fingerprint image to grayscale
and then apply ordinary image enhancement method (e.g. noise removal, illumin-
ation correction, etc) to the grayscale sample. After the first step, the fingerprint
image will be enhanced by using optimized local ridge orientation and frequency
estimation method proposed by Hong et al. [155]. The last step is using a prior
knowledge based fingerprint orientation field estimation approach [168] to process
low reliability area that cannot be estimated in step two. Finally, we fuse the en-
hancement results from step two and three as the final result. The framework of
the proposed method is given in Figure 6.24, more details about each step will be
presented in the following sub-sections.
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6.4.1 Step 1: Color-grayscale fingerprint image enhancement
In this step, we first convert the RGB contactless fingerprint to the grayscale image
by forming a weighted sum of the R, G, and B components [169]:
Fg = 0.2989× Fr + 0.5870× Fg + 0.1140× Fb (6.2)
where Fg represents the grayscale fingerprint and Fr, Fg, Fb represent the R, G,
B components of the original RGB fingerprint. Then a 2D adaptive noise-removal
filtering [170] which lowpass-filters a grayscale image that has been degraded by
constant power additive noise. This filter estimates the local mean µ and variance
σ around each pixel:
µ =
1
NM
∑
n1,n2∈η
a(n1, n2) (6.3)
and
σ2 =
1
NM
∑
n1,n2∈η
a2(n1, n2)− µ
2, (6.4)
where η is the N -by-M local neighborhood of each pixel in the fingerprint. The
filter then creates a pixelwise Wiener filter using these estimates:
b(n1, n2) = µ+
σ2 − v2
σ2
(a(n1, n2)− µ), (6.5)
where v2 is the noise variance. If the noise variance is not given, the filter uses the
average of all the local estimated variances. After the noise removal, a Top-Hat
filtering [171] is applied to correct uneven illumination. Next, we adjust the fin-
gerprint contrast by finding limits to stretch contrast. Finally, the contrast-limited
adaptive histogram equalization [172] is used to enhance the fingerprint. An ex-
ample of using the first step fingerprint enhancement approach is illustrated in
Figure 6.25.
6.4.2 Step 2: Fingerprint local ridge orientation and frequency estimation in
high reliability area
In this step, an optimized fingerprint local ridge orientation and frequency estima-
tion method [155] will be applied to the enhanced contactless fingerprint from step
1. There are five stages in this step:
Normalization
Let F (i, j) represents the gray level value at pixel (i, j) in the fingerprint,M and V
represent the image mean and variance of F , respectively, andN is the normalized
fingerprint. Therefore, the normalization can be given as:
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Figure 6.25: An example of the enhancement result after the first step. (a) represent
the original RGB contactless fingerprint, (b) represents the grayscale fingerprint, and (c)
represent the enhanced fingerprint after the step 1.
N(i, j) =


Md +
√
Vd(F (i,j)−M)2
V , ifF (i, j) > M
Md −
√
Vd(F (i,j)−M)2
V , otherwise
(6.6)
whereMd and Vd represent the desired mean and variance values respectively.
Orientation estimation
The fingerprint orientation image is an intrinsic property of the fingerprint images
and defines invariant coordinates for ridges and valleys in a local neighborhood.
Several methods have been developed to estimate image local orientation [173,
174, 175, 176]. Here, we optimize the original mean square orientation estimation
method:
• Divide N into 4× 4 size blocks;
• Calculate the gradients ∂x(i, j) and ∂y(i, j) at each pixel (i, j). The Sigma
of the Gaussian weighting used to sum the gradient moments is optimized
as 10;
• Estimate the local orientation of each block centered at pixel (i, j) using:
νx(i, j) =
i+w/2∑
u=i−w/2
j+w/2∑
v=j−w/2
2∂x(u, v)∂y(u, v), (6.7)
νy(i, j) =
i+w/2∑
u=i−w/2
j+w/2∑
v=j−w/2
(∂2x(u, v)∂
2
y(u, v)), (6.8)
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θ(i, j) =
1
2
tan−1(
νy(i, j)
νx(i, j)
), (6.9)
where θ(i, j) is the least square estimate of the local ridge orientation;
• Because of the presence of noise, corrupted ridge and valley structures,
minutiae, and so on, the orientation image needs to be converted into a con-
tinuous vector field, which is given as:
φx(i, j) = cos(2θ(i, j)), (6.10)
φy(i, j) = sin(2θ(i, j)), (6.11)
where φx and φy are the x and y components of the vector field respectively;
• Finally, we can compute the local ridge orientation at (i, j) by employing:
O(i, j) =
1
2
tan(
φx(i, j)
φy(i, j)
). (6.12)
With such equation, a smooth orientation field estimate can be generated and
the Sigma of the Gaussian used to smooth the final orientation vector field
is optimized as 5.
Orientation reliability calculation
If the ridge and valley structure in the given contactless fingerprint has a high level
of degradation (e.g. blurred, very low contrast), the error rate of the orientation
estimation will increase significantly. Therefore, we calculate the reliability of the
estimated orientation and then apply another method (in step 3) on those areas with
low reliability values.
Here we calculate the area moment about the orientation axis (this will be the min-
imum moment) and an axis perpendicular (which will be the maximum moment).
The reliability measure is given by:
Re = 1−
ζmin
ζmax
, (6.13)
whereRe is the reliability and ζmin and ζmax represent the minimum and the max-
imum moment, respectively. The reasoning being that if the ratio of the minimum
to maximum moments is close to one we have little orientation information.
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Ridge frequency estimation
LetN represents the normalized fingerprint andO represents the estimated orient-
ation fingerprint, then the x-signature can be calculated by:
Q[k] =
1
w
w−1∑
d=0
N(u, v), k = 0, 1, ..., l − 1, (6.14)
u = i+ (d−
w
2
) cosO(i, j) + (k −
l
2
) sinO(i, j), (6.15)
v = j + (d−
w
2
) sinO(i, j) + (
l
2
− k) cosO(i, j), (6.16)
Let T (i, j) be the average number of pixels between two consecutive peaks in the
x-signature, then the ridge frequency Ω(i, j) is 1T (i,j) . The window length used to
identify peaks is optimized as 9, the minimum and maximum ridge wavelengths,
in pixels, is optimized as 1 and 50 respectively.
Gabor filtering
Since Gabor filters have both frequency-selective and orientation-selective proper-
ties and have optimal joint resolution in both spatial and frequency domain [177,
178]. So it is necessary to employ Gabor filters as bandpass filters to remove un-
desired noises and preserve the true ridge and valley structure.
Finally, we use the orientation reliability values masking the Gabor filtered finger-
print and an binarized fingerprint within reliability over 50% is obtained after the
step 2 enhancement. An example of the enhancement results introduced in step 2
is given in Figure 6.26.
6.4.3 Step 3: Prior knowledge based latent fingerprint orientation field es-
timation in low reliability area
After step 2, we will apply a prior knowledge based fingerprint orientation field
estimation method on the low reliability area (reliability lower than 50%) which
is obtained from the previous step. Thanks to the latent fingerprint enhancement
method, we could consider the low reliability area as latent fingerprint due to its
low quality of ridge and valley structure and biometric information.
Dictionary creation
A number of orientation patches with the same size are included in the dictionary.
An orientation patch has e × e orientation elements and an orientation element
refers to the dominant orientation in a block of size 16 × 16 pixels. These ori-
entation patches are generated from a group of high quality reference fingerprint
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Figure 6.26: An example of the enhancement result after the second step. (a) represents
the enhanced fingerprint after the step 1, (b) represents the normalized fingerprint, (c) rep-
resents the estimated orientation fingerprint, (d) represents the estimated ridge frequency
fingerprint, (e) represents the orientation reliability, and (f) represents the final masked
Gabor filtering fingerprint.
samples and the orientation elements are estimated by VeriFinger 6.2 SDK [179].
Since the orientation elements of the latent fingerprint are unknown, so each ori-
entation patch is rotated by 21 different angles {i · 5◦,−10 ≤ i ≤ 10} to generate
additional orientation patches.
Fingerprint orientation pre-estimation
The fingerprint orientation field pre-estimation is obtained using a simple method
proposed by Jain et al. [180]. The dominant orientation in a 16× 16 block is com-
puted by detecting the peak in the magnitude spectrum of the local image. Due to
the poor quality of latents, the initial orientation field is usually very noisy. How-
ever, orientation field smoothing should be avoided in this stage because correct
orientation elements may even be degraded by strong noise in the neighboring re-
gions. The problem of correcting noisy orientation field is left to the later stages,
which utilize prior knowledge of fingerprints.
Fingerprint dictionary lookup
Given an initial orientation patch that contains at least one foreground block, a list
of candidate reference orientation patches from the dictionary need to be retrieved,
which are sorted according to their similarity with the initial patch. In order to
retrieve the correct orientation patches at high rank, proper similarity measure and
retrieval strategy need to be designed.
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The similarity S(α, β) between an initial orientation patch α and a reference ori-
entation patch β is computed by comparing corresponding orientation elements.
Let ni is the number of orientation elements in the initial orientation patch. Let nr
is the number of orientation elements whose differences are less than a predefined
threshold (empirically set as π/12). The similarity between two patches then is
given as:
S(α, β) =
nr
ni
(6.17)
Orientation field correction is posed as a combinational optimization problem. The
total number of possible solutions is nnpl , where nl is the length of candidate list,
and np is the number of patches in the input fingerprint.
Fingerprint context-based correction
After a dictionary lookup, a list of ci(1 ≤ ci ≤ nl) candidate orientation patches
are obtained. βi = {βi,1, βi,2, . . . , βi,ci}, for an initial orientation patch αi. Con-
textual information needs to be utilized in order to resolve the ambiguity. Then this
issue will be figured out by searching for a set of candidates r∗, which minimizes
an energy function E(r):
E(r) = Es(r) + ωcEc(r) (6.18)
where Es(r) represents the similarity term, Ec(r) represents the compatibility
term, and ωc represents the weight of compatibility term. The similarity term
is given as:
Es(r) =
∑
i∈V
(1− S(αi, βi,ri)) (6.19)
where V is the set of foreground patches and S(·) is defined in Equation 6.17. The
compatibility term is given as:
Ec(r) =
∑
(i,j)∈N
(1− C(βi,ri , βj,rj )) (6.20)
whereN represents the set of adjacent foreground patches which are four-connected
neighbors. The compatibility between two neighboring orientation patches βi,ri
and βj,rj is measured by the similarity of orientation in the overlapping blocks.
Let {θn}
No
n=1 and {λn}
No
n=1 are the set of orientation is the No overlapping blocks
of two orientation patches. Finally, the compatibility is defined as:
C(βi,ri , βj,rj ) =
1
No
No∑
n=1
|cos(θn − λn)| (6.21)
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Figure 6.27: An example of the experimental result from step 3. (a) represents the en-
hanced fingerprint after the step 1, (b) represents the low reliability area enhancement
result by step 2, (c) represents the low reliability area enhancement result by the third step.
An example of the experimental result from step 3 and the comparison of low reli-
ability area enhancement results between step 2 and step 3 are given in Figure 6.27.
It is very obvious that the approach introduced in step 3 has a better performance
in the low reliability area. The reason of why to not use step 3 to enhance the entire
contactless fingerprint is that the method presented in step 3 has good performance
only on low reliability area. Our experimental results shown that if we apply Feng
et al. [168]’s method on high reliability area, the enhancement results is not as
good as Hong et al. [155]’s method.
Finally, we fuse the high reliability area orientation estimation results from step
2 and low reliability area orientation estimation results from step step 3 and then
apply Hong et al. [155]’s method on the fused enhancement result.
6.4.4 Performance evaluation of proposed method
Both subjective and objective assessments are conducted to evaluate the perform-
ance of the proposed contactless fingerprint enhancement approach. We consider
human visual assessment as the subjective evaluation method, meanwhile, minu-
tiae extraction and biometric system performance are two indicators for objective
evaluation. In order to conduct the evaluation process, we use contactless finger-
print modality from GC2 database. However, due to the insufficient quality, fin-
gerprint images taken by LFC cannot be recognized by the enhancement methods.
Thus, we only use fingerprint images taken by smartphone and reflex camera.
Figure 6.28 illustrates the enhancement results for smartphone and reflex camera
as an example from three methods: Hong et al. [155]’s method, Feng et al. [168]’s
method, and the proposed approach. By comparing the results we can see that, the
proposed method has an obvious improvement over the other two. The enhanced
fingerprint samples have very clear ridge and valley structure, especially the ori-
entation and directional field presented in the proposed enhancement approach is
better than the other methods.
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Figure 6.28: The comparison between three fingerprint enhancement methods. The first
three rows are fingerprint samples taken by smartphone, the last three rows are finger-
print samples acquired by reflex camera. Column (a) represents the original RGB contact-
less fingerprint, column (b) represents the enhancement results from Hong et al. [155]’s
method, column (c) represents the enhancement results from Feng et al. [168]’s method,
and column (d) is the enhancement results from proposed method.
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Figure 6.29: Examples of the minutiae extraction results from (a) original contactless fin-
gerprint of sample S1 (5 minutiae detected); (b) enhanced contactless fingerprint of sample
S1 (105 minutiae detected); (c) original contactless fingerprint of sample S2 (4 minutiae
detected); (d) enhanced contactless fingerprint of sample S2 (112 minutiae detected).
We use National Institute of Standards and Technology Biometric Image Soft-
ware to detect and extract minutiae from the original contactless fingerprint and
the enhanced fingerprint obtained from the proposed approach. This system also
includes minutiae quality assessment based on local image conditions. The minu-
tiae extraction results are shown in Figure 6.29. The minutiae quality threshold
is set to 0.3 for original contactless fingerprint and 0.7 for enhanced fingerprint
sample. From the Figure 6.29 we can see that, very few minutiae (4 or 5) can be
detected by the detector from the original contactless fingerprint due to the low
contrast between ridge and valley and out of focus. After the enhancement, the
number of detected minutiae (high quality level) has a significant increasing (105
and 112). The average number of detected minutiae is given in Table 6.2. The
average number of detected minutiae increased with about 30 and 40 compared to
Hong et al. [155]’s method and Feng et al. [168]’s method, respectively. We also
conducted a Sign test statistic to investigate the improvement of detected minutiae
number. The p-values are always less than 2.2e−16 when comparing the proposed
method to the original fingerprints without enhancement and existing enhance-
ment methods. It means that the proposed fingerprint enhancement approach can
improve the quality of the contactless fingerprint for minutiae detection effectively.
While the effect of the enhancement algorithm may be gauged visually, the final
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Table 6.2: Average number of detected minutiae.
Original Hong [155] Feng [168] Proposed
Number of
minutiae
4 38 29 67
Table 6.3: Experiment protocol
Enroll samples Probe samples Total samples
Smarthone 5 samples per fin-
ger * 3 fingers * 2
hands * 50 subjects
= 1500 samples
10 samples per fin-
ger * 3 fingers * 2
hands * 50 subjects
= 3000 samples
1500 + 3000 =
4500 samples
Reflex 5 samples per fin-
ger * 3 fingers * 2
hands * 50 subjects
= 1500 samples
10 samples per fin-
ger * 3 fingers * 2
hands * 50 subjects
= 3000 samples
1500 + 3000 =
4500 samples
objective of the enhancement process is to increase the accuracy of the recogni-
tion system. We also evaluate the effect of our enhancement on our database.
The experiment protocol is give in Table 6.3. We use the fingerprint matching al-
gorithm, BOZORTH3 from NBIS. The biometric system performance results are
provided in Table 6.4. The parameters of BOZORTH3 are default. Considering
the computational costs of each of these approaches, we also illustrate the aver-
age computation time for each method on all contactless fingerprint samples in
the private database (see Table 6.5). From the results we can see that, EER for
proposed method is 7% and 15% lower than existing methods, respectively. The
FMR @ FNMR=0.01 for proposed method is lower than the others. The speed of
the proposed method is, however, slower than the other two approaches.
Table 6.4: Biometric system performance results over the private contactless fingerprint
database
Original Hong [155] Feng [168] Proposed
EER 37.9% 25.4% 33.7% 18.2%
FMR @
FNMR =
0.01
45% 39.1% 42.9% 30.3%
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Table 6.5: Computational costs of three methods
Enhancement method Computation time (seconds)
Hong et al. [155] 3.57
Feng et al. [168] 9.74
Proposed method 16.92
6.5 Summary
In this Chapter, we first review 10 existing contact-based fingerprint quality en-
hancement approaches. Then apply three of them to contactless fingerprint im-
ages. The adaption results show that these approaches cannot very well enhance
contactless fingerprint images. Finally, we developed an improved 3-step contact-
less fingerprint image enhancement approach. The proposed approach is based
on: 1) color-grayscale fingerprint image enhancement, 2) fingerprint local ridge
orientation and frequency estimation in high reliability area, and 3) prior know-
ledge based latent fingerprint orientation field estimation in low reliability area.
Both subjective and objective assessment methods are used to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed method. From the human visual aspect we can see
that, after the enhancement the ridge and valley structure in the contactless fin-
gerprints are much more visible and clear. From the minutiae extraction and bio-
metric system performance aspects we can see that, the proposed approach can
significantly improve the performance of minutiae recognition and the EER and
FMR are lower than some of the existing methods. The computational costs of the
proposed method is higher than the other two original methods. However, by using
the proposed method, EERs are still higher than an accepted level for fingerprint
recognition. So we can neither use the raw contactless fingerprint images nor the
enhanced images for the evaluation of IQMs for multi-modality biometric sample
quality assessment.
Chapter 7
How color space affect the
performance of biometric systems
Color provides important information and features for face and visible wavelength
iris recognition. Different color spaces possess different characteristics and are
suitable for different applications. In this chapter, we propose to investigate how
different color space components influence the performance of degraded face and
visible wavelength iris recognition. Towards this goal, several color space com-
ponents are selected for the evaluation. In addition, four different types and totally
eight image-based degradations are applied to face and visible wavelength iris im-
age samples in order to discover the impact on the performance of the biometric
system. In this chapter, Section 7.1 is based on Article E [9], and Section 7.2 is
based on Article D [11], which are introduced in Section 1.3.
7.1 Influence of color space for the performance of degraded
face image recognition
Biometrics are more and more popular in recent years. Among all the existing bio-
metric modalities, face recognition is one of the well known technologies. Thanks
to the development of color imaging technology and biometric recognition applic-
ation, face images captured under unconstrained conditions by classical devices
such as smartphone, webcams or low-cost cameras can be used for face recog-
nition [26]. However, many of the existing face recognition approaches are only
using grayscale images converted from RGB images by taking the average of the
three color components. The drawback of this method is that we do not consider
the impact of each color component in an RGB image, and, moreover, we ignore
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the influence of other color spaces than the RGB space. Back to 1999, color in-
formation has been noticed due to its importance in face recognition [181]. Unlike
grayscale images, color face images are represented in the most commonly used
RGB color space. By including color information in face recognition, the unique
characteristics that are exclusive to color face images have become relevant to
recognition performance [26]. The impact of color components on recognition
performance lead us to further analyze the representation of color information.
We can investigate through various color spaces to explore additional information
from the color image that can be used to increase recognition performance. An-
other factor that influences the performance of face recognition is the quality of
face sample images. The color face images can be captured under unconstrained
environment conditions. Therefore, some image-based degradations could be in-
troduced during the acquisition process. Using such face images for recognition is
a more challenging issue [26].
7.1.1 Related works of color space for the face recognition
There are many researches using color face image for recognition. Choi et al. [182]
proposed to use color local Gabor wavelets and color local binary pattern for the
purpose of face recognition. Jones and Abbott [183] explored the extraction of fea-
tures from color face images by using an extended hypercomplex Gabor filtering
method. Wang et al. [184] represented a color face recognition approach based
on two-dimensional principal component analysis. Yang and Liu [185] presented
a general discriminant model for color face recognition. Choi et al. [186] pro-
posed a metric called ’variation ratio gain’, which aimed to prove theoretically the
significance of color effect on low-resolution faces within well-known subspace
face recognition frameworks. It quantitatively characterizes how color features af-
fect the recognition performance with respect to changes in face resolution. They
also conducted performance evaluation studies to show the effectiveness of color
on low-resolution faces. However, the number of studies that investigate the in-
fluence of color information on face recognition is limited. Yip and Sinha [187]
suggested that color cues play a role in face recognition and their contribution be-
comes evident when shape cues are degraded. Under such conditions, recognition
performance with color images is significantly better than with grayscale images.
Their experimental results indicated that the contribution of color may lie not so
much in providing diagnostic cues to identity as in aiding low-level image-analysis
processes such as segmentation. Torres et al. [181] stated that a common feature
found in practically all technical approaches proposed for face recognition is the
use of only the luminance information associated to the face image. It is neces-
sary to know if this is due to the low importance of the color information in face
recognition or due to other less technical reasons. They performed a variety of
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Table 7.1: Experiment protocol for face
Enroll samples Probe samples Total samples
LFC 5 samples per subject
* 8 distortions * 5
levels * 50 subjects =
10000 samples
10 samples per sub-
ject * 8 distortions *
5 levels * 50 subjects
= 20000 samples
10000 + 20000 =
30000 samples
Smart-
phone
5 samples per subject
* 8 distortions * 5
levels * 50 subjects =
10000 samples
10 samples per sub-
ject * 8 distortions *
5 levels * 50 subjects
= 20000 samples
10000 + 20000 =
30000 samples
Reflex 5 samples per subject
* 8 distortions * 5
levels * 50 subjects =
10000 samples
10 samples per sub-
ject * 8 distortions *
5 levels * 50 subjects
= 20000 samples
10000 + 20000 =
30000 samples
tests using a global eigen approach, which was modified to cope with the color
information. Their results show that the use of the color information embedded in
an eigen approach can improve the recognition rate when compared to the same
scheme which uses only the luminance information. Yoo et al. [188] presented
color processing for face recognition systems and the results showed that color
information helps the performance of face recognition and found that specifically
YCbCr and YCg’Cr’ color spaces are the most appropriate for face recognition.
Bours and Helkala [189] investigated whether using one of the three color layers
of the RGB image could give better recognition performance compared to the grey-
scale converted image. Finally, Hemery et al. [190] studied different color spaces
for representing an image for the face authentication application. They used a gen-
eric algorithm based on a matching of key points using SIFT descriptors computed
on one color component. Ten color spaces have been studied on four large and
significant benchmark databases. The results showed that all color spaces do not
provide the same efficiency and the use of the color information allows an inter-
esting improvement of verification results.
7.1.2 Experimental setup
The degraded face images are from GC2 Multi-modality Biometric Database. The
experiment protocol is illustrated in Table 7.1.
Color space
According to the analysis results from [187, 188, 190], seven different color spaces
are selected for our experiment: grayscale space, RGB space, CIELab space,
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YCbCr space, HSV space, LSLM space, and CIEXYZ space. Therefore, we evalu-
ate the performance of face recognition system by representing face image in nine
color components:
• Grayscale: computed from the three components of RGB color space by
using the equation: grayscale = 0.299R+ 0.587G+ 0.114B;
• Red, Green, and Blue components from RGB color space;
• L (LAB_L) component from CIELab color space: The CIELab color space
describes mathematically all perceivable colors in three dimensions; L for
lightness and a and b for the color opponents green-red and blue-yellow;
• Y component from YCbCr color space: The YCbCr color space is widely
used for digital video. In this format, luminance information is stored as a
single component (Y), and chrominance information is stored as two color-
difference components (Cb and Cr).
• V component from HSV color space: HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) is one
of the alternative representations of the RGB color space. The HSV rep-
resentation models the way paints of different colors mix together, with the
saturation dimension resembling various shades of brightly colored paint,
and the value dimension resembling the mixture of those paints with vary-
ing amounts of black or white paint;
• L (LSLM_L) component from LSLM color space: LSLM is a color space
represented by the response of the three types of cones of the human eye,
named for their responsively (sensitivity) peaks at long, medium, and short
wavelengths;
• Z component from CIEXYZ color space: X, Y and Z are extrapolations
of RGB created mathematically to avoid negative numbers and are called
Tristimulus values. Y means luminance, Z is somewhat equal to blue, and X
is a mix of cone response curves chosen to be orthogonal to luminance and
non-negative.
The color space transformations have been done inMatlab R2016a by using default
scripts.
Face recognition system
The open source face recognition system is ’The PhD (Pretty helpful Develop-
ment functions for) face recognition toolbox’ [191], which is a collection of Mat-
lab functions and scripts for face recognition. The toolbox was produced as a
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byproduct of Štruc and Pavešic´’s [192] research work and is freely available for
download. Three face feature extraction algorithms are used:
Kernel Fisher Analysis (KFA)
This feature extraction algorithm uses only KFA [193] on the original image without
Gabor filtering technique. The KFA method first performs nonlinear mapping
from the input space to a high-dimensional feature space, and then implements
the multi-class Fisher discriminant analysis in the feature space. The significance
of the nonlinear mapping is that it increases the discriminating power of the KFA
method, which is linear in the feature space but nonlinear in the input space. The
analyzed feature vector will be finally used for face recognition.
Gabor Filtering (GF) + KFA
In this feature extraction algorithm, a bank of complex Gabor filters defined in the
spatial and frequency domains will be constructed first. Then, the algorithm com-
putes the magnitude responses of a face image filtered with a filter bank of complex
Gabor filters. The magnitude responses of the filtering operations are normalized
after downscaling using zero-mean and unit variance normalization [192]. After
that they are converted as the feature vector. Before we use the feature vector to
perform face recognition, a KFA [193] is applied to it.
Phase Congruency (PC) + KFA
The first step in this feature extraction algorithm is the same as GF + KFA, a bank
of complex Gabor filters defined in the spatial and frequency domains will be con-
structed first. But then the algorithm computes phase congruency features from a
face image using a precomputed filter bank of complex Gabor filters [194]. After
that they are converted as the feature vector. The feature vector is employed KFA
before used for face recognition.
As described above, three face feature extraction algorithms are used in the ex-
periment: KFA, GF + KFA, and PC + KFA. The classification method is based
on the nearest neighbor classifier [192]. This classification method is capable of
performing comparison similarity scores between two feature vectors.
7.1.3 Experimental results
Histogram of the comparison scores and the difference of their mean values
In order to evaluate the performance of a face recognition system on degraded face
images when taking into account color space components, we first plot the fitted
histogram of the comparison scores and the difference of their mean values in Fig-
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Figure 7.1: Comparison scores and the difference of their mean values from three cameras
by using different color space components.
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ure 7.1. The x-axis represents the score and the y-axis represents the quantity of
the comparison. The comparisons are between all face images (original and de-
graded) for each capture device. The reference images are created from each cap-
tured sample face image per subject per device. The line plots (continuous lines
for genuine comparison and dotted lines for imposter comparison) is the fitted line
for the histogram of the comparison score. The mean values and their differences
when using different color components to represent the face images are also given
in the figures. The G means the genuine comparison and the I means the imposter
comparison. The gray color represents the comparison score from grayscale face
images, the red lines represent the red channel from RGB color space, the green
lines represent the green channel from RGB color space, the blue lines represent
the blue channel from RGB color space, the magenta lines represent the L chan-
nel from CIELab color space, the light blue lines represent the Y channel from
the YCbCr color space, the brown lines represent the V channel from HSV color
space, the pink lines represent the L channel from the LSLM color space, and the
chartreuse lines represent the Z channel from CIEXYZ color space.
From Figure 7.1 we can see that, when the color space changed there is no big
difference between the fitted histogram and the mean of the comparison score. It
means that using different components from selected color spaces cannot signi-
ficantly affect the performance of the face recognition system on degraded face
images. However, the biggest differences between the genuine score and the im-
poster score for three cameras are always from the grayscale face images. It means
that grayscale face images have an overall better performance for all three cameras
when considering only the µ values and ignoring the σ values.
DET curve
As mentioned before, we also obtain the DET curve as an indicator to examine
the performance of face recognition system by using different color components
to represent degraded face images. The DET curves for three cameras are given in
Figure 7.2. The x-axis represents the FMR and the y-axis represents the FNMR. If
a DET curve is closer to the bottom-left point, it means that this set of data lead to
a higher face recognition performance.
From Figure 7.2 we can see that, DET curves are overlapping with each other for
smartphone, except for grayscale component. The grayscale component has better
performance than the other components for smartphone. For LFC and reflex cam-
era, the better performing color component is the Z channel from CIEXYZ color
space because the chartreuse lines are closer to the bottom-left point. On the other
hand, the green channel from RGB color space always gives lower performance
because the green lines are furthest from the bottom-left point compared to the
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Figure 7.2: DET curves from three cameras by using different color space components.
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Table 7.2: EER obtained from face recognition by using different color components. Val-
ues in red represents the lowest EER for the acquisition devices.
Color
component
LFC Smartphone Reflex
Gray 0.036 0.0302 0.020
Red 0.048 0.0317 0.034
Green 0.064 0.0316 0.066
Blue 0.056 0.0318 0.050
Lab_L 0.036 0.0304 0.028
Y 0.036 0.0302 0.018
V 0.014 0.0310 0.006
LSLM_L 0.028 0.0310 0.018
Z 0.014 0.0310 0.006
other lines.
EER
Finally, we use EER as another indicator to illustrate the performance of the face
recognition system when using different color component representing degraded
face images. The lower the EER, the better the system performance. In Table 7.2
we can discover similar findings to the DET curves: by using different color com-
ponents to represent degraded face images, the face recognition performance is
slightly affected. For face images taken by smartphone, EERs obtained from gray
components and the Y channel from the YCbCr color space are lower than the
other components (see values in red color in the third column of Table 7.2). For
face images taken by LFC and reflex camera, the lower EERs are always from the
V channel from the HSV color space and the Z channel from the CIEXYZ color
space. On the other hand, lower system performance comes from using the green
channel for LFC and reflex camera because the EERs are higher than the other
components. For smartphone, the blue channel gives lower system performance.
Similar conclusion can be drawn here: there is not a single color component that
can significantly increase the face recognition performance than the others. How-
ever, the V channel from the HSV color space and the Z channel from the CIEXYZ
color space give lower EER for two cameras.
7.1.4 Discussion
As introduced in the previous section, Yoo et al. [188] found out that YCbCr and
YCg’Cr’ color spaces can provide better performance than the other color spaces.
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In [189], using the three components red, green, and blue separately from the RGB
color space could give better recognition performance compared to the greyscale
converted image. However, the above mentioned color spaces cannot significantly
improve the face recognition performance in our study, which is similar to the find-
ings presented by Hemery et al. [190]. We discovered that different color spaces
can influence the system performance, depending on the different applications. In
our case, it could be due to the acquisition devices used in our study and the special
database developed for this work. Since we only consider image-based distortions,
so the face recognition system might be not sensitive to those distortion types. On
the other hand, if we add different distortions to face images that are represen-
ted by different color spaces, then these degraded face images can have different
influence on different color spaces.
7.1.5 Summary
We investigate how different color space components affect the recognition sys-
tem performance on degraded face samples images. Nine color components are
selected: grayscale; red, green and blue channels from RGB color space; L chan-
nel from CIELab color space; Y channel from YCbCr color space; V channel
from HSV color space; L channel from LSLM color space; and Z channel from
CIEXYZ color space. We use three indicators to present system performance: his-
togram of comparison scores with their mean values and differences, DET curves,
and EER. We can summarize from the experimental results that, all selected color
components have similar influence to the performance of face recognition system,
which is dependent on the acquisition devices and the experimental setups.
7.2 Influence of color space for the performance of degraded
visible wavelength iris image recognition
With the introduction of visible wavelength iris recognition, color iris images are
captured during the acquisition process. Compared to the traditional near infrared
iris images, the representation of color information must be considered in visible
wavelength iris recognition. Similar to the face modality, we investigate the influ-
ence of color space for the performance of degraded visible wavelength iris image
recognition in this section.
7.2.1 Related works of color space for the visible wavelength iris recogni-
tion
There are not many studies on iris color space analysis in the literature. Boyce
et al. [104] and Monaco [195] investigated the influence of different color space
components on iris recognition performance. In order to convert between the ori-
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Table 7.3: Experiment protocol for iris
Enroll samples Probe samples Total samples
LFC 5 samples per eye per
subject * 2eyes * 8
distortions * 5 levels
* 50 subjects = 20000
samples
10 samples per eye
per subject * 2eyes
* 8 distortions * 5
levels * 50 subjects =
40000 samples
20000 + 40000 =
60000 samples
Smart-
phone
5 samples per eye per
subject * 2eyes * 8
distortions * 5 levels
* 50 subjects = 20000
samples
10 samples per eye
per subject * 2eyes
* 8 distortions * 5
levels * 50 subjects =
40000 samples
20000 + 40000 =
60000 samples
Reflex 5 samples per eye per
subject * 2eyes * 8
distortions * 5 levels
* 50 subjects = 20000
samples
10 samples per eye
per subject * 2eyes
* 8 distortions * 5
levels * 50 subjects =
40000 samples
20000 + 40000 =
60000 samples
ginal RGB color space and one of the other color spaces, they first segmented and
normalized the iris samples. Thus, an RGB iris template is used as the baseline
image on which all color space transforms are employed. Since they only care
about the transformation of the visible wavelength iris images, the near infrared
component is omitted. The normalized template is then subjected to a color space
transform. Once the transform is completed, comparison is performed on each
channel of the color image independently. In addition to the RGB color space,
CIE Lab, YCbCr, HSV, and CMYK color spaces are used in [104, 195]. The find-
ings in their papers are: there is no single color space transformation was found
to increase comparison performance across all components. However, individual
components of certain color spaces showed potential as ideal candidates for iris
recognition. In color spaces such as CIE Lab and YCbCr, the luminosity functions
showed consistently high performance across all eye color classes. When the chro-
maticity is completely segmented from the luminosity, such as in the CIE Lab and
YCbCr color spaces, the chromaticity shows to have high correlations between its
two components indicating that their performance and viability as templates are
similar. Overall, the traditional RGB color space showed strong performance.
7.2.2 Experimental setup
The degraded visible wavelength iris images are from GC2 Multi-modality Bio-
metric Database. The experiment protocol is illustrated in Table 7.3.
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Color space
According to the analysis results from [104], three components from three color
spaces other than grayscale have better performance than the other components:
the Red channel from the RGB color space, the L channel from the CIE-Lab color
space, and the Y channel from the YCbCr channel. Therefore, we evaluate the
performance of the iris recognition system by representing an iris image in four
color components: grayscale, Red, L, and Y. The color space transformations have
been done in Matlab R2016a by using default scripts.
Iris recognition system
The iris recognition system is OSIRIS (Open Source for IRIS) version 4.1 [196].
The OSIRIS reference system is an open source iris recognition system developed
in the framework of the BioSecure project [196]. OSIRIS is composed of four
modules: segmentation, normalization, feature extraction and matching. Those
modules are classical for iris recognition and follow the main steps proposed by
Daugman’s approach [31]:
• Iris segmentation: The first task consists in isolating the iris texture from
other elements of the image such as eyelids, eyelashes, spotlights and/or
shadows. These elements are considered as artifacts and have to be handled
at this stage. Feature extraction and template matching are therefore limited
to this iris region. In addition, the segmentation module generates a binary
mask (used in the template matching module), which indicates which pixels
of the image belong to iris texture.
• Normalization: The iris texture is mapped into a size-invariant band called
the normalized iris image. This dimensionless coordinate system of the res-
ulting image copes with the problem of pupil dilation. This transformation
is carried out by exploiting a parameterization of the iris boundaries ob-
tained by the segmentation module. The normalization process allows the
alignment of any two iris images to be compared.
• Feature extraction: This stage aims at extracting the texture characterist-
ics of a given iris. Discriminative features of iris texture are the basis for
the comparison (matching) of any two images. The resulting template is a
binary image, called irisCode, given as input to the comparison module.
• Template comparison: The final stage of iris recognition systems consists
in deciding whether two templates belong to the same iris or not. To this end,
a similarity or dissimilarity score is computed between the two templates to
compare. The decision of acceptance or rejection is taken by comparing the
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Figure 7.3: Comparison score and the difference of their mean values from left and right
eye for LFC.
matching score to a threshold. The key at this stage is to fix this threshold
appropriately, in order to take the correct decision.
7.2.3 Experimental results
7.2.4 Histogram of the comparison scores and the difference of their mean
values
In order to evaluate the performance of iris recognition system on degraded iris
images when taking into account color space, we first plot the fitted histogram of
the comparison score and the difference of their mean values in Figures 7.3, 7.4,
and 7.5. The x-axis represents the score and the y-axis represents the quantity of
the comparison. The line plots (continued line for genuine comparison and dot
line for imposter comparison) is the fitted line for the histogram of the comparison
score. The mean values and their difference when using different color compon-
ents to represent the iris images are also given in the Figures. The gray color
represents the comparison score from grayscale iris images, the red color repres-
ents the red channel, the green color represents the L channel from CIE Lab color
space, and blue color represents the Y channel from YCbCr color space.
From these three Figures we can see that, when the color space changed there is
no big difference between the mean of the comparison scores. It means that us-
ing different components from selected color spaces cannot significantly affect the
performance of the iris recognition system. However, the influence of color spaces
is different for the three cameras. From Figure 7.3 we can see that, the difference
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Figure 7.4: Comparison score and the difference of their mean values from left and right
eye for smartphone.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison score and the difference of their mean values from left and right
eye for reflex camera.
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Table 7.4: EER obtained from iris recognition by using different color components
Color
component
Gray Red L Y
LFC
Left 0.5409 0.5419 0.5413 0.5413
Right 0.5396 0.5417 0.5408 0.5405
Smartphone
Left 0.5489 0.5664 0.5779 0.5409
Right 0.5258 0.5377 0.5645 0.5154
Reflex
Left 0.6482 0.6890 0.6639 0.6466
Right 0.6462 0.7001 0.6793 0.6266
mean value between genuine score and imposter score by using L channel is larger
than the other three color components for left eye (red channel for right eye). Ac-
cording to the rule proposed in [3], using L channel representing iris images has
better recognition performance than using the other three color components for left
eye from LFC (red channel is better for right eye). We also find that, the influence
is different even for different eyes when using the same camera. From Figure 7.4
we observe that, for both left and right eyes, the L channel always has the better
performance because the difference of mean comparison scores is greater than the
other channels. In Figure 7.5, the better color component is the red channel.
From the analysis above we can conclude that, there is not one color component
that can increase the performance of iris recognition system better than the others.
However, for iris images from different eyes and different cameras, we can use
alternative color component to represent iris images in order to obtain a better
system performance.
EER
In Table 7.4 we can discover similar findings as for the comparison scores: by
using different color components to represent iris image, the iris recognition per-
formance is slightly affected. For iris images taken by LFC, EER obtained from
gray components is lower than the other components (see values in red color in
Table 7.4). For iris images taken by smartphone and reflex camera, the lower EER
is always for the Y component from the YCbCr color space. Unlike the results
from comparison score, the better color component is always the same for both
eyes. Similar conclusion can be drawn here: not a single color component that can
significantly increase the iris recognition performance compared to others. How-
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ever, the Y channel from the YCbCr color space gives lower EER for two cameras.
7.2.5 Summary
We investigate how different color space components affect the recognition sys-
tem performance on degraded visible wavelength iris samples images. Four color
components are selected: grayscale, red channel from RGB color space, L channel
from CIE Lab color space, and Y channel from YCbCr color space. We can sum-
marize from experimental results that, there is not a single color component that
can significantly increase the performance of iris recognition system.
7.3 Conclusion
According to the experimental results from both face and visible wavelength iris
modalities, when using selected database and recognition systems, there is not a
single color component that can significantly influence the performance of biomet-
ric recognition system. Therefore, the grayscale color space component, which is
the default color component for selected face and iris recognition systems, will be
used in the following experiments.
Chapter 8
Performance evaluation of
no-reference image quality
metrics for face and iris
biometric images
The accuracy of face and iris recognition systems is significantly affected by the
quality of sample images. The recent established standardization proposed several
important aspects for the assessment of face sample quality. There are many ex-
isting no-reference IQMs that are able to assess natural image quality by taking
into account similar image-based quality attributes as introduced in the standard-
ization. However, whether such metrics can assess face sample quality is rarely
considered. On the other hand, with the development of electronic color imaging,
there are more and more researches about Visible Wavelength iris recognition.
Compared to the near infrared iris images, using VW iris images acquired under
unconstrained imaging conditions is a more challenging task for the iris recog-
nition system. However, the number of quality assessment methods for VW iris
images is limited. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate whether existing no-
reference IQMs which are designed for natural images can assess the quality of
VW iris images. In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of 15 selected no-
reference IQMs on face and iris biometrics. The experimental results show that
several of them can assess face and iris sample quality according to the systems
performance. We also analyze the strengths and weaknesses of different IQMs as
well as why some of them failed to assess face sample quality. Re-training an ori-
ginal metric by using a face or iris database can improve the performance of a such
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metric. This chapter is based on Article F [10] and G [5], which are introduced in
Section 1.3.
8.1 Introduction
Face has become one of the most commonly and successful modalities for biomet-
ric recognition in the past decade [26]. As face recognition is a mature technology,
it has been used in both government (e.g. Australian and New Zealand customs
services called SmartGate, law enforcement agencies in the United States) and ci-
vilian (e.g. sorting photographs, security payment) applications. The study in face
recognition is motivated by the need for reliable, efficient, and security recogni-
tion methods in order to perform better identification and forensic investigations.
However, face recognition is still a challenging issue when degraded face images
are acquired [26]. In recent years, low-cost devices have enabled face recognition
systems, and smartphone based face recognition systems received significant at-
tention. Such facts make it difficult to ensure the quality of face images. It has
been proven that face sample quality has a significant impact on the accuracy of
biometric recognition [70]. Low face sample quality is a main reason for match-
ing errors in biometric systems and may be the main weakness of some applica-
tions [70]. Biometric image quality assessment approaches are used for measuring
image quality and they may help to improve the performance of face recognition
systems. On the other hand, iris recognition is another commonly used technology
in many government and civilian applications (e.g. border control in the United
Kingdom and United Arab Emirates). However, most of the existing iris recog-
nition systems rely on heavy imaging constraints captured in a stop-and-stare in-
terface, at close distances and using near infrared (700-900 nm) wavelengths with
sufficient quality. In recent years, thanks to the development of imaging technolo-
gies, there are more and more iris recognition systems that operate in the VW and
in less constrained environments [197, 198, 199, 200, 148, 201, 104]. The VW
iris imaging systems lead to acquire degraded iris samples due to less constrained
environments that makes the sample quality assessment a major issue.
Recently, several standardizations on biometric sample quality have been finalized,
especially for face and iris modalities: ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 37 19794-5 Information
technology - Biometrics - Biometric data interchange formats - Part 5: Face im-
age data [202], ISO/IEC TR 29794-5 Information technology - Biometric sample
quality - Part 5: Face image data [73], ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 37 19794-6 Information
technology - Biometrics - Biometric data interchange formats - Part 6: Iris image
data [203], and ISO/IEC TR 29794-6 Information technology - Biometric sample
quality - Part 6: Iris image data [74]. The standard in [202] presents requirements
for the face image data record format as well as the instruction of photographing
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high quality face images. Some important aspects should be considered in order
to meet the basic face image quality requirements: pose angle, facial expression,
visibility of pupils and irises, focus, illumination and so on. The standard in [73]
proposes definition and specification of methodologies for computation of object-
ive, quantitative quality scores for facial images. The standard in [203] presents
requirements for the iris image data record format as well as the instruction of pho-
tographing high quality iris images. To meet the requirements of iris image quality,
the following aspects need to be taken into account: usable iris area, iris-sclera con-
trast, iris-pupil contrast, pupil boundary shape, sharpness, frontal gaze-elevation,
frontal gaze-azimuth, iris pupil concentricity and so on. The standard in [74] pro-
poses definition and specification of methodologies for computation of objective,
quantitative quality scores for iris images. Both image-based and modality-based
face quality attributes are discussed in the standard.
Multi-modality biometric recognition technologies become more and more pop-
ular in recent years [6]. However, biometric sample quality assessment methods
that can be used for the evaluation of multi-modality sample quality are rarely con-
sidered. It is necessary to investigate if it is possible to develop a quality metric that
can assess the quality of biometric image samples from multiple modalities. Two
kinds of quality attributes are usually considered when assessing biometric sample
quality: image-based attributes and modality-based attributes. Image-based attrib-
utes are, for instance related to, contrast, sharpness etc. which are presented in all
image-based biometric modalities (e.g. face, iris, palm print and so on). Modality-
based attributes are dedicated for only one modality, such as pose symmetry in
face biometric or eye reflection in iris biometric. As introduced in Chapter 4, us-
ing image-based quality attributes in the quality assessment approaches make it
possible to assess image-based multi-modality biometric sample quality [6]. The
goal of this chapter is to to evaluate the performance of no-reference IQMs on
face and iris images in order to assess the possibility of developing image-based
multi-modality sample quality assessment metrics.
In this chapter, 15 no-reference IQMs are selected and evaluated. Three face recog-
nition algorithms are used to evaluate the performance of face recognition system,
and a near infrared iris recognition algorithm is adapted to the VW iris sample in
order to evaluate iris recognition system performance. Face and VW iris images
from the GC2 multi-modality biometric database are used. The structure of this
chapter is described as follows. We first present the experimental setup. Then the
experimental results and their analysis for face and iris are illustrated, respectively.
At last the summary of the evaluation and the conclusions are presented.
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Table 8.1: Classification of the selected IQMs
IQMs Distortion-specific Generalized purposes
NSS CONTRAST [119]
BIQI [129],
BLIINDS2 [130],
BRISQUE [131],
ILNIQE2 [132]
Non NSS
JNBM [122],
DCTSP [123],
SH [124],
CONTRAST2 [121],
JPEG [127],
PWN [126]
AQI [128],
AQIP [128],
dipIQ [204],
SSEQ [133]
8.2 Experimental setup
8.2.1 Database and biometric systems
Face and VW iris images from the GC2 multimodality biometric database are used
in this chapter. The experiment protocols for face and VW iris images are the
same as introduced in Chapter 7 (Table 7.1 for face modality, and Table 7.3 for
iris modality). The open source face recognition system used here is ’The PhD
(Pretty helpful Development functions for) face recognition toolbox’ [191]. The
detailed introduction of this system is in Section 7.1.1. The iris recognition system
used here is OSIRIS (Open Source for IRIS) version 4.1 [196]. The detailed in-
troduction of this system is in Section 7.2. The approaches used for the evaluation
of biometric recognition system performance are: histogram of the comparison
scores and their mean values, DET curves, and EER.
8.2.2 No-reference IQMs and their classification
Based on the survey and the availability of the source codes, we selected 15 no-
reference IQMs for the performance evaluation. The reasons of selecting these
IQMs are: 1) all of these IQMs have high correlation with the five most important
image-based quality attributes [6]: for example, JNBM is made for blur distortion,
which is one of the relevant distortions we introduced previously, 2) the imple-
mentation source code of these IQMs are publicly available. We classify these
IQMs into two categories: 1) distortion specific, and 2) generalized purposes hol-
istic IQMs. In each category, we separate IQMs into two groups: NSS based and
non NSS-based IQMs. The classification of the selected IQMs is illustrated in
Table 8.1. The introduction of each selected IQMs is already given in Section
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4.5.As mentioned in the introduction part, we consider that face and VW iris im-
ages evoluted in a subspace of the whole natural images space. Thus, the relevance
of using NSS-based IQMs methods can be investigated. The implementations of
these 15 no-reference IQMs are the original source codes provided by their au-
thors. All parameters are the default settings in our experiments.
8.3 Experimental results for face modality
In this section, we present the experimental results for face modality. We only
illustrate the results by using GF +KFA face recognition algorithm since the results
from KFA and PC + KFA are very similar to GF + KFA.
8.3.1 Histogram of the comparison scores and their mean values
In order to evaluate the performance of the IQMs, we first plot the original com-
parison score by using GF + KFA recognition algorithm for three cameras in Fig-
ure 8.1. The x-axis represents the score and the y-axis represents the quantity of
the comparison. The line plots (red ’- -’ line for genuine comparison and magenta
’:’ line for imposter comparison) correspond to the fitted normal distributions. The
mean value of the comparison score is given as well in Figure 8.1. As mentioned
before, high quality biometric samples could generate relatively ’good’ genuine
comparison scores (in our case, the closer to 1 a score is, the more similar the two
face samples are), which are well separated from imposter comparison scores [3].
We can observe from Figure 8.1 (a), (b), and (c) that genuine comparison scores
are well separated from imposter comparison scores.
Here we only illustrate the interesting examples in Figure 8.2. The histogram of the
genuine comparison score when omitting low quality samples by using 15 selected
no-reference IQMs and GF + KFA recognition algorithm for three cameras are
shown in Appendix A (Figures A.1, A.2, and A.3). For each sub-plot in Figure 8.2,
the red continuous line represents the original comparison score (the same fitted
red line from Figure 8.1); the magenta ’-.’ line represents the comparison score
when we omit 20% lowest quality face samples and keep the remaining 80% higher
quality samples; the blue ’:’ line represents the comparison score when we omit
40% of the lowest quality face samples and keep the remaining 60% higher quality
samples; and the green ’- -’ line represents the comparison score when we omit
60% lowest quality face samples and keep only 40% highest quality samples in
the database for the experiment. According to Grother’s theory [3], we expect to
observe the fitted line moves from left to right (mean comparison value becomes
closer to 1) when we keep 80%, 60%, and 40% highest quality samples.
In Figure 8.2 (a), by using the assessment results from ILNIQE2 for LFC to omit
low quality samples, we can observe the expected right shift for fitted lines (as well
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Figure 8.1: Comparison scores and their mean values for GF+KFA recognition algorithm
for the three cameras.
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Figure 8.2: Examples of comparison scores and their mean values with omitting low
quality samples by using GF+KFA recognition algorithm. The x-axis represents the com-
parison score, and the y-axis represents the quantity of the genuine comparison.
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as the mean values). It means that these IQMs can assess face image quality and
it is correlated with the performance of face recognition algorithm. In Figure 8.2
(b), the mean values increase from keeping 80% to 60% highest quality samples
by using AQIP metric for reflex camera, however, the values decrease when there
is only 40% highest quality samples left. Similar observations can be found for the
other two cameras. In Figure 8.2 (c), the mean values become lower and lower than
the original after omitting more and more low quality samples. This means that
JNBM has a reversed correlation with the performance of GF + KFA recognition
algorithm for LFC.
Additionally, we plot the mean values with omitting low quality samples in Fig-
ure 8.3 for three cameras in order to show the overall performance of IQMs. The
x-axis represents the percentage of kept high quality samples and the y-axis rep-
resents the mean of comparison score. The red ’:’ line represents the original
mean of comparison score. Same findings can be obtained from Figure 8.3. From
the observation above we can summarize that, based on mean comparison scores,
only BRISQUE can assess face quality based on the performance of GF + KFA
face recognition algorithm for all three cameras; DCTSP can assess face quality
for LFC and reflex camera; ILNIQE2 can assess face quality for LFC and smart-
phone. The rest of the IQMs either can assess face quality for only one camera or
have low ability to assess face quality based on the system performance. However,
AQIP, CONTRAST, JNBM, and SH (for LFC); AQI, AQIP, CONTRAST, DCTSP,
JNBM, and SH (for smartphone); AQI, CONTRAST, JNBM, and SH (for reflex
camera) have reversed correlation with the performance of GF + KFA recognition
algorithm according to the histogram and the mean of comparison scores.
8.3.2 DET curve and EER
As mentioned before, we also obtain EER as an indicator to examine the perform-
ance of IQMs. The DET curves with EER for data with and without omitting low
quality face samples for three cameras by using all selected IQMs are given in
Appendix B (see Figures B.1, B.2, and B.3). Here we only illustrate interesting
examples in Figure 8.4. For each sub-plot in Figure 8.4, the red continuous line
represents the original DET curve; the magenta ’- -’ line represents the DET curve
when we keep 80% highest quality face samples; the blue ’:’ line represents the
comparison score when we keep 60% highest quality face samples; and the green
’-.’ line represents the comparison score when we keep only 40% highest quality
face samples in the database for the experiment. If a DET curve is closer to the
bottom-left point, it means that this set of data lead to a higher face recognition
performance. Meanwhile, the lower EER value the better system performance.
From Figure 8.4 (a) and (b) we can see that, DET curves shift closer to bottom-left
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Figure 8.3: Tendency of mean comparison scores with omitting low quality samples for
GF+KFA recognition algorithm.
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Figure 8.4: Examples of DET curves with EER for comparison score with and without
omitting low quality samples by using GF+KFA recognition algorithm.
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point when we keep 80%, 60%, and 40% highest quality samples by using the
assessment results from BIQI and AQIP to omit low quality samples taken by LFC
and reflex camera, respectively. It means that such IQMs can assess face image
quality and it is correlated with the performance of face recognition algorithm.
However, although the DET curves have no obvious shift when we keep 80%,
60%, and 40% highest quality samples, but the EER values have decreased by
using the assessment results from BRISQUE when we omit low quality samples
for smartphone (see Figure 8.4 (c)). In Figure 8.4 (d), three DET curves are on
the bottom-left side of the original DET curve, but EER values are the same when
keeping 80%, 60%, and 40% highest quality samples. We cannot conclude that
such IQMs have ’bad’ performance because all EER values are lower than the
original when omitting low quality samples. We can observe from Figure 8.4
(e) and (f), SH for smartphone and AQI for reflex camera make the DET curves
shift to top-right point when omitting low quality samples. This means that such
IQMs have reversed correlation with the performance of GF + KFA recognition
algorithm.
Additionally, we plot the tendency of EER values with omitting low quality samples
in Figure 8.5 for three cameras in order to show the overall performance of IQMs.
The x-axis represents the percentage of kept high quality samples and the y-axis
represents the EER. The red ’:’ line represents the original EER without omitting
low quality samples. Same findings can be obtained from Figure 8.5. From the
observation above we can summarize that, based on DET curves and EER values
when we keep 80%, 60%, and 40% highest quality samples, there are several IQMs
can assess face sample quality: for LFC they are BIQI, ILNIQE2, and BRISQUE;
for smartphone then are DCTSP, dipIQ, BRISQUE, and ILNIQE2; and for reflex
camera they are BLIINDS2, ILNIQE2, and AQIP. On the other hand, some IQMs
have reversed correlation with the performance of GF +KFA recognition algorithm
and EER values become higher than the original: for LFC they are SSEQ, JPEG,
CONTRAST2, JNBM, CONTRAST, and SH; for smartphone they are JPEG, SH,
CONTRAST2, JNBM, SSEQ, and CONTRAST; for reflex camera they are CON-
TRAST, CONTRAST2, SH, AQI, JPEG, JNBM, SSEQ, PWN, and dipIQ. The
rest of the IQMs either have little influence to the DET curves and EER values
when omitting low quality face samples, or have fluctuation results. Therefore,
ILNIQE2 is the only metric that can assess face sample quality for three cameras
based on the DET curves and EER values.
We also use EER values for all three cameras by omitting lowest quality face
sample one by one until only one highest quality face sample is left from each
subject as another indicator to assess the performance of selected IQMs. The full
plots are shown in Appendix C (see Figures C.1, C.2, and C.3). Here we only give
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Figure 8.5: Tendency of EER values with and without omitting low quality samples for
GF+KFA recognition algorithm.
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Figure 8.6: Examples of EER values with omitting low quality face samples one by one
until the best quality sample left by using GF+KFA recognition algorithm.
the interesting examples that illustrate the change of EER values. The x-axis in
Figure 8.6) represents the number of omitted lowest quality samples unit. There
are 40 units per captured sample image per subject (eight distortions in five levels).
Each unit has 750 images (15 captured sample image per subject). The y-axis rep-
resents the EER value. If the EER value has a smooth decreasing tendency when
we omit lowest quality samples one by one, it means that the metric used for gen-
erating the quality scores can predict the face recognition algorithm well which
represents the high performance of such IQMs. In Figure 8.6 (a) and (b) we can
see that, by using the assessment results from ILNIQE2 and DCTSP to omit one
lowest quality sample (taken by LFC and reflex camera, respectively) each time,
the EER curves have a decreasing tendency. In Figure 8.6 (c), the EER curve from
BLIINDS2 for smartphone is nearly flat. In Figure 8.6 (d), the EER curve from
BIQI for LFC camera has fluctuation in the beginning, and the final trend of the
curve is increasing and the EER value became higher in the end. On the other
hand, as shown in Figure 8.6 (e) and (f), the EER values seem to increase when we
use these metrics to assess face image quality.
In order to have an overview of the performance of selected IQMs represented by
omitting lowest quality face sample one by one, we indicate whether a metric can
improve the face recognition system performance, or have little influence to the
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Table 8.2: Overview of the performance of selected IQMs for face modality
LFC Phone Reflex
AQI
AQIP Improved performance
BIQI Neutral
BLIINDS2 Decreased performance
BRISQUE
CONTRAST
DCTSP
ILNIQE2
JNBM
PWN
SH
SSEQ
CONTRAST2
dipIQ
JPEG
system (neutral), or decrease the system performance in Table 8.2. The green cells
in the table represent that by using such metrics to omit lowest quality face sample
one by one until only one highest quality face sample left from each subject, the
system performance is improved. The yellow cells in the table represent the met-
rics are neutral, which have little influence on the system performance. The red
cells in the table represent the metrics decrease the performance of face recognition
system. From Table 8.2 we can observe that, based on EER values with omitting
low quality face samples one by one until the best quality sample left for three
cameras by using GF + KFA recognition algorithm, ILNIQE2 can assess face im-
age quality for LFC and reflex camera. The rest of the IQMs can either assess face
quality for only one camera or have low ability to assess face quality based on the
system performance. However, CONTRAST, JNBM, SH, SSEQ, CONTRAST2,
and JPEG decrease the performance of GF + KFA recognition algorithm for three
cameras according to the results obtained from one by one omitted EER values.
8.3.3 Performance comparison between selected IQMs and ISO proposed
IQMs
As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, several IQMs are proposed in the face stand-
ard [73]. Here we compare the performance of selected IQMs and ISO proposed
IQMs: ISO1 [205], ISO2 [206], and ISO3 [207]. In Figure 8.7 we illustrate the
DET curves with EER for LFC by using ISO proposed IQMs to omit low qual-
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Figure 8.7: DET curves with EER for comparison score with and without omitting low
quality samples for LFC by using ISO proposed IQMs (GF+KFA).
ity samples. From Figure 8.7 we can see that none of the metrics give expected
DET shift and EER decrease when we omit low quality samples in the dataset.
Similar observations can be found in Figure 8.8, which represent EER values with
omitting low quality face samples one by one until the best quality sample left for
reflex camera by using ISO proposed IQMs. Therefore, compared to the perform-
ance evaluation results for selected no-reference IQMs we see that several metrics
have better performance than ISO proposed metrics.
8.3.4 Re-training ILNIQE2 on face database
From previous results, one specific metric, namely ILNIQE2 shows interesting
results in terms of correlation between the provided quality scores and the per-
formance results. Since this quality index has been trained on general purpose
natural images, it would be interesting to investigate if results can be improved
retraining it on face images. To perform the retraining, the color FERET data-
base [40] has been selected, which has 269 subjects and there are two acquisition
sessions for most of subjects. For each session, 11 different sample images were
acquired which contain different face angles and expressions. We use 269 im-
ages (one sample image (the front face) per subject) from the FERET database to
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Figure 8.8: EER values with omitting low quality face samples one by one until the best
quality sample left for reflex camera by using ISO proposed IQMs (GF+KFA).
re-train the ILNIQE2 metric. These 269 images are all high quality face images
because the ILNIQE2 metric only requires pristine images for training. The re-
trained metric is then used to re-conduct the experiment removing lowest quality
samples one by one from each subject. The plots of EER values for three cameras
are shown in Figure 8.9. The blue lines represent the original ILNIQE2 method,
and the red lines represent the re-trained ILNIQE2 method. From Figure 8.9 we
can see that, after the re-training process, the overall performance of the metric is
improved because the red lines are under the blue thin lines. It means that the over-
all EER values from the re-trained method are lower than the original method. In
addition, the improvement for reflex camera are greater than LFC and smartphone.
By using the original ILNIQE2 to omit lowest quality samples from the database,
the EER values are not smoothly decreasing, moreover, the EER increase after 18
unites of lowest samples are removed for reflex camera. However, by using the
re-trained method, the line becomes smoother and has a decreasing tendency. Fi-
nally, the EER reach ’0’ when 24 unites of lowest quality samples are omitted.
The difference of EER between the original and the re-trained method for reflex
camera is obvious.
We would like to investigate if such improvement for reflex camera is due to the
better prediction of re-trained ILNIQE2 for all distortions or for some distortions.
Therefore, we illustrate EER curves for single distortions in Figure 8.10. Since
there are eight distortions for each sample image, the total units become five in-
stead of 40 as the case was in Figure 8.9. From Figure 8.10 we can see that the re-
training process has little impact on high luminance and JPEG artifacts distortions.
It reduces the performance of ILNIQE2 for low contrast and low luminance distor-
tions because the average EER are higher after re-training, but the EER curves still
have a decreasing tendency. Furthermore, the re-training has a positive effect for
high contrast, Gaussian blur, motion blur, and Poisson noise distortions. The EER
curves for the latter three distortions have an increasing tendency for the original
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Figure 8.9: Comparison of EER by omitting lowest quality sample one by one using
ILNIQE2 for each subject between the original method and the re-trained method.
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of EER between the original method and the re-trained method
for each distortion for reflex camera.
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Figure 8.11: Comparison of ERC by omitting lowest quality sample one by one using
ILNIQE2 for each subject between the original method and the re-trained method.
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method, however, they have a decreasing trend after the re-training process. It is
worth noting that all curves after re-training have a decreasing tendency.
In order to further verify the performance of re-trained ILNIQE2, we use ERC to il-
lustrate its performance before and after the re-training process. Figure 8.11 shows
the ERC for all three cameras by omitting lowest quality face sample one by one
until only one highest quality face sample is left from each subject. The x-axis in
Figure 8.11 represents the number of omitted lowest quality samples unit, and the
y-axis represents the FNMR value. The blue lines represent the original ILNIQE2
method, and the red lines represent the re-trained ILNIQE2 method. Similar to
EER, if the FNMR value has a smooth decreasing tendency when we omit lowest
quality samples one by one, it means that the metric used for generating the quality
scores can predict the face recognition algorithm well which represents the high
performance of such metric. By looking at plots (a) and (b) in Figure 8.11 we
can see that, the performance of re-trained ILNIQE2 is improved before 28 units
of lowest quality samples are omitted for LFC (17 units for smartphone). After
that, the performance before and after the re-training process are similar. In Figure
8.11 (c), after 4 units of lowest quality samples are omitted for reflex camera, the
performance of re-trained ILNIQE2 is improved almost 40% at the end. Same to
the observation in Figure 8.9, the improvement for reflex camera is greater than
LFC and smartphone in Figure 8.11. By using ERC as an indicator, we can still
summarize that the re-training process can improve the performance of ILNIQE2.
8.3.5 Discussion
From the overall point of view, all the selected IQMs decrease the EER when keep-
ing 80% and 60% high quality samples in the database according to their quality
assessment scores (see Figure 8.5). The expected outcome is that when more low
quality face samples are omitted the EER should decrease continuously. How-
ever, two kinds of unexpected outcomes are observed: 1) EER increases when
more low quality samples are omitted but the EER, which is computed from the
last 40% high quality face samples is still lower than the EER computed from the
entire database (AQI, AQIP, BLIINDS2, PWN and DCTSP for LFC; AQI, AQIP,
BIQI, BLIINDS2, and PWN for smartphone; BRISQUE for reflex camera); and 2)
EER increases when omitting low quality face samples but the EER, which is com-
puted from the last 40% high quality face samples becomes higher than the EER
computed from the entire database (CONTRAST, CONTRAST2, JPEG, JNBM,
SSEQ, and SH for LFC; CONTRAST, CONTRAST2, SH, SSEQ, JNBM, and
JPEG for smartphone; AQI, CONTRAST, CONTRAST2, dipIQ, JPEG, JNBM,
PWN, SH, and SSEQ for reflex camera). IQMs that do not belong to these two
cases are then have better performance. In addition, IQMs in case 2) have lower
ability to predict the performance of selected face recognition systems compared to
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the IQMs in case 1). When we compare the EER by omitting lowest quality sample
one by one until only the highest quality face sample left from each subject we can
see that, it is difficult to have a very smooth gradual declining curve. However,
by using some of the IQMs to omit the lowest quality samples, we can observe
that the EER curves have an obvious tendency to drop. These IQMs are: IL-
NIQE2 for LFC; BRISQUE, DCTSP, ILNIQE2, and dipIQ for smartphone; AQIP,
and DCTSP for reflex camera. These IQMs have better overall performance than
the others and they can be used for the development of new image-based multi-
modality biometric sample quality assessment method. In addition, although some
curves may have fluctuations at some point, the general trend is still decreasing:
AQIP and BRISQUE for LFC; BIQI, BRISQUE, and ILNIQE2 for reflex cam-
era. In order to improve the performance of these IQMs, an optimization process
needs to be conducted. On the other hand, some IQMs lead to the gradually in-
creasing EER curves when omitting lowest quality face samples. This outcome
is the opposite of our expectation. Such IQMs are: AQI, CONTRAST, JNBM,
SH, SSEQ, CONTRAST2, and JPEG for LFC; AQI, AQIP, CONTRAST, JNBM,
PWN, SH, SSEQ, CONTRAST2, and JPEG for smartphone; AQI, CONTRAST,
JNBM, PWN, SH, SSEQ, CONTRAST2, dipIQ, and JPEG for reflex camera.
They have reversed correlation with the performance of selected face recognition
algorithms.
Based on the experimental results discussed above we can summarize that, IL-
NIQE2 has an overall better performance than the other selected IQMs for all three
cameras. It gives obvious decreased EER curves for LFC and smartphone when
omitting lowest quality samples one by one. Its EER curve for reflex camera has a
big drop in the middle, but we can still see a decreasing trend. Several IQMs have
better performance than the others for at least one camera: AQIP, BRISQUE, and
DCTSP. Including ILNIQE2, most of these better performing IQMs are from the
generalized purposes holistic category according to our classification in Table 8.1,
except DCTSP. We introduced eight different distortions to the face sample im-
ages, and for each distortion we have five different levels of degradation. There-
fore, it is not difficult to understand why some generalized purposes holistic IQMs
have better performance. This is mainly due to that their design is to assess the
quality of an image that contains unknown and multiple distortions. However,
AQIP, BRISQUE, DCTSP, and even for original ILNIQE2 can neither obtain a
very smooth gradually declining EER curve nor perform good for all three cam-
eras. One of the reasons could be that most of generalized purposes holistic IQMs
are usually trained on natural image databases, for instance, BRISQUE, and IL-
NIQE2 are trained on the LIVE database [208]. However, not all type of distortions
for image-based attributes in our dataset are introduced in the LIVE database, for
example, motion blur and contrast changes are not included in the LIVE database.
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Additionally, BRISQUE, and ILNIQE2 are also NSS based IQMs. Face images
are a sub-category of natural images so we may expect that these generalized pur-
poses holistic and NSS based IQMs can fail in some conditions.
As we can also see from the experimental results, by using the quality assessment
scores from some IQMs to omit low quality samples, the EER increases instead of
decreasing. It means that such IQMs have reversed correlation with the perform-
ance of selected face recognition system. These IQMs are: AQI, CONTRAST,
CONTRAST2, JNBM, SH, and SSEQ (for all three cameras). Except AQI and
SSEQ, all these IQMs are from distortion specific category, which are designed
for the measurement of single type of distortion, such as JPEG or JPEG2000 com-
pression distortions. Since these IQMs are tested under the condition of images
containing only single type of distortion, they may not predict well the quality of
the face samples that contain multiple distortions. If we look at the EER curves
when omitting lowest quality face samples one by one using PWN for smartphone
and reflex camera, we can find that the curves have a declining tendency at a cer-
tain interval (in the beginning for smartphone and smartphone). PWN is a met-
ric used for the measurement of noise degradation and at some points the face
sample images that have noise distortions are starting to be omitted. Before all
noise degraded face samples are omitted the EER can decrease. After there is no
noise degraded face samples left in the database, the EER stops decreasing because
PWN cannot predict the face image quality from other types of distortions. This
explains why we can observe such phenomenon. When we compare the perform-
ance between selected IQMs and ISO proposed IQMs, we can see that only ISO1
can reduce the EER when omitting low quality face samples. ISO2 and ISO3 give
similar results to IQMs which have reversed correlation with the performance of
selected face recognition algorithms. The reason is that they are designed for only
single type of distortion and they cannot handle the multiple distortions under the
condition in this section. Thus, the findings in this section show that this research
work can be used in the future and is meaningful.
Finally, experimental results from the re-trained ILNIQE2 show that the database
used for training the IQMs may influence the performance. The core of the IL-
NIQE2 metric is a pre-learned NSS fitted MultiVariate Gaussian (MVG) model.
This model uses NSS features computed from pristine natural image (e.g. LIVE
database) patches. This MVG model is therefore deployed as a pristine reference
model against which to measure the quality of a given test image. On each patch
of a test image, a best-fit MVG model is computed and then compared with the
pre-learned pristine MVG model for the calculation of the quality score. However,
as we mentioned, face images are a sub-category of natural images. It may not be
appropriate to compare the best-fit MVG model from only face images with the
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pre-learned MVG model from the entire portion of natural images. It could be ex-
plained by the variations between face images are less due to the similar structure
of face images. The re-trained MVG model is then more appropriate for the calcu-
lation of quality scores for face images. Therefore, the performance of re-trained
ILNIQE2 is better than the original.
8.3.6 Summary
We evaluated the performance of selected no-reference IQMs for face biometric
images on GC2 Multi-Modality Biometric Database by using three face recogni-
tion algorithms. Three indicators are used to reflect the performance of IQMs ac-
cording to the face recognition algorithms: histogram of mean comparison score,
DET curve, and EER value. We illustrated the results by comparing between in-
dicators with and without omitting certain percentage of low quality face samples.
In addition, an experiment that re-trained a metric by using only face images is
conducted. From the experimental results we can summarize that, before the re-
training process, ILNIQE2 has a better performance than the other selected IQMs
to assess the quality of face images based on the DET curves and EER values
for two cameras: LFC and smartphone. The re-trained ILNIQE2 metric has bet-
ter performance than its original for all three cameras and the performance for
LFC and smartphone is further improved. Therefore, it is possible to use existing
no-reference IQMs to assess the face sample quality, moreover, the optimization
process can further improve the performance of IQMs. In general, selected dis-
tortion specific IQMs are not as good as the selected generalized purposes holistic
IQMs due to the limitation of suitable degradation.
8.4 Experimental results for iris modality
8.4.1 Histogram of the comparison scores and their mean values
Here we only illustrate the interesting examples in Figure 8.12 for iris modal-
ity. The histogram of the genuine comparison scores when omitting low quality
samples by using 15 selected no-reference IQMs for three cameras are shown in
Appendix A (Figures A.4, A.5, and A.6).
In Figure 8.12 (a), by using the assessment results from ILNIQE2 for LFC to omit
low quality samples, we can observe the expected left shift for fitted lines (as well
as the decreasing of mean values). It means that such IQMs can assess VW iris im-
age quality and it is correlated with the performance of iris recognition algorithm.
In Figure 8.12 (b), the mean values increase from keeping 80% to 60% highest
quality samples by using AQI metric for smartphone, however, the values decrease
when there is only 40% highest quality samples left. This means that AQI has
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Figure 8.12: Examples of comparison scores and their mean values with omitting low
quality samples.
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reversed correlation with the performance of iris recognition algorithm for smart-
phone. In Figure 8.12 (c), all mean values are lower than the original, however,
when only 40% highest quality samples left the mean value increases. This can be
explained that when only a small part of the data left the system performance can
be fluctuating and it might not be reliable.
The plots of mean values when omitting low quality samples are illustrated in
Figure 8.13 for three cameras. From Figure 8.13 (a) we can see that, when we use
AQI, AQIP, CONTRAST2, and PWN to omit 20% of lowest quality iris samples,
the mean comparison scores are higher than the original score. Similar findings
can be observed for smartphone (AQI, AQIP, CONTRAST, and CONTRAST2) in
Figure 8.13 (b). However, for the reflex camera, the mean comparison scores have
an increasing tendency when more and more iris samples are omitted when we use
CONTRAST, JNBM, and JPEG metrics (see Figure 8.13 (c)). Moreover, the mean
comparison score becomes higher than the original mean comparison score when
using CONTRAST2 to omit low quality score for reflex camera. The rest IQMs
can assess VW iris sample quality according to the mean of comparison score.
8.4.2 DET curve and EER
The interesting DET curves with EER for data with and without omitting low
quality VW iris samples for three cameras by using IQMs are given in Figure
8.14. The DET curves with EER for data with and without omitting low quality iris
samples for three cameras by using all 15 selected IQMs are given in Appendix B
(see Figures B.4, B.5, and B.6).
From Figure 8.14 (a) and (b) we can see that, DET curves shift closer to bottom-
left point when we keep 80%, 60%, and 40% highest quality samples by using the
assessment results from PWN to omit low quality samples taken by smartphone
and reflex camera, respectively. Especially we can see very obvious gap between
each lines in Figure 8.14 (b). It means that such IQMs can assess VW iris im-
age quality and it is correlated with the performance of iris recognition algorithm.
However, the DET curves have no obvious shift and the EER values have no signi-
ficant changes by using the assessment results from BLIINDS2 when we omit low
quality samples for LFC (see Figure 8.14 (c)). In Figure 8.14 (d), DET curves shift
closer to top-right point and EER values increase when we keep 80%, 60%, and
40% highest quality samples by using the assessment results from dipIQ to omit
low quality samples taken by reflex camera. This means that such IQMs have a
reversed correlation with the performance of iris recognition algorithm.
The tendency of EER values with omitting low quality samples for iris modality is
given in Figure 8.15 for three cameras. From Figure 8.15 (a) we can see that, the
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Figure 8.13: Tendency of mean comparison scores with omitting low quality samples.
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Figure 8.14: Examples of DET curves with EER for comparison score with and without
omitting low quality samples.
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Figure 8.15: Tendency of EER values with and without omitting low quality samples.
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Figure 8.16: Examples of EER values with omitting low quality iris samples one by one
until the best quality sample left for LFC.
tendency of EER values from JPEG, PWN, AQI, AQIP, and ILNIQE2 are obvi-
ously decreasing from 80% to 40% of kept high quality samples for LFC. Similar
findings can be observed from Figure 8.15 (b) (DCTSP, PWN, SH, SSEQ, AQI,
AQIP, BLIINDS2, and ILNIQE2) for smartphone and from Figure 8.15 (c) (PWN,
AQI, AQIP, and ILNIQE2) for reflex camera. For the rest of IQMs, the EER val-
ues either higher than the original value or have increasing tendency. From the
observation above we can summarize that, based on DET curves and EER values,
four IQMs can assess VW iris quality for all three cameras: PWN, AQI, AQIP, and
ILNIQE2.
The full plots of EER values for all three cameras by omitting lowest quality iris
sample one by one until only one highest quality iris sample left from each subject
are shown in Appendix C (see Figures C.4, C.5, and C.6). Here we only illustrate
the four IQMs (PWN, AQI, AQIP, and ILNIQE2) that can assess iris quality for
three cameras introduced above to discover the change of EER values. For iris
modality, there are also 40 units per captured sample image per subject (eight
distortions in five levels). But each unit has 1500 images (15 captured sample
image per eye per subject). In Figures 8.16 and 8.17 we can see that, by using
the assessment results from selected four IQMs to omit one lowest quality sample
each time, the EER curves have decreasing tendency. However, in Figure 8.18,
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Figure 8.17: Examples of EER values with omitting low quality iris samples one by one
until the best quality sample left for smartphone.
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Figure 8.18: Examples of EER values with omitting low quality iris samples one by one
until the best quality sample left for reflex camera.
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Table 8.3: Overview of the performance of selected IQMs for iris modality
LFC Phone Reflex
AQI
AQIP Improved performance
BIQI Neutral
BLIINDS2 Decreased performance
BRISQUE
CONTRAST
DCTSP
ILNIQE2
JNBM
PWN
SH
SSEQ
CONTRAST2
dipIQ
JPEG
the EER values from AQI and AQIP for reflex camera increase in the beginning
and decrease in the end. There is no obvious change of the EER values for PWN
in the beginning, but the EER values increase in the end. Only EER values from
ILNIQE2 in Figure 8.18) have no increasing tendency and decrease when 25 low
quality units are omitted.
Here, we also illustrate the overview of the performance of IQMs in Table 8.3
for iris modality. We can observe that, based on EER values with omitting low
quality iris samples one by one until the best quality sample left for three cameras,
ILNIQE2 can assess iris image quality for three cameras. AQI and AQIP can assess
iris quality for LFC and smartphone. JNBM can assess iris quality for smartphone
and reflex camera. The rest of the IQMs can either assess iris quality for only one
cameras, or have low ability to assess iris quality based on the system performance.
8.4.3 Re-training ILNIQE2 on VW iris database
Similar to the face modality, ILNIQE2 shows better performance compared to
other selected IQMs. Therefore, we would like to know if results can be im-
proved by retraining it on VW iris images. To perform the retraining, the UBIRIS
.v2 database [44] has been selected, which the iris images were captured on non-
constrained conditions (at-a-distance, on-the-move and on the visible wavelength).
We use 241 images (one sample image per subject) in session one from the UBIRIS
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Figure 8.19: Comparison of EER by omitting lowest quality sample one by one using
ILNIQE2 for each subject between the original method and the re-trained method.
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Figure 8.20: Comparison of ERC by omitting lowest quality sample one by one using
ILNIQE2 for each subject between the original method and the re-trained method.
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.v2 database to re-train the ILNIQE2 metric. These 241 images are all high qual-
ity VW iris images. The re-trained metric is then used to re-conduct the experi-
ment removing lowest quality samples one by one from each subject. The plots of
EER values for three cameras are shown in Figure 8.19. The blue lines represent
the original ILNIQE2 method, and the red lines represent the re-trained ILNIQE2
method. From Figure 8.19 we can see that, after the re-training process, the over-
all performance of the metric is improved because the red lines are under the blue
lines. In addition, the improvement for LFC is greater than smartphone and reflex
camera.
Again, we verify the performance of re-trained ILNIQE2 by using ERC. Figure
8.20 shows the ERC for all three cameras by omitting lowest quality iris sample
one by one until only one highest quality iris sample is left from each subject. The
blue lines represent the original ILNIQE2 method, and the red lines represent the
re-trained ILNIQE2 method. By looking at plots (a) in Figure 8.20 for LFC, the
overall FNMR values have an obvious drop. The re-trained ILNIQE2 has better
performance than the original. In Figure 8.20 (b), the performance of re-trained
ILNIQE2 is better than the original before 33 and after 36 units of lowest quality
samples are omitted for smartphone. Moreover, the FNMR values drop fast and
doubled the difference at the end. In Figure 8.20 (c), the improvement for reflex
camera by using re-trained ILNIQE2 is greater and greater when keep omitting low
quality iris samples. From the experimental results we can still summarize that the
re-training process can improve the performance of ILNIQE2 for iris modality.
8.4.4 Summary
We evaluated the performance of 15 selected no-reference IQMs for VW iris
biometric images on GC2 Multi-Modality Biometric Database. Three indicators
are used to reflect the performance of IQMs according to the iris recognition al-
gorithms: histogram of mean comparison score, DET curve and EER value. We
illustrated the results by comparing between indicators with and without omitting
certain percentage of low quality iris samples. In addition, re-training a metric by
using only VW iris database has been done. From the experimental results we can
summarize that, before the re-training process, ILNIQE2 has a better performance
than the other selected IQMs to assess the quality of iris images for three cameras
based on the EER values. The re-trained ILNIQE2 metric has better performance
than its original version, especially for LFC, based on the EER values and ERC.
8.5 Conclusion
From the experimental results for both face and VW iris modalities we can see that,
there are several selected IQMs can assess biometric sample quality according to
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the system performance, which addressed the third research question formulated
in Section 1.2. Moreover, by re-training the ILNIQE2 metric using a modality spe-
cific database we can improve its performance, which addressed the last research
question mentioned in Section 1.2. Therefore, it is possible to use existing no-
reference IQMs to assess face and VW iris sample quality. The above mentioned
findings can be used for the development of robust quality metrics for face and
VW iris image quality, and furthermore, for multiple biometric modalities image
quality assessment.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
The goal of this work was to investigate a common image-based multi-modality
biometric sample quality assessment framework. Based on this framework, we
evaluate the performance of existing no-reference IQMs on unconstrained multi-
modality biometric samples. Assessing multi-modality biometric sample quality is
a challenging task, since different biometric modalities have their own quality at-
tributes. Nevertheless, our aim was to use no-reference IQMs correlated with bio-
metric system performance for unconstrained multi-modality biometric samples,
which is a complex and difficult task. Four research questions have been addressed
in this work: 1) how to design a common framework to assess the quality of multi-
modality biometric image samples, 2) what are the most important image-based
quality attributes in the common framework, 3) how to use no-reference IQMs to
assess the quality of multi-modality biometric image samples, and what is their
performance, 4) how to optimize the no-reference IQMs in order to improve their
performance on multi-modality biometric image samples.
First, we introduced the concept of biometrics, including fingerprint, face, iris re-
cognition and performance of a biometric system in Chapter 2. Then we explain
the differences between image quality and biometric sample quality in the same
chapter. Thereafter, in Chapter 3 we investigated existing biometric sample qual-
ity assessment methods for contact-based and contactless fingerprint, face, and
NIR-based and VW iris modalities. We also discover how to evaluate the perform-
ance of biometric sample quality assessment methods. Based on the knowledge
gathered from existing biometric sample quality assessment, we proposed a com-
mon framework for the assessment of multi-modality biometric image quality in
Chapter 4. In this common framework, we first surveyed common image-based
image attributes of multi-modality sample quality assessment for unconstrained
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biometric system, then classified and selected the most important attributes from
them. We created a new multi-modality biometric image quality database for the
evaluation of biometric image quality assessment methods. Totally 830250 images
were captured by LFC, smartphone, and reflex camera for contactless fingerprint,
VW iris, and face biometric modalities. In the final section of Chapter 4, we invest-
igated existing IQMs and their applications for biometrics. This chapter addressed
the research questions 1 and 2. In Chapter 5 we conducted experiments to know
how image degradations influence the performance of fingerprint biometrics. Due
to the lack of publicly available contactless fingerprint recognition system, we first
reviewed ten existing contact-based fingerprint quality enhancement approaches in
Chapter 6. Based on the review, we proposed a 3-step contactless fingerprint image
enhancement method in order to adapt contactless fingerprint to the contact-based
fingerprint recognition systems. However, by using the proposed method, the per-
formance of the fingerprint recognition system is still lower than an accepted level.
Therefore, we left contactless fingerprint modality for further works.
Chapter 7 focused on the influence of different color spaces for the performance
of face and VW iris recognition. The experimental results indicated that there is
little difference by using different color spaces for face and VW iris recognition.
In Chapter 8 we evaluated the performance of 15 selected no-reference IQMs for
face and VW iris biometric images. We used 1) histogram of the comparison
scores, 2) DET curve, and 3) EER as indicators to represent the performance of
selected IQMs on face and VW iris biometrics. Based on the performance, we
optimized the best performed metric, namely ILNIQE2 by re-training it on face
or VW iris databases. The performance of optimized ILNIQE2 metric has been
further improved according to the system performance for both modalities. This
chapter addressed the research questions 3 and 4. The above mentioned findings
can be used for the development of robust quality metrics for face and VW iris
image quality, and furthermore, for multiple biometric modalities image quality
assessment.
Main contributions
• Proposed a common framework for the assessment of multi-modality bio-
metric image quality. This framework can be used for the development of
biometric sample quality assessment for any image-based modalities.
• Investigated, classified, and redefined five most important image-based at-
tributes: contrast, sharpness, luminance, artifacts, and color, which can be
used for the assessment of multi-modality biometric sample quality.
• Created a new multi-modality biometric image quality database that can be
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used for the evaluation of biometric sample quality assessment methods.
There are three modalities in this database: contactless fingerprint, face,
and VW iris. The database contains 13500 raw fingerprint images, 2250
raw face images, and 4500 raw iris images. In addition, we applied eight
distortions in five degradation levels to each raw image. Therefore, totally
830250 sample images were included in this database. We plan to make the
database publicly available.
• Surveyed existing IQMs and their applications in fingerprint, face, and iris
biometrics. This survey helped us to select appropriate IQMs.
• Investigated how image degradations influence the performance of a finger-
print recognition system and a fingerprint quality assessment method.
• Proposed a 3-step contactless fingerprint image quality enhancement method
after the survey of ten existing contact-based fingerprint enhancement ap-
proaches.
• Discovered that the performance of biometric systems is not significantly
affected by different color spaces in our experimental setups and conditions.
• Evaluation the performance of 15 selected no-reference IQMs for face and
VW iris images. The evaluation results showed that several IQMs can as-
sess biometric sample quality according to the system performance. The
best performed metric ’ILNIQE2’ has been optimized by conducting a re-
training process, and the performance was better than the original.
In conclusion, our work has investigated the multi-modality quality assessment for
unconstrained biometric samples. New framework, database, and an optimized
metric for assessing the quality of face and VW iris biometric images have been
proposed, and the work carried out in this thesis will be useful for future research
and development in the multi-modality biometric image quality assessment area.
Perspectives
Instead of introducing distortions artificially to the database, we could simulate
the real world distortions when acquiring biometric images. This can be done
by changing the acquisition conditions. More image-based biometric modalities
could be included in the database, such as palmprint, ear, vein, and so on.
The proposed 3-step contactless fingerprint image quality enhancement method
could be further optimized in order to enhance contactless fingerprints to a certain
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level so that they can be adapted to the contact-based fingerprint recognition sys-
tem. On the other hand, develop a fingerprint recognition system for contactless
fingerprint samples could be another option to enrich the final evaluation stage for
selected no-reference IQMs.
We can select more no-reference IQMs for the performance evaluation on multi-
modality biometric sample images. Moreover, re-training the ILNIQE2 by using
a multi-modality database (mixed datasets with face and VW iris images) is an in-
teresting experiment to be conducted. It could also be interesting to use a metric to
help enhance the biometric sample image quality, so that the system performance
can be improved.
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Figure A.1: Comparison scores and their mean values with omitting low quality face
samples for LFC by using GF+KFA face recognition algorithm.
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Figure A.2: Comparison scores and their mean values with omitting low quality face
samples for smartphone by using GF+KFA face recognition algorithm.
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Figure A.3: Comparison scores and their mean values with omitting low quality face
samples for reflex camera by using GF+KFA face recognition algorithm.
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Figure A.4: Comparison scores and their mean values with omitting low quality iris
samples for LFC.
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Figure A.5: Comparison scores and their mean values with omitting low quality iris
samples for smartphone.
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Figure A.6: Comparison scores and their mean values with omitting low quality iris
samples for reflex camera.
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Figure B.1: DET curves with EER for comparison score with and without omitting low
quality face samples for LFC by using GF+KFA face recognition algorithm.
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Figure B.2: DET curves with EER for comparison score with and without omitting low
quality face samples for smartphone by using GF+KFA face recognition algorithm.
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Figure B.3: DET curves with EER for comparison score with and without omitting low
quality face samples for reflex camera by using GF+KFA face recognition algorithm.
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Figure B.4: DET curves with EER for comparison score with and without omitting low
quality iris samples for LFC.
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Figure B.5: DET curves with EER for comparison score with and without omitting low
quality iris samples for smartphone.
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Figure B.6: DET curves with EER for comparison score with and without omitting low
quality iris samples for reflex camera.
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Appendix C
Figures of EER values with
omitting low quality face samples
one by one until the best quality
sample left
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Figure C.1: EER values with omitting low quality face samples one by one until the best
quality face sample left for LFC by using GF+KFA face recognition algorithm.
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Figure C.2: EER values with omitting low quality face samples one by one until the best
quality face sample left for smartphone by using GF+KFA face recognition algorithm.
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Figure C.3: EER values with omitting low quality face samples one by one until the best
quality face sample left for reflex camera by using GF+KFA face recognition algorithm.
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Figure C.4: EER values with omitting low quality face samples one by one until the best
quality iris sample left for LFC.
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Figure C.5: EER values with omitting low quality face samples one by one until the best
quality iris sample left for smartphone.
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Figure C.6: EER values with omitting low quality face samples one by one until the best
quality iris sample left for reflex camera.
